
COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

Minutes of Meeting of August 1, 1992

Multnomah County sheriff's Office
The Hansen Building

12240 N.E. Glison, First Floor
Portland, oregon

Present:

Excused:

Susan G. Bischoff
William D. Cramer, Sr.
Susan P. Graber
Bruce C. Hamlin
John E. Hart
Maury Holland
Lee Johnson
Bernard Jolles
Henry Kantor
John V. Kelly

Richard L. Barron
Richard C. Bemis
Paul J. DeMuniz
Lafayette G. Harter

Richard T. Kropp
Winfrid K.F. Liepe
Ronald L. Marceau
Robert McConville
Michael V. Phillips
Charles A. Sams
William C. Snouffer
Janice M. Stewart
Elizabeth Welch

Also present were Maury Holland, Acting Executive Director,
and Gilma Henthorne, Executive Assistant. The following
attorneys were in attendance: Richard Caswell, Anton Pardini,
Frank Dixon, Philip Emerson, Paul Fortino, Phil Goldsmith,
G. Kevin Kiely, Robert Neuberger, John Ryan, Ken Sherman, Jr.,
Cecil Strange, Charles Tauman, Charlie Williamson, Michael L.
Williams, and Alan wight.

The meeting was called to order by Chair Henry Kantor at
9:30 a.m.

The Chair announced that the meeting was an advertised
public meeting and invited those members of the pUblic present to
make any statements they wished to make during the meeting.

Agenda Item No.1: Approval of minutes of meeting held May
9, 1992 and June 12, 1992. The minutes of both meetings were
unanimously approved.

Agenda Item No.2: Class actions. (Numerous comment
letters from the bar and pUblic concerning class actions were
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distributed at the meeting and are attached to the original of
these minutes.) The Chair stated that the sUbject of class
actions originated as a result of a proposal made by a group of
lawyers and interested people who are involved in class action
practice. He stated that Mr. Phil Goldsmith had written a letter
to the Council on December 14, 1991 (attached to these minutes),
on behalf of the Committee to Reform Oregon's Class Action RUle,
and had made a presentation to the Council at its February 8,
1992 meeting. The Chair stated that the council's Subcommittee
on Class Actions had worked diligently in studying the proposals
and had prepared comprehensive reports. He then asked the Chair
of the subcommittee to summarize the reports.

Janice Stewart, Chair of the Class Action Subcommittee, then
summarized both the majority and minority reports of the
subcommittee (both reports are attached to the original minutes
of this meeting, and copies were previously furnished to Council
members). By way of background she recalled that the proposed
amendments now under consideration were modeled upon two sets of
proposed revisions to FRCP 23, the federal class action rule,
neither of which has been acted upon by the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee. Stewart also recalled that the extensive revisions to
ORCP 32 promulgated by the Council in 1980 were largely
overridden by the 1981 Legislature. She summarized the most
important features of the current proposals as being the
SUbstitution of a unitary for a tripartite classification scheme;
making the giving of notice to class members discretionary even
in damage class actions rather than mandatory as required under
the present R. 32 F(1); and the abolition of the mandatory claim
form procedure under R. 32 F(2). Stewart noted that she
dissented from the SUbcommittee's recommendation regarding
discretionary notice, primarily because she believes this might
violate federal due process standards and because no other
American jurisdiction appears to have gone so far.

Janice Stewart further stated that the SUbcommittee was
unanimous in recommending deletion of the provision in current R.
32 F(2) for mandatory solicitation of claim forms in all damage
actions maintained under R. 32 B(3), but also unanimously
recommends against adoption of the proposed sUbstitute provision.
This is because the subcommittee believes that both the present
R. 32 F(2) and the proposed revision would in effect instruct
courts on how to ascertain the appropriate amounts of jUdgment
entered in class actions to which they apply, and that such
direction is not properly a matter of practice and procedure.
She added that the subcommittee acknowledges the dilemma this
might create for the Council, in that the present claim form
procedure was enacted by the 1981 Legislature. If the Council
were now to agree with the subcommittee that this sort of
provision does not belong in a set of procedural rUles, in whole
or in part because it "affects substantive rights," it might be
driven to the conclusion that the Council cannot, or at least
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should not, touch the present R. 32 F(2), since that was enacted
by the legislature, a body not sUbject to the Council's statutory
limitation of authority over rules of practice or procedure not
affecting substantive rights. This point was underlined by the
fact that the sUbcommittee recommends that the Council not adopt
the proposed revisions to R. 32 N regarding attorney fees on the
ground that the rule clearly deals with a matter of substantive
rights, the present version of which was enacted by the
legislature.

Maury Holland stated that he had prepared a version of how
Rule 32 would appear if the proposals favored by the majority of
the subcommittee were adopted; he said that he also had made
stylistic changes and corrected language glitches. He felt that
it would be easier to read the total rule without brackets and
underlining. He urged Council members to keep this version for
possible use as a working document in the months to come.

The Chair then asked proponents of various of proposed
revisions to R. 32 to speak first, followed by those who would
speak in opposition.

Mr. Phil Goldsmith, Portland, spoke first and made the
following points: He noted that the subcommittee report
recommends that the Council reject the proposed changes to
R. 32 N regarding shifting of attorney fees on the ground that
this is a matter having to do with substantive rights and that
the present version of the rule, having been enacted by the
Legislature, should not be revised by the Council. He asked the
Council to consider the counterarguments to this view set forth
on pp. 6 and 7 of his June 9 letter to the Council. He also
urged that if the full Council agrees with the subcommittee
recommendation that present R. 32 N not be changed, it at least
recommend to the 1993 Legislature that the substance of the
proposed amendment be enacted statutorily. He pointed out that
when class representatives face the possibility of having
sometimes large defendant's attorney fees shifted against them,
with no possibility of sharing such liability among non-appearing
class members, that seriously discourages resort to this sort of
class action. He emphasized the contention that class
representatives, together with members who have appeared
individually under appropriate circumstances, should be liable
for a prevailing defendant's attorney fees only if shifting of
such fees can be justified as a "sanction."

Mr. Goldsmith next addressed the proposed amendments that
would abolish the claim form procedure and the methods of
computing amounts of aggregate damages. He pointed out that
limiting the total amount of the jUdgment to the aggregate of
amounts claimed by individual class members in forms solicited by
the court for that purpose, even when defendant's records or
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other methods would allow a higher total class damage figure to
be reliably established, appears to be unique to Oregon's rule.
The purpose of the proposed amendments relating to this issue is
to simplify and expedite class actions by avoiding unnecessary
and expensive procedural steps when that is possible. They would
also avoid the problem of cases where the total damages incurred
by a class can be readily ascertained, but where, for whatever
reasons, few class members complete and return claim forms to
obtain their individual recoveries. The result is that
defendants sometimes are allowed to retain a large portion of
ill-gotten gains and many who have sustained injury recover
nothing. This adversely affects the settlement value of this
sort of class action, which in turn adversely affects the
willingness of would-be class representatives to institute them,
so that wrongdoing defendants get to keep the whole of their
unjust enrichment and no injured party recovers anything. Mr.
Goldsmith acknowledged that if the proposed amendment were
adopted, there would sometimes be unclaimed funds when the
aggregate class damages exceeded the total of individual
recoveries that could be awarded to specific class members, and
that the disposition of such unclaimed funds would have to be
dealt with by statute, as a substantive matter beyond the
competence of the Council.

Mr. Goldsmith next urged a drafting change relating to costs
of notice and proposed 32 F(2). Specifically, he suggests that
"at any point in the proceeding" following "except that" in
line 2 be removed to avoid any ambiguity about at what point in
the litigation the exception was applicable.

Finally Mr. Goldsmith made some comments about the issue of
notice. He spoke in support of the subcommittee's majority view
that notice of certification should be discretionary in damage
class actions as it is with all other kinds of class actions
under the present rule, even if current due process doctrine
would make individual notice mandatory in some or all damage
class actions. He pointed out that the cost of giving individual
notice to class members can easily run as high as $1.00 per
member, and this can make a given case economically inviable.
The rule should be amended so as to give trial jUdges more
latitude to weigh costs against benefits and to use common sense.
Mr. Goldsmith's experience has been that the considerable costs
of giving individual notice has often been proven to have been
wasted, in the sense that no one as a result either opted out or
intervened.

In response to a question from Maury Holland, Mr. Goldsmith
said that if ORCP 32 were revised to authorize a unitary class
action it would no longer be possible to provide for mandatory
notice in some kinds of class actions and discretionary notice in
other kinds. In response to a question from Susan Graber
concerning the effect of moving to discretionary notice upon
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putative class members who might want to opt out simply because
they didn't want anything to do with the litigation, rather than
in order to get their own lawyer and proceed separately, Mr.
Goldsmith replied that this was clearly one of the concerns a
judge should take into account and balance this interest against
the costs to the class of protecting it in this or some other
manner. He could imagine people who had never received post
certification notice might, if they disliked association with the
litigation, simply refuse to cash their settlement or award
checks.

Mr. John Ryan, Portland, then spoke of the proposal that
would make notice discretionary. He stated that in his
experience, the requirement of mandatory notice had proved to be
a practical impediment to access to justice on the part of large
numbers of relatively small claimants.

Mr. Phil Emerson, Portland, then spoke in favor of the
proposals with special emphasis on the proposal to abolish the
mandatory claim form procedure and limitations on amounts of
class judgments to the total of amounts individually claimed,
which he noted is unique to Oregon. While expressing a
preference for the proposal submitted by the ad hoc group, Mr.
Emerson believed that the intermediate position taken by the
subcommittee, which would leave damage calculation and
distribution of awards to jUdicial doctrine and legislative
enactment to be a reasonable one he would be prepared to support.

Mr. Frank Dixon, Portland, next appeared in support of the
proposed amendments generally. He stated that without reforms of
this kind Oregon's class action procedure remains essentially
unavailable to most wronged consumers because of costs and
delays. He stated that he often recommends that injured
consumers pursue their remedy in small claims court.

The Chair then asked for presentations by those who wished
to speak in opposition to some or all of the class action
reforms.

Mr. R. Alan wight, Portland, then summarized his views
contained in his letter to the Chair of the Council dated July
29, 1992 (attached to these minutes). He felt that the proposed
changes are radical, unconstitutional, have been rejected at the
federal level, and that oregon should not create an
unconstitutional civil procedure rule, nor should it use
procedural rules to attempt to introduce substantive changes in
the law. Mr. Wight objected that the proposals would abolish the
typology contained in the federal rule and the rules of all other
states, that the elimination of mandatory individual notice where
required under the present rule would also run counter to the
federal rule and those of all other states, that the proposals
would legitimate the concept of fluid recovery, and that they
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would make termination of actions easier for plaintiffs. Mr.
Wight reviewed the history of class action procedure in Oregon,
which in his opinion has produced the present reasonably balanced
rule. He noted that the proposed changes are being promoted by a
limited group of plaintiff's attorneys. He added that while
liberalizing the requirements for certification of class actions
is argued to produce some social benefits, it also has serious
drawbacks, including that it "promulgates bad law suits" and use
of "professional plaintiffs." Mr. Wight also expressed concern
that the current proposals reflect an attempt to change
substantive law. He expressed his belief that individual notice
serves important benefits and is often required in the interest
of fundamental fairness. He expressed strong reservations about
"fluid recoveries" which he feared sometimes benefit plaintiffs'
attorneys more than anyone else. He concluded by pointing out
that most of the proposed changes had been rejected at the
federal level, and had not been adopted by any other state.

Mr. Richard Caswell, Portland, stated that after many years
experience on both sides of class actions, he cannot recall any
such action that has failed because of the cost of individual
notice. He expressed concern about the breadth of discretion
regarding notice and other matters that the proposed amendments
would confer upon trial jUdges, and shared the skepticism of the
subcommittee's minority report that appellate review would
provide adequate protection against inconsistent exercises of
that discretion. He concluded by noting his agreement with the
subcommittee's view that R. 32 N deals with a matter of
substantive right, and hence should not be amended by the
Council.

Mr. Kent Sherman, Jr., Attorney, salem, stated he was in
attendance at the Council meeting representing the oregon Bankers
Association and the Oregon League of Financial Institutions to
register their concern and opposition regarding the proposed
changes to R. 32. He felt that the existing rule establishes a
carefully balanced procedural framework for the conduct of class
action litigation which has endured eleven or twelve years and
several exposures to the legislative process. Mr. Sherman
further summarized their concerns expressed in correspondence to
the Council (attached to these minutes). He stated they were
particularly concerned about the proposed elimination of the
notice and opt-out provisions for class actions and the proposed
replacement of the claim form procedure under 32 F.(2) and F.(3).
He said they were further concerned about the adoption of the
proposal which would sUbstantially broaden the discretion of
trial judges to lay down procedural rules on a case-by-case
basis. He felt that the replacement of the claim form procedure
would effect a substantive rather than a procedural change in the
class action rule. He added that elimination of the required
notice and opt-out provision would eliminate protections to
defendants against possibly financially devastating class
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Chair said that the issue which the Council now needs to address
is whether it is going to try to solve the problem which was
first identified by Ms. Creason or take up a broader range of
problems during a later biennium. Mike Phillips said that Ms.
Creason's most recent letter indicated that hospitals have
records which they believe they cannot provide in response to a
subpoena and are making a choice not to provide them, but sign
affidavits saying all the records are being provided.

John Hart made a motion, seconded by Susan Graber, that a
task force be appointed to take a broader-scale, comprehensive
look at the problem with Rule 55 and to submit a report to the
Council for its consideration during the next biennium. The
motion passed unanimously.

Agenda Item No.4: Oaths for deposition by telephone
(Acting Executive Director). Referring to the packet of
materials entitled TENTATIVELY ADOPTED ORCP AMENDMENTS (attached
to the original of these minutes, copies having been mailed to
Council members previously), Maury Holland pointed out that the
Council had not dealt with the last sentence of Rule 46 A.(l)
(page 20 of the packet): "An application for an order to a
deponent who is not a party shall be made to a jUdge of a circuit
or district court in the county where the deposition is being
taken."

Bruce Hamlin stated that the last sentence had been
inadvertently omitted from his original proposal and that he had
now prepared an amendment to that sentence which had been
distributed prior to the commencement of the meeting. Discussion
followed concerning the wording of that sentence. It was decided
that Hamlin would rework the sentence and present it to the
Council for its consideration later in the meeting.

Agenda Item No.5: Exclusion of witnesses at depositions
(Janice stewart) (see page 4 of packet entitled TENTATIVELY
ADOPTED ORCP AMENDMENTS). Janice Stewart stated that at the
Council's February 8, 1992 meeting, the Council had voted to add
the following as the second sentence of 39 D.: "At the request
of a party or a witness, the court may order persons excluded
from the deposition." She said that she had voted against the
change because it did not accomplish what she had hoped to
accomplish (it had been reported that the late Fred Merrill held
the same opinion). She stated that she had wanted to make sure
that the court has authority to exclude people from depositions
for reasons other than just for protective orders. She said her
preference is to list those people who can attend a deposition
and if you want other people there, one would need a court order.
Bruce Hamlin said the Council rejected that idea because of the
difficulty in determining who fits within that list because of
the variety of types of cases. Dick Kropp proposed the following
change: " ... the court may order persons other than parties
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actions, and agreed that these proposals came from a relatively
narrow group of plaintiffs' lawyers.

The Chair then asked if any speakers wished to make comments
in the form of rebuttal.

Mr. Phil Goldsmith spoke in rebuttal to some of the
arguments. He took exception to Mr. Wight's contention that
Eisen established individual notice as a due process requirement,
and reiterated the point that procedural rules ought not attempt
to codify evolving due process requirements. In response to Mr.
Caswell, he stated there is already very broad trial court
discretion in all class actions except those aggregating
individual damage claims. He stated that the reason few class
actions fail because of notice costs is because of the pre
selection on the part of attorneys. He repeated that, in his
experience, in cases where individualized notice had been
provided, few if any class members either opted out or
intervened. In response to Win Liepe's question whether the
importance of notice increases as the size of individual claims
increases, Mr. Goldsmith replied in the affirmative and expressed
tentative agreement that it might theoretically be possible to
trigger a mandatory notice requirement by reference to some
minimum average recovery, although he was not at the moment
prepared to suggest how some such feature might be practically
implemented.

various council members were then given an opportunity to
ask questions of the speakers and discussion followed.

Maury Holland stated that a practical problem involved the
time element, i.e., the August 21 deadline for transmittal of any
proposed ORCP amendments to the Publications Section of the
Oregon JUdicial Department for pUblication in the Advance Sheets.
He said the class action matter would involve a lot of debate,
discussion, and heavy-duty analysis. Janice Stewart suggested
that a notice setting forth the recommendations of the
Subcommittee on Class Actions, both majority and minority
reports, be prepared for pUblication to allow for additional
comments from the pUblic. A discussion followed regarding
pUblication requirements, but a final decision was deferred until
later in the meeting.

Agenda Item No.3: SUbpoenas without trial or deposition
and hospital records. (Attached to these minutes is a copy of a
letter dated July 30, 1992 from Dennis J. Hubel regarding
amendment to Rule 55 H.) The Chair stated that Karen Creason,
Portland attorney, had made a proposal to amend Rule 55 H (to
solve the relationship between hospital records and a sUbpoena
duces tecum without a deposition, hearing, or trial), and the
late Fred Merrill had prepared a memo dated March 12, 1992, which
suggested a proposal to address Ms. Creason's concerns. The
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excluded from the deposition." The Chair pointed out the problem
in defining who the party is when a corporate defendant is
involved.

After a lengthy discussion, the Council decided to include
the proposed amendment to RUle 39 in the packet for pUblication
in the Advance Sheets.

The council recessed for lunch at 12:20 p.m. and resumed the
meeting at 12:55 p.m.

Agenda Item No.6: secrecy in personal injury actions 
Rule 36 C.(2) (Chair) (see attached proposed amendment). The
Chair explained that the attached proposed amendment was part of
Senate Bill 579 in the last legislative session with some of
Susan Graber's comments. It had initially come about as a result
of the concern of Mr. Larry Wobbrock and other members of the bar
with reference to product liability cases. The Chair then asked
for pUblic comment.

Mr. Michael Williams, Portland, spoke on behalf of the
Oregon Trial Lawyers Association as well as clients. He felt
that the proposal codifies what Multnomah County jUdges are
currently doing every time the issue is litigated and that the
benefit of having it in the rule book would avoid having to file
motions every time to get the same rUling. He stated that it
would save litigation expenses for injured victims.

Lee Johnson questioned whether there would be any objection
to changing "client" to "party". A discussion followed with
different views.

Mr. Paul Fortino, Portland, a member of the Executive Board
of the Oregon Association of Defense Counsel, stated that he had
been asked to advise the Council that the OADC opposes provisions
that would shift the burden of maintaining the secrecy of
information in sealed filings to the party claiming
confidentiality. Mr. Fortino then summarized his reasons that
militate against shifting the burden (set forth in his June 12,
1992 letter to the Chair - attached).

Susan Graber wondered whether, from Mr. Fortino's reading of
the proposal, parties could not stipulate as part of a stipulated
protective order that they would not make a request for further
disclosure, i.e. could not that be part of a stipulation -- that
not only do we keep this secret but we will not ask to reopen the
question. Mr. Fortino responded that if the proposal were
adopted, he would try to do that.

Mr. Charles Tauman, Portland, speaking on behalf of himself
and the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association, commented on the burden
of allocation of the burden of proof; he felt that the burden of
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proof should be on those who would deny further disclosure. Mr.
Tauman stated that he thought the proposal would reduce the cost
of litigation because it would disincline the parties from
fighting over an original protective order.

Bill Cramer wondered why an attorney in his own case could
not seek to have a protective order in another related case set
aside for this purpose. He felt that the proposal involved a
very narrow piece of litigation. He suggested saying that
protective orders may be altered or terminated at any time by the
court after hearing on good cause shown.

Bernie Jolles pointed out that he thought that the proposal
would give one lawyer the right in a case to obtain the same
information that had already been disclosed, either voluntarily
or compelled by the court.

After a lengthy discussion, Win Liepe made a motion,
seconded by Bernie Jolles, to adopt the proposal as written by
Susan Graber. The motion failed with 7 in favor and 9 opposed.

The Chair made a motion, seconded by Bernie Jolles, to adopt
the proposal as written by Susan Graber except that "client"
would be changed to "party". The motion failed with 6 in favor
and 10 opposed.

Win Liepe made a motion, seconded by Mike Phillips, to adopt
the proposal as written by Susan Graber but with the following
sentence added: "The above provision shall not apply to any
settlement agreement incorporating a protected provision."
The motion failed with 5 in favor and 11 opposed.

Agenda Item NO.8: NEW BUSINESS. The Chair stated that
Judge Mattison had written a letter to him dated June 26, 1992
(attached to these minutes), wherein he discussed a problem he
had experienced with Rule 69. In that letter, he asked the
Council consider amending 69 A in a manner that would eliminate
any requirement for any notices of any kind in the situation he
had experienced and the situation JUdge Deiz had experienced in
Van Dyke v. Varsity Club, Inc. (opinion attached to Judge
Mattison's letter). Judge Mattison felt that when a defendant
has been served, has filed an appearance, has received notice of
the trial date and then failed to appear for trial, a court
should be able to allow the moving party, who has appeared ready
for trial, to proceed to put on a case in support of the
allegations of the complaint or petition, and the court should
also be able to enter an appropriate judgment.

Bruce Hamlin had proposed the following changes to
Rule 69 A:

1. Amend the first sentence to read: "
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otherwise subject to the jurisdiction of the court and
has failed to [plead or otherwise defend] appear as
provided in these rules ..• " Also, amend the last
sentence to read: " ... against whom the order of
default is sought has failed to [plead or otherwise
defend] appear as provided in these rules ... "

2. "No written notice of an application for entry of
an order of default is required if a party, after
notice, failed to appear and defend at trial."

Elizabeth Welch and John Kelly both felt that this issue is
a very important one and should be addressed this biennium.
Welch also said that she felt that alternative number 2 would be
a very adequate statement to add.

The Chair pointed out that, according to ORS 1.730(3) (d),
the Council must pUblish to all members of the Bar at least two
weeks before its final meeting of the biennium a notice which
shall include the time and place of the meeting and a description
of the substance of the agenda of the meeting. The Chair felt
that Maury Holland should add consideration of an amendment to
Rule 69 in the notice to be published in the Advance Sheets.

A discussion followed after which the Chair asked Maury
Holland to prepare an amended draft of Rule 69 for the
consideration of the Council at its meeting in seaside on
September 26.

Lee Johnson asked that the Council consider at its next
meeting an amendment to Rule 60 on directed verdicts. A letter
from Johnson to the Chair dated August 20, 1992 is attached to
these minutes. He pointed out that the rule as presently written
says that a motion for directed verdict can be made at the close
of the evidence; the federal rule says that it can be made at any
time after the party against whom it has been made has had an
opportunity to be heard. He mentioned the problem when there are
mUltiple claims and a jUdge is attempting to sort out the claims
that are legitimate from those that are not. He suggested the
following amendment to Rule 60:

"Motion for a directed verdict. Any
party may move for a directed verdict [at the
close of the evidence offered by an opponent
or at the close of all the evidence] at any
time during the trial after the opponent has
been fully heard . . . . "

After discussion, a motion was made and seconded to include
a possible amendment to Rule 60 in the notice to be pUblished in
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the Advance Sheets. The motion passed with 9 in favor and 7
opposed.

The next item of new business concerned a proposal to amend
Rule 18 prepared by Mr. Robert Neuberger, a Portland attorney
(copies had been distributed to Council members at the meeting
and a copy is attached to these minutes). Mr. Neuberger asked
that the Council consider taking out the dollar amount for
compensatory damages and for punitive damages and, upon request,
the plaintiff would sUbmit to the opposing party a statement of
damages and that statement of damages would be the maximum amount
that a plaintiff could recover.

A discussion followed after which it was suggested that the
matter be put on the agenda for another meeting but that it
should not be included in the notice as a matter to be considered
during this biennium.

The Chair stated that the other item of new business was a
proposal by Win Liepe to amend Rules 57 F, 58 D and 59 G(2)
on alternate jurors (copies of which had been distributed to
members prior to the meeting - copy attached to these minutes).
Liepe pointed out that the proposal provides authority for less
than twelve jurors. John Hart thought that the number of jurors
could be worked out by the individual judges in the different
counties, rather than have a procedural rUle which might impact
on the constitution. Liepe said that the proposal also addressed
the situation when a juror becomes ill or otherwise becomes
unavailable.

The Chair felt that the consensus was that the proposal to
amend Rule 57 should not be continued on the Council's agenda.

Agenda Item No.4: Oaths for deposition by telephone
(continued discussion). Bruce Hamlin had reworded the language
in 46 A and after further suggestions, the council voted
unanimously to approve the following language:

A.(l) (a) Parties. An application for an order to
a party may be made to the court in which the action is
pending, [or] and, on matters relating to a deponent's
failure to answer questions at a deposition, [to a
judge of a circuit or district court in the county
where the deposition is located] such an application
may also be made to a court of competent jurisdiction
in the political sUbdivision where the deponent is
located.

A.(l)(b) Non-parties. An application for an
order to a deponent who is not a party shall be made to
a [judge of a circuit or district court in the county
where the deposition is being taken] court of competent
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jurisdiotion in the politioal subdivision where the
non-party deponent is looated.

The Council then resumed the discussion regarding the
substance of the material to be included for publication in the
Advance Sheets. The Chair proposed that there be included in the
notice an appropriate description of the substance of the
proposed amendments, including a summary of the majority and
minority reports pertaining to class actions. The Chair stated
that time should be provided for Maury Holland to get into some
of the issues involved with class actions at the next meeting of
the Council to be held in seaside on September 26.

Maury Holland stated that he would circulate to all members
of the Council the draft of the materials that will be submitted
for pUblication in the Advance Sheets so that Council members
would have time to respond regarding any corrections.

Agenda Item No.7: Exeoutive Direotor searoh (Chair). The
Chair reported his progress relative to the search for an
Executive Director. He thanked all members for their suggestions
and comments.

The meeting adjourned at 2:55 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Maurice J. Holland
Acting Executive Director
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Phil Goldsmith
Attorney at Law

1100 S.w. 6th Avenue
Suite 1212

Portland, Oregon 97204

(503) 224-2301'
FAX: (503) 222-7288

December 14, 1991

Professor Fredric Merrill
Executive Director, Council on

Court Procedures
University of Oregon School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Re: Proposed revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Professor Merrill:

This letter is written on behalf of the Committee to
Reform Oregon's Class Action Rule, an ad hoc coalition of law
firms and lawyers. The names of committee members appear at the
end of this letter. The original of this letter bears their
signatures as well. .

The Council on Court Procedures last considered
amending the class action rule, ORCP 32, more than a decade ago.
At that time the Council adopted a number of reforms that it
believed would further the legislative policy of permitting class
actions (1) to efficiently resolve in a single case What
otherwise would require multiple actions and (2) to permit small
injuries to be litigated in the aggregate. A few of these
reforms were approved by the 1981 legislature; most were not.

The time has come, we believe, for the Council to re
examine Rule 32. Enclosure A to this letter contains the
specific proposals which we urge the Council to consider. These
reforms are primarily designed to achieve two ends.

The first is to replace the present three-part standard
for class certification contained in ORCP 32 B with a single
standard which has been recommended by the ABA section on
Litigation (Enclosure B) and is presently being considered by the
Advisory Committee on Federal Rules (Enclosure C).1 The second
is to replace present method of damage computation and
distribution in ORCP 32 F in light of (1) the problems which have
been identified in the past decade and (2) the legislative

The Section on Litigation's comments on the proposal
before the Advisory Committee can be found at Enclosure D.
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interest in making class action judgments sUbject to the
abandoned property statute, ORS 98.302 et seq.

This letter will explain why Rule 32 should be revised,
will identify the principles we believe should guide that process
and then will discuss in general terms the nature of the
principal reforms that should be made. The specific language
changes we seek can be found on enclosure A; an explanation of
their purpose is provided in the comments to the proposed
amendments, which can be found beginning at page 12 of Enclosure
A. Virtually all the reforms we propose differ from those the
1981 legislature found unacceptable.

The Need for Reform

When the Council last considered reforming Rule 32, I
there was limited experience with how the rule actually worked,
particularly in the context of allegedly wrongful practices which
caused relatively small harm to each of a large number of people.
By that time, several such cases had been filed. However, the / I
developments in those cases which revealed problems with ORCP 32 .
mostly occurred later. 2 Thus, one reason why the changes in ORCP
32 adopted by the Council in 1980 may have been rejected by the . I
legislature is that a need to alter the status quo had not been I

demonstrated.

2 In particular, several cases had been filed challenging
the non-payment of earnings on tax and insurance reserves,
inclUding Derenco, Inc. v. Ben;. Franklin Federal Savings & Loan
Association, 281 Or 533, 577 P2d 477, cert den, 439 US 851
(1978); Guinasso v. Pacific First Federal Savings & Loan
Association, 89 Or App 270, 749 P2d 577, rev denied, 305 Or 678
(1988); and Powell v. Equitable Savings & Loan Association, 57 Or I
App 1110, 643 P2d 1331, rev denied, 293 Or 394 (1982). By 1979, .1
the merits of this controversy had largely been resolved by an
interlocutory appeal in Derenco, but most of the class action
issues had not yet been addressed.

Additionally, in 1979 and 1980, several cases were
filed challenging bank NSF charges, including Best v. united
States National Bank, 303 Or 557, 739 P2d 554 (1987) and Tolbert
v. First National Bank, 96 Or App 398, 772 P2d 1373 (1989), rev )
pending. The class action issues in these cases were first
considered in 1982.
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Most of these cases have now been concluded. 3 A recent
commentator, writing in the Willamette Law Review, draws the
following lessons from them:

"[A]t least one meritorious class action was
abandoned because the claim form requirement precluded
the possibility of meaningful monetary recovery.
Additionally, in the tax and insurance reserve cases,
* * * the wrongdoing defendants retained over two
million dollars in illegally-obtained profits * * *."
Emerson, "Oregon Class Actions: ,The Need for Reform,"
27 will L Rev 757, 760-761 (1991).

Our proposals for reform draw not only on Mr. Emerson's
study of the Oregon class action experience. They also
incorporate the best portions of the ABA Section on Litigation's
recent proposal for the reform of the federal class action rule
and the proposal presently in a preliminary stage of
consideration by the Advisory Committee on Federal Rules.

The principles That Should Guide the Reform Effort

Rules governing class actions have tended to be
controversial because of the impact the class certification
decision has upon the stakes involved in litigation. However,
even some of the most conservative jurists have recognized the
social benefits provided by class actions. For example, in
Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper, 445 US 326, 339 (1980),
former Chief Justice Burger wrote:

"The aggregation of individual claims in the
context of a classwide suit is an evolutionary response
to the existence of injuries unremedied by the
regulatory action of government: Where it is not
economically feasible to obtain relief within the
traditional framework of a mUltiplicity of small
individual suits for damages, aggrieved persons may be
without any effective redress unless they may employ
the class-action device."

similarly, in Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. v. Sperling, __
US , 110 S ct 482, 486 (1989), Justice Kennedy acknowledged
that class actions benefit not only plaintiffs but also "[t]he

The only exception is Tolbert, which is pending in the
Oregon Supreme Court.
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judicial system * * * by efficient resolution in one proceeding
of common issues of law and fact * * *." See also Phillips
Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 US 797, 809 (1985) (Rehnquist, J).

)

In its previous examination of ORCP 32, the Council
started from the premise that class action procedures should
enable such cases to be litigated expeditiously, fairly and
inexpensively, without creating undue burdens for either
plaintiffs or defendants. We believe those continue to be
appropriate standards for evaluating the class action rule. We
also believe procedures must be designed so that, if a plaintiff
class ultimately prevails, the defendant cannot escape a
significant portion of the consequences either by the difficulty
of calculating individual recoveries with precision or the
inability to locate everyone entitled to a recovery.

Finally, it is critical to remember that class actions
are about mass justice. The legal system traditionally has
focused on individualizing justice to make sure that every
injured party gets exactly what he or she deserves, not one cent / I
more or less. This approach does not take into account what
economists call transaction costs, the time spent by lawyers and
judges and juries in determining the injured party's entitlement.

Historically, the consequences of the emphasis on
individualized justice has been that small injuries which could
not be aggregated into a class action have gone unresolved
because, in the words of former Chief Justice Burger, injured
parties have "not consider[ed] it worth the candle to embark on
litigation in which the optimum result might be more than
consumed by the cost." Roper, supra, 445 US at 338. But mass
torts, in particUlar the asbestos cases, demonstrate that, when
individual stakes are high enough, case-by-case adjudication
results in the repetitious litigation of common issues, wastes
judicial time and the parties' resources, and ultimately produces
chaos. See,~, Cimino v. Raymark Industries. Inc., 751 F Supp
649, 650-652, 666 (ED Tex 1990).

The Principal Reforms Needed

1. Creation of a Unitary Class· certification Standard

Like the existing federal rUle, ORCP 32 B contemplates
three different types of class actions with three different
standards for certification, differing obligations to give class
members notice of the pendency of the action and differing
criteria for participation in or exclusion from the class. The

)
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predominant models are ORCP 32 B(2), which generally involves
class actions for injunctive or corresponding declaratory relief,
and ORCP 32 B(3), which generally involves class actions for
monetary damages. 4

The dividing line between B(2) and B(3) class actions
is far from clear. For example, the federal courts have
characterized class actions under Title VII seeking back pay for
victims of discrimination to be B(2) cases on the grounds that
this remedy is really a form of equitable restitution. ~,
Williams v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 665 F2d 918, 929 (9th Cir
1982) •

There are great procedural differences depending on
which sUbsection of ORCP 32 B a case is certified under. In a
B(3) class action, notice must be given to the class at the time
of certification, usually at the plaintiff's expense, ORCP 32
F(l) and (4), and class members must be given an opportunity to
opt out of the class. See ORCP 32 F(l) (b)(ii). Neither is
required in a B(2) class action. In addition, a lesser showing
is needed to certify a B(2) class.

The ABA Section on Litigation committee, "comprised of
attorneys with broad experience representing plaintiffs and
defendants in major class action lit~gation, attorneys with
particular public interest perspectives, and two experienced
federal judges," 110 FRD 195, 196 (1986), concluded that "the
distinctions and procedural effects reflected in the presently
trifurcated rule tend to blur the core values of the class action
and to promote unnecessary, expensive and inefficient litigation
over peripheral issues." 110 FRD at 198. Why, for instance, is
notice and an opportunity to opt out required in a lawsuit
seeking money damages like Best, where an individual could have
as little at stake as $6, but is discretionary with the court in
a lawsuit for injunctive relief to desegregate a school district,
which will affect the education of all school children for years?

The proposed revisions to ORCP 32 B would make these
procedural choices turn not on the form of the action, but on the
concrete circumstances of the individual case before the court.

4 ORCP 32 B(l) involves special circumstances, probably the
most important of which is the limited fund class action invoked
when the defendant's resources are insufficient to pay all the
claims of class members, should they succeed in litigation, as in
some of the asbestos cases.
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I
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This necessarily requires modification of several other portions
of the rule, including ORCP E, F(l) and M.

One of the effects of this proposal would be to reverse
a policy jUdgment by the 1973 legislature (which enacted the
statutory predecessor to ORCP 32) to make certification of
"damage" class actions under ORCP 32 B(3) more difficult than in
federal court. The legislature attempted to achieve this by
enacting the second sentence of ORCP 32 B(3), which provides that
the predominance requirement of section B(3) cannot be satisfied
"if the court finds it likely that final determination of the
action will require separate adjudications of the claims of
numerous members of the class, unless the separate adjudications
relate primarily to the calculation of damages."

There are three reasons why this language is not
maintained. First, because the legislature made this requirement
applicable only to B(3) class actions, it is impossible to
preserve the legislative policy choices for each category of
class actions while eliminating the tripartite certification
structure. Second, in cases certified under ORCP 32 B(3), this
sentence has prompted substantial litigation over the meaning of
words like "numerous" and "likely," which in the end have
resulted in decisions based primarily on jUdicial intuition.
Compare Bernard v. First National Bank, 275 Or 145, 158-162, 550
P2d 1203 (1976) (defense of customer knowledge raises legitimate
issues as to many members of the class} with Derenco, supra, 281
Or at 555, 571-572 (defense of customer knowledge not a
legitimate issue except in isolated and infrequent instances) and
Guinasso, supra, 89 Or App at 277-278 (defense of customer
knowledge not a legitimate issue except in isolated and
infrequent instances despite survey evidence and testimony to the
contrary, given the unreliability of memory).

Finally, experience shows that the value choice in
existing B(3) is wrong. There is no good reason why, for
instance, the common issues in a mass tort like the asbestos
cases should be litigated in Oregon state court over and over
again because those cases also involve individual liability
issues. As the Litigation section committee puts it, the
existence of individual questions "should not be viewed as
insuperable stumbling blocks to maintenance of a class action if,
after due consideration, the court concludes that class treatment I·

is 'superior to other available methods for the fair and
efficient adjudication of the controversy'''. 110 FRD at 204. )

I

I
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Our proposal adopts most of the changes which appear in
both the section on Litigation and the Advisory Committee on
Federal Rules proposals, and a number of the changes which are
found exclusively in the Advisory Committee proposal. A few of
these modify the rule in ways unrelated to the elimination of the
tripartite class certification structure. The comments to
Enclosure A identify the sources of the revisions we propose and,
when we have chosen not to follow revisions recommended by either
the Section on Litigation or the Advisory Committee, explain the
reasons for our decision.

2. Reform of Damage Calculations

At present, if the plaintiff class prevails on
liability, ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) require class members to submit
claim forms or be excluded from the jUdgment. This requirement
is unique to oregon law. It creates ,two sets of problems that
require reform.

First, ORCP 32 F(2) implies that, in some
circumstances, class members will be required to provide
"information regarding the nature of the[ir] loss, injury * * *
or damage." This rule fails to give the parties and the court
clear guidance in determining when class members will be required
to provide evidence of the damages they suffered and when they
will be sent claim forms with their proposed recovery
precalculated from the defendant's records. S What happens if the
defendant has records from which individual damages could be
calculated, but the calculation will be expensive? What happens
if the aggregate injury to the class can readily be calculated
from the defendant's records, but the defendant has no records
from which each individual's share can be determined with
precision?

In many instances, the answer to these questions (which
can only be known at the conclusion of litigation) determines
whether a finding of liability results in a real or a Pyrrhic

. victory for the class. When most class members do not keep the
relevant records for many years and ~he litigation is protracted,

S The only certainty is that claim forms must be sent out
before checks are issued to prevailing class members. Beni
Franklin Federal Savings & Loan Association v. Dooley, 287 Or
693, 601 P2d 1248 (1979). If the defendant has accurate records,
requiring this additional step adds expense without any
countervailing benefit.
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only a tiny percentage of the class would be able to document
their individual damages. Thus, as Mr. Emerson's article shows,
when plaintiff's counsel receive a modest settlement offer, the
uncertainty of how the claim form process will operate often will
cause them to believe the class will be better served by
settlement.

Trying to make the existing rule more clear does not
alleviate the problem. The basic vice with it is that the
viability of a class action turns on the quality of the
defendant's record keeping. In fact, defining when a defendant
will have to calculate individual damages for claim forms is
likely to encourage deficient record keeping by defendants who
operate on the edge of legality.

The second problem with the claim form procedure is
most evident when the defendant can and does calculate individual
damages before mailing claim forms, as occurred in the tax and
insurance reserve cases. As Mr. Emerson's article shows, a
substantial number of claim forms were not returned in these
cases, mostly because class members could no longer be located. 6

It appears likely that legislation will be passed
making the unclaimed portion of any class action jUdgment payable
to the state under the abandoned property statutes. This past
session, the Oregon Senate passed such a bill unanimously (SB
1008). Due to pressures at the end of the session, the House
JUdiciary committee was unable to hold a hearing on it. This
bill was endorsed by both the Division of State Lands, which
administers the unclaimed property statute, and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, whose agency would be the
principal beneficiary of such legislation,. Documents pertaining
to this legislation can be found at Enclosure E.

We understand that a similar proposal will be
introduced in the 1993 legislature by the Division of State
Lands. The intent of this legislation is to require all monies
unclaimed by class members to be paid over to the state.
However, the last sentence of ORCP 32 F(2) and ORCP 32 F(3) stand
as an obstance to this end.

6 The percentage of class members located depends, among
other things, on whether the court requires a locator service to
be used to find people who have moved from their last known
address, on the length of time the case is litigated, and on the
transiency or stability of the class;

)

)
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. To remedy the problems with the claim form procedure,
we propose eliminating existing ORCP 32 F(2) and (3), redefining
the judgment in a class action to be the aggregate amount which
the defendant owes the plaintiff class and employing language
from the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement Act of 1976, 15
USC 15d, regarding damage computation techniques.

Conclusion

We appreciate the Council's consideration of these
proposals. Although we have attempted to provide the Council
with substantial information at the outset, we recognize that the
Council undoubtedly will wish to receive testimony concerning
this proposal and may request additional written materials.

We will endeavor to assist the Council in its
deliberations in any way we can. All requests should be directed
to Phil Goldsmith at the address and telephone number on the
letterhead.

Respectfully submitted,

Phil Goldsmith

Philip Emerson

Jan Wyers

WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.

By:
Gayle L. Troutwine
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BANKS, NEWCOMB & ENGELS

By:
Robert S. Banks, Jr.

ALLEN, KILMER, YAZBECK, CHENOWETH &
VOORHEES, PC

By:
F. Gorden Allen

STOLL, STOLL, BERNE & LOKTING, PC

By:
Gary M. Berne

Danny Gerlt

GRENLEY, ROTENBERG, LASKOWSKI,
EVANS & BRAGG

By:
Gary Grenley

GRIFFIN & McCANDLISH

By:
Mark E. Griffin

i
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Roy S. Haber

DANIEL W. MEEK, PC

By:
Daniel W. Meek

MICHAEL B. MENDELSOHN, PC

By:
Michael B. Mendelson

GINSBURG, GOMEZ & NEAL

By:
Spencer M. Neal

MCGAUGHEY & GEORGEFF

By:
Robert J. McGaughey

SHANNON, JOHNSON & BAILEY, P.C.

By:
David S. Shannon

DIXON & FRIEDMAN, P.C.

By:
Frank J. Dixon
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ESLER, STEPHENS & BUCKLEY

By:
Michael J. Esler

LABARRE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

By:
Jerome E. LaBarre

Charles J. Robinowitz

John D. Ryan

STEENSON & SCHUMANN

By:
Thomas M. Steenson

FERDER, OGDAHL, BRANDT & CASEBEER

By:
William D. Brandt

James T. Massey

)
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Charles O. Porter

Richard A. Slottee

BENNETT, HARTMAN, TAllMAN, REYNOLDS,
SMITH & WISER

By:
Charles S. Tauman

Roger Tilbury

Linda Williams

Charles R. Williamson, III

Thomas K. Coan

Jeffrey A. Bowersox
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OREGON LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

By:
David Thornburgh

JOLLES, SOKOL & BERNSTEIN, P.C.

By:
Larry N. Sokol
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The text of proposed additions to the existing rule are
shaded; text which is proposed to be deleted has a line through
it.

Rule 32. CLASS ACTIONS

A. Requirement for Class Action. One or more members of a
class may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of
all only if:

A(l) The class is so numerous that joinder of all members is
impracticable; and

A(2) There are questions of law or fact common to the class;
and

A(3) The claims or defenses of the representative parties
are typical of the claims or defenses of the class; and

A(4) The representative parties will fairly and adequately
protect the interests of the class; and

A(5) In an action for damages under sUBseGtion (3) of
seotion B of this rulo, the representative parties have complied
with the prelitigation notice provisions of section H of this
rule.

B. Class Action Maintainable. An action may be maintained
as a class action if the prerequisites of section A of this rule

- B(1) !iJn$@,~\!';gl'!)\,;,i;S8!,~;g%Rl'!;Eheprosecution of separate actions
by or againsfindividual members of the class lIould create$ a
risk of:

B(l) (a) Inconsistent or varying adjUdications with
respect to individual members of the class which would
establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
party opposing the class; or

B(l) (b) AdjUdications with respect to individual
members of the class which would as a practical matter
be dispositive of the interests of the other members
not parties to the adjudications or substantially
impair or impede their ability to protect their
interests; '*'

1



B(2) The par~y opposing ~he class has ao~ed or refused ~o

ao~ on grounds generally applicable ~o ~he olass, ~hereby making

;'~;0;;~ii;&~;i,;;li~~~~~~,~!m~!!:r!'¥~~:~!!~!~~~~!~:~~1!!~!~~!~~~~ry
rellei'wI£hrespect to the class as a whole; =

B(3) The oour~ finds ~ha~ ~he #\ii!l!jgjJrljlligiM!Q;~~Q; questions of
law or fact common to the members oi'theciasspredominate over
any questions affecting only individual members;~;, and ~ha~ a
Glass ao~ion is superior ~o o~her available me~hods for ~he fair
and effioien~ adjudioa~ion of ~he oon~roversy. Common ques~ions

of lal.' or fao~ shall no~ be deemed ~o predomina~e over ques~ions

affeo~ing only individual members if ~he oour~ finds i~ likely
~ha~ final de~ermina~ion of ~he ac~ion liill require separa~e

adjudioa~ions of ~he olaims of numerous members of ~he olass,
unless ~he separa~e adjudica~ions rela~e primarily ~o ~he

caloula~ion of damages. The ma~~ers per~inen~ ~o ~he findings
inolude: (a ):~~!~ the interest of members of the class in
individually controlling the prosecution or defense of separate
actions; -fb+R:~:): the extent and nature of any litigation
concerning the controversy already commenced by or against
members of the class; Mil:{?l the desirability or undesirability
of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular
forum; fG+~:Z~ the difficulties likely to be encountered in the

interests involved, in view of the complexities of the issues and
the expenses of the litigation, to afford significant relief to
the members of the class; and (f) af~er a preliminary hearing or
o~herl.'ise, ~he de~ermina~ion by ~he oour~ ~ha~ ~he probabili~y of
sus~aining ~he olaim or defense is minimal.

C. Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be
Maintained.

C(l) As soon as practicable after the commencement of an
action brought as a class action, the court shall determine by
order whether !j1m~lli:&\i,Jll!!~P~~P~8Wi:;!W8.:NP;AWi.ilj;!!ii~:;tm?i:;:§p::~~$'~~~f:;:Iit is to
be so maintained arid, iriaGt.ioriflursuan~tQEnabseGtiQri(~)of
seo~ion B of this rule, the oourt shall find the facts specially
and state separately its conclusions thereon. An order under
this section may be conditional, and may be altered or amended
before the decision on the merits.

C(2) Where a party has relied upon a statute or law which
another party seeks to have declared invalid, or where a party
has in good faith relied upon any legislative, jUdicial, or
administrative interpretation or regulation which would
necessarily have to be voided or held inapplicable if another
party is to prevail in the class action, the court may postpone a

2
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determination under subsection (1) of this section until the
court has made a determination as to the validity or
applicability of the statute, law, interpretation, or regulation.

D. Dismissal or compromise of Class Actions; Court

~iiliililliiilliilliiiiliilliiliiiiliiii.liilliliill~1iil,iiiiili
l;\'$i~(rA class action shall not be dismissed or compromised without
fheapproval of the court, and notice of the proposed dismissal
or compromise shall be given to ii!@mg:'@'t!:,:':·all members of the class
in such manner as the court direcfs·;··except that if the dismissal
is to be without prejudice or with prejudice against the class
representative only, then such dismissal may be ordered without
notice if there is a showing that no compensation in any form has
passed directly or indirectly from the party opposing the class
to the class representative or to the class representative's
attorney and that no promise to give any such compensation has
been made. If the statute of limitations has run or may run
against the claim of any class member, the court may require
appropriate notice.

E. Court Authority Over Conduct of Class Actions. In the
conduct of actions to which this rule applies, the court may make
appropriate orders which may be altered or amended as may be
desirable:

E(l) Determining the course of proceedings or prescribing
measures to prevent undue repetition or complication in the

...-..~
E(2) Requiring, for the protection of the members of the

class or otherwise for the fair conduct of the action, that
notice be given in such manner as the court may direct to some or
all of the members of any step in the action, or of the proposed
extent of the jUdgment, or of the opportunity of members to
signify whether they consider the representation fair and
adequate, to intervene and present claims or defenses, or
~~~~~~;fse to come into the action+~;:::§@::l~~:;:;!R§::~gg~'@g·g~:;'jlJ\\~m;@tI~

E(3) Imposing conditions on the representative parties@
8~i\l§!;!;i@~§%!;!:i' or GR intervenors;

E(4) Requiring that the pleadings be amended to eliminate
therefrom allegations as to representation of absent persons, and
that the action proceed accordingly;

3



E(5) Dealing with similar procedural matters.

F.
Required;
S~a~emeR~

Notice Required; QaR~eR~; S~a~emeR~s at Qlass Members
Farm; QaR~eR~; Ett8g~ at Failure ~a File Required

any class action maintainee uneer subsection (J) of Section 8 of
this rule, the court by oreer, after hearing, shall eirect the
giving of notice to the class.

F(l) (b) The notice, basee on the certification
Greer ane any amenement of the oreer, shall incluee:

F(l) (b) (i) A general eescription of the
action, inclueing the relief sought, ane the
names ane aeeresses of the representative
parties;

F(l) (b) (ii) A statement that the court
.Jill excluee any member of the class if such
member so requests by a specifiee eate;

F(l) (b) (iii) A eescription of possible
financial consequences on the class;

F(l) (b) (iv) A general eescription of any
counterclaim being assertee by or against the
class, inclueing the relief sought;

F(l) (b) (v) A statement that the
juegment, whether favorable or not, .iill bine
all members of the class ••~o are not exclueee
from the action;

4



F(l) (h) (vi) A statement that any memher
of the class may enter an appearance either
personally or throY~h counsel;

F(l) (h) (vii) An aeeress to \lhich
inqyiries may he eirectee; ane

F(l) (h) (viii) other information the
oourt eeems appropriate.

(F) (1) (c) The oreer shall prescrihe the manner of
notification to he ysee ane specify the memhers of the
class to he notifiee. In eeterminin~ the manner ane
form of the notice to he ~iven, the coyrt shall
consieer the interests of the olass, the relief
reqYestee, the cost of notifyin~ the memhers of the
olas~, ane ~he possihle prejYdioe to memhers liho do not
rece1ve not1ce.

(F) (1) (e) Memhers of the class shall he ~iven the
hest notioe practioahle ynder the oiroymstanoes.
Individual notioe shall he ~iven to all memhers ,mo oan
he identified throY~h reasonahle effort.

(F) (1) (e) For memhers of the olass not ~iven

personal or mailed notioe, the ooyrt shall provide a
means of notioe reasonahly oaloulatee to apprise the
memhers of the olass of the peneenoy of the aotion.
The means of notioe may inolyee notifioation hy means
of ne<ispaper, television, raeio, postin~ in pUhlio or
other plaoes, ane eistrihytion throu~h traee, Ynion,
pUhlio interest, or other appropriate ~roYps, or any
other means reasonahly oaloYlatee to proviee notioe to
olass members of the peneenoy of the aotion.

(F) (1) (f) The ooyrt may oreer a defeneant I.~O has
a mailin~ list of olass members to oooperate ",ith the
representative parties in notifyin~ the olass members.
The ooyrt may also direot that separate ane eistinotive
notioe be inoluded I.'ith a re~Ylar mailin~ by the
eefendant to the Glass members ,Tho are Gurrent
oustomers or employees of the defendant.

(F) (1) (~) The oOYrt may order, as an alternative
to the order and direotion ynder para~raph (f) of this
sUbseotion, that a defendant "'ho has a mailing list of
olass members, inolYeing those who are or ,iere oyrrent
oYstomers or employees of the eefendant, provide a oopy
of that list to the representative parties. The
representative parties shall be requiree to pay the

5



reasena~le eests ef ~eneratin~1 printin~ er duplieatin~

the mailin~ list.

F(l) (h) The eeurt may erder a defendant vhe has a
list ef fermer eustemers er empleyees te previde that
list te the representative parties The eeurt may
further erder that a separate and distinetive netiee ~e

ineluded ,lith a re~ular mailin~ ~y the defendant te
eurrent eustemers er empleyees ef the defendant.

)

I
I
I

'- !

entry ef a jud~ment a~a1nst a defendant the eeurt shall request
mem~ers ef the Glass te su~mit a statement in a ferm preseri~ed

~y the eeurt requestin~ affirmative relief ""hieh may alse, where
apprepriate, require infermatien re~ardin~ the nature ef the
less, injury, elaim, transaetienal relatienship, er dama~e. The
statement shall ~e desi~ned te meet the ends ef justiee. In
determining the ferm ef the statement, the eeurt shall eensider
the nature ef the aets ef the defendant, the ameunt ef ](ne,lledge
a Glass mem~er weuld have a~eut the extent ef sueh mem~er's

damages, the nature ef the Glass ineluding the pre~a~le degree ef
sophistieation ef its mem~ers, and the availability of relevant
information from sourees other than the individual Glass me~ers.

The amount of damages assessed against the defendant shall not
exeeed the total amount ef damages determined to ~e allo"a~le by
the eeurt for eaeh individual Glass member ',.rho has filed a
statement required by the eourt, assessable court costs, and an
award of attorney fees, if any, as determined by the court.

F(J) Failure of a elass mem~er to file a statement required
~y the eourt \lill be grounds fer the entry of judgment dismissing
sueh Glass member's elaim \litheut prejudiee te the right to
maintain an individual, ~ut net a elass, aetien fer sueh elaim.

F(4~) Except as otherwise provided in this SUbsection, the

~~~~.~ii;m;~IT:~(~i"~;~§W:~:~~~~xp;~~ec~~r~o;~;:C~~ij~s~'~!~~~~!!res,
requ1re that the defendant bear the expense of notificat10n to
the current customers or employees of the defendant included with

6
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the current customers or employees of the defendant included with
a regular mailing by the defendant. The oeurt 9~ may hold a
preliminary hearing to determine how the costs of §gq~~~§$%~~
notioe shall be apportioned.

F(§) No duty of oomplianoe with due prooess notioe
requirements is imposed on a defendant by reason of the defendant
inoluding notioe ,lith a regular mailing by the defendant to
ourrent oustomers or employees of the defendant under this
seotion.

F(~ll!) As used in this section, "customer" includes a person,
including but not limited to a student, who has purchased
services or goods from a defendant.

G. Commencement or Maintenance of Class Actions Regarding
Particular Issues; DivisioB of Class; SUbclasses. When
appropriate+

~'
G(2) A Glass may be divided into subolasses and eaoh

subolass treated as a olass, and the provisions of this rule
shall then be oonstrued and applied aooordingly.

H. Notice and Demand Required Prior to Commencement of
Action for Damages.

H(l) Thirty days or more prior to the commencement of an
action for damages pursuant to the provisions of subseotion (J)

~;p~:~~*~~~f~!~~!a~l~fthis rule, the potential plaintiffs' class

H(l) (a) Notify the potential defendant of the
particular alleged cause of action; and

H(l) (b) Demand that such person correct or rectify
the alleged wrong.

H(2) Such notice shall be in writing and shall be sent by
certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the
place where the transaction occurred, such person's principal
place of business within this state, or, in the case of a
corporation or limited partnership not authorized to transact
business in this state, to the principal office or place of
business of the corporation or limited partnerShip, and to any
address the use of which the class representative knows, or on

7



the basis of reasonable inquiry, has reason to believe is most
likely to result in actual notice.

I. Limitation on Maintenance of Class Actions for Damages.
No action for damages may be maintained under the provisions of
sections A and B of this rule upon a showing by a defendant that
all of the following exist:

I(l) All potential class members similarly situated have
been identified, or a reasonable effort to identify such other
people has been made;

I(2) All potential class members so identified have been
notified that upon their request the defendant will make the
appropriate compensation, correction, or remedy of the alleged
wrong;

I(3) Such compensation, correction, or remedy has been, or,
in a reasonable time, will be, given; and

I(4) Such person has ceased from engaging in, or if
immediate cessation is impossible or unreasonably expensive under
the circumstances, such person will, within a reasonable time,
cease to engage in such methods, acts, or practices alleged to be
violative of the rights of potential class members.

J. Application of sections H and I of This Rule to Actions
for Equitable Relief; Amendment of complaints for Equitable
Relief to Request Damages Permitted. An action for equitable
relief brought under sections A and B of this rule may be
commenced without compliance with the provisions of section H of
this rule. Not less than 30 days after the commencement of an
action for equitable relief, and after compliance with the
provisions of section H of this rule, the class representative's
complaint may be amended without leave of court to include a
request for damages. The provisions of section I of this rule
shall be applicable if the complaint for injunctive relief is
amended to request damages.

K. Limitation on Maintenance of Class Actions for Recovery
of certain statutory Penalties. A class action may not be
maintained for the recovery of statutory minimum penalties for
any class member as provided in ORS 646.638 or 15 U.S.C. 1640(a)
or any other similar statute.

L. Coordination of pending Class Actions Sharing Common
Question of Law or Fact.

L(l) (a) When class actions sharing a common
question of fact or law are pending in different
courts, the presiding judge of any such court, upon
motion of any party or on the court's own initiative,

8
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may request the supreme Court to assign a Circuit
Court, Court of Appeals, or Supreme Court judge to
determine whether coordination of the actions is
appropriate, and a judge shall be so assigned to make
that determination.

L(l) (b) Coordination of class actions sharing a
common question of fact or law is appropriate if one
judge hearing all of the actions for all purposes in a
selected site or sites will promote the ends of justice
taking into account whether the common question of fact
or law is predominating and significant to the
litigation; the convenience of parties, witnesses, and
counsel; the relative development of the actions and
the work product of counsel; the efficient utilization
of judicial facilities and personnel; the calendar of
the courts; the disadvantages of duplicative and
inconsistent rUlings, orders, or jUdgments: and the
likelihood of settlement of the actions without further
litigation should coordination be denied.

L(2) If the assigned jUdge determines that coordination is
appropriate, such jUdge shall order the actions coordinated,
report that fact to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and
the Chief Justice shall assign a jUdge to hear and determine the
actions in the site or sites the Chief Judge deems appropriate.

L(3) The jUdge of any court in which there is pending an
action sharing a common question of fact or law with coordinated
actions, upon motion of any party or on the court's own
initiative, may request the judge assigned to hear the
coordinated action for an order coordinating such actions.
Coordination of the action pending before the jUdge so requesting
shall be determined under the standards specified in subsection
(1) of this section.

L(4) Pending any determination of whether coordination is
appropriate, the jUdge assigned to make the determination may
stay any action being considered for, or affecting any action
being considered for, coordination.

L(5) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the
supreme Court shall provide by rule the practice and procedure
for coordination of class actions in convenient courts, including
provision for giving notice and presenting evidence.

M. JUdgment; Inglusion of Class Members; Desgription;
Names. ~,g~\!!!I:gi;mii:trHB.~P:R;ii'lMThe jUdgment in an action g~f!Ii@ip~f!Ii
maintained as a class action unaer subseGtiens (1) er (2) ef
seGtien B ef this rule, whether or not favorable to the class,

~~§rn~I~;;~;ij; ~~ab!m!!!g~~!~o~e~~~i~~a~~~seT~:ejU:::e::u~:::nas
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shall insl~ee ane spesify by name those to ,.~om the notise
provieee in sestion F of this r~le was eirestee, ane ,Iho have not )
re~~estee exsl~sion ane whom the so~rt fines to be members of the
slass, ane the j~e~ent shall state tbe amo~nt to be resoveree by

~
N. Attorney Fees, costs, Disbursements, and Litigation

Expenses.

N(l) (a) Attorney fees for representing a class are
sUbject to control of the court.

N( 1) (b) If ~neer an ~g¥w~\\ln~1i~n9~n\t;:~niiW§\\l~fl\p
applicable provision of law¥ a defendant or defendant
class is entitled to attorney fees, costs, or
disbursements from a plaintiff slass, only ~ggWfi~~m~~$.

representative parties and those members oftheclas's
who have appeared individually are liable for tbose

;;fi¢;~;mlll~,n~W!~!r~"~'W'!~!~~!~'!!!Ii~!~!'~!~neyfees,
cosEs;ordisbursements from a defendant class, the
court may apportion the fees, costs, or disbursements
among the members of the class.

N(l) (c) If the prevailing class recovers a
jUdgment that can be divided for the purpose, the court
may order reasonable attorney fees and litigation
expenses of the class to be paid from the recovery.

N(l) (d) The court may order the adverse party to
pay to the prevailing class its reasonable attorney
fees and litigation expenses if permitted by law in
similar cases not involving a class.

N(l) (e) In determining the amount of attorney fees
for a prevailing class the court shall consider the
following factors:

N(l) (e) (i) The time and effort expended
by the attorney in the litigation, including
the nature, extent, and quality of the
services rendered;

N(l) (e) (ii) Results achieved and
benefits conferred upon the class;

N(l) (e) (iii) The magnitude, complexity,
and uniqueness of the litigation;

10
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N(l) (e) (iii) The magnitude, complexity,
and uniqueness of the litigation;

N(l) (e) (iv) The contingent nature of
success; and

N(l) (e) (v) Appropriate criteria in DR 2
106 of the Oregon Code of Professional
Responsibility.

N(2) Before a hearing under section C of this rule or at any
other time the court directs, the representative parties and the
attorney for the representative parties shall file with the
court, jointly or separately:

N(2) (a) A statement showing any amount paid or
promised them by any person for the services rendered
or to be rendered in connection with the action or for
the costs and expenses of the litigation and the source
of all of the amounts;

N(2) (b) A copy of any written agreement, or a
summary of any oral agreement, between the
representative parties and their attorney concerning
financial arrangement or fees; and

N(2) (c) A copy of any written agreement, or a summary
of any oral agreement, by the representative parties or the
attorney to share these amounts with any person other than a
member, regular associate, or an attorney regularly of
counsel with the law firm of the representative parties'
attorney. This statement shall be supplemented promptly if
additional arrangements are made.

o. statute of Limitations. The statute of limitations is
tolled for all class members upon the commencement of an action
asserting a class action. The statute of limitations resumes
running against a member of a class:

0(1) Upon filing of an election of exclusion by such class
member;

0(2) Upon entry of an order of certification, or of an
amendment thereof, eliminating the class member from the class;

0(3) Except as to representative parties, upon entry of an
order under section C of this rule refusing to certify the class
as a class action; and

0(4) Upon dismissal of the action without an adjudication on
the merits.

11



commentary on proposed revisions

The source of most of these revisions is the draft revisions
to Federal Rule 23 presently before the Advisory committee on
Federal Rules ("Advisory committee"), which in turn are largely
based on a proposal made by the ABA section on Litigation,
published at 110 FRD 195. Where the Advisory Committee
proposal's language is used, its committee notes and,e if
applicable, the section on Litigation's committee commentary
explain the basis and purpose of the revision. These comments
will explain the reasons for deviations from the Advisory
Committee proposal, and those revisions not addressed by that
proposal.

section A(4).

The Advisory Committee proposal would add the requirement
that the class representative serve "willingly." This proposal
is not followed because of its apparent impact on actions
involving a defendant class.

The federal courts have allowed one defendant to be
certified as representative of a defendant class when an
appropriate "juridical link" exists between members of that
class. ~, LaMar v. H & B Novelty & Loan Co., 489 F2d 461,
466, 469-470 (9th Cir 1973) (governmental bodies in a single
state); Alaniz v. California Processors Inc., 73 FRD 269,276
(ND Cal 1976) (employers operating under a single industry-wide
collective bargaining agreement). Because few, if any,
defendants are willingly part of any litigation, the Advisory
Committee proposal would tend to preclude defendant class
actions, contrary to ORCP 32 N(l) which expressly contemplates an
action against a defendant class.

section B.

To the extent present ORCP 32 B is identical to FRCP 23(b),
the changes are identical in language to the Advisory Committee
proposal and identical in substance to the section on Litigation
recommendation. The unique portions of present ORCP 32 B(3) are
treated as follows.

B(3) (e) is maintained. B(3) (f) is deleted as unnecessary in
light of the revision to ORCP 32 E(l) to permit precertification
merits determinations. Because the second sentence of existing
B(3) is similar (but not identical) to the second sentence of
existing Federal Rule 23(b) (3), it is similarly deleted.

section C(l).

The new text is based on the Advisory Committee proposal for
revising Federal Rule 23(c) (1). The second half of the first )
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sentence of the existing rule, which is presently limited to B(3)
class actions, is not contained in the federal rule. Because the
policy it expresses both conveys to trial courts the importance
of the class certification decision and facilitates appellate
review of such decisions, it has been broadened to apply to all
class actions.

section D.

The revision is a blend of the best elements of the present
rule and the Advisory Committee proposal for revising Federal
Rule 23(e). It preserves the Oregon policy of requiring notice
if a class action is settled, even before the certification
decision, unless the class representative and that person's
attorney receive no compensation from the case. This protects
against a sellout of the class interests for personal gain,
without impeding the class representative from withdrawing from
an unmeritorious case. However, the revision adopts language
from the Advisory Committee proposal which makes clear that this
rule does not apply to the settlement of a proposed class
representative's individual claim once class certification has
been denied.

The revision also adopts the Advisory Committee proposal to
give the trial court discretion on the extent of notice required
in situations where the rights of absent class members may be
adequately protected by notice directed to less than all. An
example where this provision might have been invoked is the
settlement of the claim for appellate attorney fees against the
defendant in Guinasso v. Pacific First Federal, Multnomah county
Circuit Court Case No. 416-583 (Amended Order Re Settlement,
dated January 26, 1990). Even though the settlement had only a
modest impact on the recoveries of individual class members and
paved the way for an immediate payment of a nearly two million
dollar class recovery, the court read existing ORCP 32 D as
requiring notice to all class members and therefore ordered
published notice.

section E.

Based on the Advisory Committee proposal to revise Federal
Rule 23(d).

section F(l).

The revision replaces existing ORCP F(1) and (5) and
generally is based on the Advisory Committee proposal to revise
Federal Rule 23(c) (2). There are, however, three differences:

1. The Advisory Committee proposal would require some form
of post-certification notice to be given in all cases, and
defines the criteria to be used in determining the type and

13



extent of that notice. Like the section on Litigation
recommendation, this revision leaves to the trial court's
discretion, in accordance with defined criteria, the
determination of "who will receive notice, when that notice will
be given, and the form of notice that will be required." 110 FRD
at 208.

The obligation to give notice in part is a question of
constitutional due process. However, in the words of the section
on Litigation, it is "both unnecessary and unwise to attempt
codification of constitutional principles in a procedural rule
applicable to all civil actions." Id. at 198 n 2. This is so
because courts in deciding individual cases can factor in
evolving constitutional standards, but have no freedom to
disregard the value choices reflected in rules even if the
assumptions of constitutional law on which those rules rest prove
to be incorrect. See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacguelin, 417 US 156,
176-177 (1974) (irrespective of the requirements of due process,
Federal Rule 23(c) (2) mandates individual notice in a case
certified under Federal Rule 23(b) (3)).

A recent Oregon case illustrates why trial courts
should retain the discretion to not require post-certification
notice. Benzinger v. Oregon Department of Insurance & Finance,
Multnomah County Circuit Court No. 9102-01201, involved the
construction of ORS 656.268(6) (a) regarding time limits for
workers' compensation reconsideration decisions. After the trial
court's decision on the merits adopting plaintiff's construction
of the statute was affirmed on appeal, 107 Or App 449, 812 P2d 36
(1991), the plaintiff moved to certify an injunctive relief class
to insure that all similarly situated claimants would be treated
equally. The trial court did so.

In such a case, requiring post-certification notice of
any type would increase the expense of litigation without
providing corresponding benefit to class members. The same would
be true in a class action involving a government benefits program
where all the class members qualify for representation by a legal
services office. These are just examples, not an exclusive list
of the circumstances in which post-certification notice should be
dispensed with.

2. This revision identifies six criteria to guide the
trial court's discretionary decisions regarding notice and the
opportunity to request exclusion. The first four of these are
drawn from the Advisory Committee proposal. The last two are
drawn from the criteria to guide the trial court's discretion in
determining the manner and form of notice in present ORCP 32
F(1) (c).

3. The Advisory Committee proposal contemplates under
some circumstances "opt-in" classes, Le., classes in which
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absent class members must make an affirmative request to be
included in the case. The Advisory Committee proposal's comments
stresses that "[r]arely should a court impose an 'opt-in'
requirement for membership in a class," but state that the option
should be preserved if needed to avoid due process problems.

However, in Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 US
797,812-814 (1985), a unanimous Supreme Court rejected the
notion that due process requires an absent plaintiff to opt in
and suggested that such a requirement "would probably impede the
prosecution of those class actions involving an aggregation of
small individual claims" and would "sacrifice the obvious
advantages in judicial efficiency reSUlting from the 'opt out'
approach." The Advisory Committee proposal has identified no
case in which an opt-out class has been found to violate due
process. In short, an opt-in requirement is both bad policy and
unnecessary to satisfy due process.

Section F(2).

In light of the experience summarized in Emerson,
"Oregon Class Actions: The Need for Reform," 26 will L Rev 757
(1991), the mandatory claim form requirement of existing ORCP 32
F(2) and (3) is eliminated. It is replaced by a methodology for
computing the class monetary recovery which is drawn from the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement Act of 1976, 15 USC
§15 (d) •

The trial court is given a choice of tools to use in
making this calculation in accordance with the measure of damages
defined by governing substantive law. In determining which tool
to use, the trial court should consider how accurately a
particular method will determine each individual class member's
recovery, how expensive using the particular method is and any
other factors relevant to the particular case. When each
individual's recovery can be calculated from the defendant's
records relatively inexpensively, this methodology has been used
in the past in cases like Guinasso and Powell v. Equitable
Savings & Loan Association, Multnomah County Circuit Court Case
No. 414-798, and should continue to be used.

Where the defendant does not have records to permit an
exact calculation of each individual's recovery or where using
these records would be disproportionately expensive, the trial
court is authorized to consider other options. One option
expressly identified is the use of statistical or sampling
methods. Such methods have been employed by federal courts in a
variety of class action contexts. The state of the federal law
is summarized in Long v. Trans World Airlines. Inc., 761 F Supp
1320, 1323-28 (NO III 1991) and Cimino v. Raymark Industries.
Inc., 751 F Supp 649, 659-666 (ED Tex 1990). See also Oregon
Management and Advocacy Center. Inc. v. Mental Health Division,
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96 Or App 528, 774 P2d 1113, rev denied, 308 Or 405 (1989)
(approving use of statistical sampling techniques for damage
calculations in a non-class action).

In some instances, the aggregate recovery can be
determined from the defendant's records using traditional
methods, with statistical methods being used to allocate shares
to individuals. In other circumstances, statistical or sampling
techniques will be needed to ascertain both the aggregate
recovery and each individual share.

The trial court is free to consider any other
computational technique that makes sense under the facts of the
particular case. But it cannot require class members to complete
claim forms as a condition of participation in the recovery.

It should be emphasized that this rule only applies to
the computation of damages after a class has been certified.
Even when all other class certification criteria are satisfied,
where each individual has suffered substantial damages that
cannot readily be calculated based on a formula, section B of
this rule gives the trial court discretion to deny class
certification.

Once a recovery calculation has been made for each
class member, the trial court is given the discretion whether to
afford class members notice and the opportunity to contest their
personal share of the recovery. In deciding whether to exercise
this authority, the trial court is to balance the cost of this
process against the likelihood that class members would have the
means by which to materially improve the calculation of their
individual recoveries.

The jUdgment ultimately entered will include the entire
monetary recovery awarded to the class. This revision does not
address the disposition of that portion of the judgment awarded
in favor of individuals who cannot be identified or located, but
leaves this issue for legislative determination.

section F(3).

) I

I

.I

The revisions are intended to remove a possible
ambiguity in the text of this section which was added by the 1981
legislature. The defendant in Guinasso contended that the
present wording of this section, currently located at ORCP 32
F(4), obligated the plaintiff to pay the cost of notice to class
members after they had prevailed at trial, and eliminated the
basis of the ruling in Powell (Order dated April 5, 1979) that,
after the plaintiff has prevailed on liability, the defendant has
to pay such costs. The trial court in Guinasso rejected this i
contention, Order Re Costs dated December 24, 1984, and the Court I
of Appeals rejected without discussion an assignment of error )
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based on this rUling. 89 Or App 270, 278, 749 P2d 577, rev
denied, 305 Or 672 (1988). Modification of the existing language
is desirable to preclude a similar contention from being raised
in the future.

section G.

The revisions are based on the Advisory Committee
proposal'.s revisions of Federal Rule 23 (c) (4). However, the
Advisory Committee proposal refers at the beginning of the second
sentence to "each class or subclass." The words "class or" have
been deleted because they could be read as permitting
certification of a class without satisfying the numerosity
requirement in ORCP 32 A(l).

section M.

The first sentence adopts the Advisory committee
proposal's revisions of Federal Rule 23(c) (3) with minor wording
changes to enhance clarity. The second sentence is based on
experience under the existing rule that, when a class prevails in
an action for monetary recovery, it is preferable that the
judgment specify the name and recovery amount of each class
member.

section N (1) (a).

The present rule, which makes the class representative
liable for attorney fees in an unsuccessful class action, is
inconsistent with the general policy of ORCP 32. One function of
ORCP 32 is to permit the aggregation of small claims which are
individually uneconomical to litigate, so that they can be
undertaken by an attorney on a contingent basis. See Bernard v.
First National Bank, 275 Or 145, 152, 550 P2d 1203 (1976).
Making the class representative liable for all attorney fees,
costs and disbursements if the case is unsuccessful effectively
.deters a class action whenever the defendant has a basis for
recovering attorney fees.

The revision limits the class representative's
liability to sums assessed as sanctions in the litigation
process. This will permit fees and costs to be awarded, for
example, if the plaintiff violates ORCP 17 or if the defendant is
entitled to fees under a statute which requires a showing that
the plaintiff's case was frivolous. However, a defendant could
not employ a contractual attorney fee provision against the class
representative.

Revision omitted.

There is an additional element of the Advisory
Committee proposal, to create a right to seek an interlocutory
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appeal from any class certification decision. This proposal is )\ I
not followed because it seems redundant of ORS 19.015 as
interpreted by the Oregon Supreme Court in Joachim v. Crater Lake
Lodge. Inc., 276 Or 875, 556 P2d 1334 (1976).

. I

I
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194 II' FEDERAL RULES DECISIONS

prevents disclosure of the memorandum
which defendan.. seek.'

ORDER
Having considered the memoranda and

arguments in support and in oppoeition to
Defendan..' Motion te Compel Production
of Documents and good cause appearinc
therefore,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

1. Since conlempt i' ac:ncraJ1y lhe ocly effective
w~y 10 enlUte & non-panywitness" compUancc
with anorder 1MproduaKm the ~Iifomil, con
$IilulioRai provisionis in etfeC1 an absotutebar

~fendan..' lIotion '" Compel Produc
tion of Documen.. is DENIED.

IT ISSOORDERED.

:Oi~-:-i~~

10 compelled production. ""bo,. syrl4 IS.
CaLApp.3d at P. 26, 201 CaI.lpn. 207; Mitdtdl
•. s..,mtx I.l>out, 17CaUd 2... 27<. zoe Cal
Rpu.•52. 690 P.2d625(1914).
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1

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'Phis is not the lint undertaking looking to change elaaa ..tion
procedures. Previous efforts at meaniDgful refono of the class action

I. see, &my. EMiot__~-. 0( 16 H...J-LqU. 54) (1'19k ,.-.,.

,.-- 11N Im,<uti.. ,..c_.. 0' tIN 17Wry-Nin1Jo ....... C",",,,,,," of
- --of tIN a...llo-. A<- tIN _ of_ a.a.i4 .. F.R-D.
....... CoI..... L.... 199 (I.lOk OW. 263. JtS.191 (......m of lit. _).
11N "- ,..~ ........ of 19I-m (_ of lit. _t 19~
F_a....llo-.,"""""".- )OJ (_ of ....__k OW.
6 au. (lmk _ b- E/Icf;w ,..lJo1owfW

-...--a... "-'Iw" •• """"'" ""'""" .,." _ Joiw7._of..._~,,-. (1m),

In December 1977, the Off... for Improvements in the Administration
of Justice of the United Statea Department of Justice released for public
comment a proposal to refonn certain aspeets of the class action for
federal civil litigation. That proposal, whic:h resulted in legislation
introduced but not enacted during the 95th Congress, S. 3475, 95th
Cong., 2d Seas. (19781 sparkedeonaiderable debate.' The American Bar
Association, and its Section of Litigation, joined lhooe opposing the
Department of Jusliee propoeal. RecogniJing the seriousness of the
problema addressed by the Department of JUlliee, and mindful of its
public: reaponsibUitieo, the Section of Litiplioa, iD c:ooperation with the
American BarAaaoeiation and the Ameriean BarFoundation, appointed
the Special Committee on CIaaa Aetioa Improvements.

The Committee, comprised of attorneys with broad experience repre
senting plaintiffs and defendanla iD major elaaa aelion titiplion, attor
neys with particular public: iDterest perapeetjyes, and two experienced
federal judges, began ita detiberations iD October 1981. A preliminary
report was eirculated for public comment and pubtiabed iD the Fall 1984
edition of Litigation N-. After consideralion of suggestions snd
eomments, the Committee made appropriate revisions and submitted its
report to the Council of the Section of Litigation. The Council approved
the repurt and in July 1985 the House of Delegates of the American Bar
Aaaoeiation authorised the Section of Litigation to transmitthe report to
the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conferenee of the
United States. In authorising transmittal to the Advisory Committee,
the Houseof Delegates neitherapproved nordisapproved the recommen.
dations set forth iD this report.
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have encountered stiff opposition and none has commanded the consen
sus necessary to achieve adoption. There are those who argue that
evidence is lacking to demonstrate a need for any change in the present
rule, Others believe that the need for change is established, particularly
with regard 10 the class actions maintained under Rule 23(bK31. but
disagree over whst ehangesare required,

Since 1966, detennination of whether a class action is "proper" has
required consideration of one(or more) of the three subdivisions of Rule
23(b). These three eategories are far from airtight and the complexities
of modem litigation doom to failure efforts to insist that a given case
must fit one, and only one, of the rule's subdivisions. For example,
eases involving claims for bothmoney damages and injunctive or deelara
lory relief present signiflesnt difficulties of classifiealion, Under the
present rule, the mere fact that money damages are sought will not
defeat s (b)(2) action if the court determines that the monetary relief is
uincidental" to the equitable claim. On the other hand, if the action is
determined to be one "predominantly" for money damages, the action
may not be maintained undersubdivision (bK2). Since an artful pleader
ean endeavor to make the declaratory or injunctive relief appear to
"predominate:'and smee the plaintiff obviously will prefer10 escape the
onerous notice requirements and associated expense involved in a (b)(3)
action, thia problem arises frequently. Ail a result, much wheel spin
ning,expenseand delay is often involved in the classification determine
tion.

If the court detenninea that the requirements of subdivision (a) and
either (b)(I) or (b)(2) are satisfied, the present rule mandates that the
esse proceed sa a elass ..tionwithoutregard 10 the predominance of the
common queation of lawor fact, or to the superiority of the class action
to other available methods for the fsir and efficieet adjudication of the
controvellly. Sucha detenoination h.. profoundly important procedural
consequences. for an action ordered maintained undereithersubdivision
(b)(I) or (b)(2) is free of the mandatory notice requirements of Rule
23(e)(2) and is inatead governed hy the more flexible provisions of Rule
2S(d) subject, of course, to whatever constitutional requirements may
pertain. in the particularcircumstances. Moreover, class members in an
..lion maintaiDed under subdivisions (b)(1) or (b)(2) are not afforded a
right of exelusion for the "opt out" feature of Rule 23(cK21 is spplicable
only to actions "maintained undersubdivision (bX31. . ..

If, on the other hand, the court concludes that the case is one that an
onlybe maintained pursuant to subdivision (bK3). dramatically different
consequences attach. Initially, the oftendifficult determinstion of "pre
dominance" and "superiority" command the attention of the parties and
the court. A principal focus is often on the subsidiary issues enumerat
ed iD the rule IS "pertinent to the [predominance and superiority]
fmdinga" including importantly "the diffICulties likely 10 be encountered
in the management of a classaclion." Delay in the certification rubnr is
not uncommon.

Introduction
'\
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II

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(AI. Sum"",1')' oj ConcllUiom /Snd Recommend/Stio1ll.

Central to the Committee's recommendations is ita coneIu.ion that the
.Iass a.tion is a valuable procedulaJ tool affording.ignif....t opportuni
ties to implement important public policies. Although recognizing the
role uaigned to poblic enforcement actions. the constrsinta and Iimita·
tions necessarily placed upon such actions pellusdes the Committee that
private inju..tiveand damageactiona. properly contained and efficiently
administered, areoften....ntisl if widespread violationa of these policies
are to be deterred. Suchactions should not be thwartedby unwieldy or
unneeesaarily expensive procedural requirementa.

The Committee is awareof claims that the ..... action procedure is or
msy be misused. Criea of "legalized blackmail" and "FrUlkenstein

Even jf the action is ordered maintained as a class action under
subdivision (bK31. the present rule .onlains formidable procedural barrio
ers that must be surmounted iC the action is tAl proceed to judgment In
a (bK31 case. ,unlike ..... mainlainal under subdivisions (bKII or (bK21.
the plaintiffmustfumish notice tAl eacb member of the .1... "ineluding
individusl notice to all membell who.... be identifted through reason.
able effort" without regard to wbether notice to fewer than all dass
members or notice by lOme method would satisfy constitutional require
ments. Eiun •• C4rCule ofJa&qWCin, 417 U.S. 156. 94 S.Ct 2140. 40
l.Ed.2d 732 (It141. Clua members in an a.tion ordered maintained
under subdivision (bK31. unlike their counterparts in a (bKlj' or (bK21
action. are afforded an unqllllifted right to be excluded from the case.

We have coneluded that the distinctions and procedural effecta re
flected in the p.....ntly trifu....ted rule tend to blur the core values of
the class action and to promote u.........ry. expensive and inefrICient
litigation over peripheral issues. Our recommendationa are designed to
refocus the certifICation inquiry upon the .uperiority of ..... a.tion
treatment for the particulardispute, elimiDate U_"'I''J espense and
delay in the mainte..... and resolution of the action and facilitate
attainment of important purposes of the modem ..... action. See
PAmi,. Petroleum Co. '. Skuttl, - U.s.-. -, 106S.CL 2965,
2t73,86 l.Ed.2d 628(19851.' Theserecommendationa aresummarized at
pp. 198-203 anddetailed at pp.203-211.
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monster." while not infrequently overstated, reflectimportant concerns.
These concerns are best addressed. the Committee has concluded, by
judicial oversight and discerning application of procedural mechanisms
already in place and designed to eliminate meritless actions or to deter
other abuses DC the litigation process.

The CommitlA!e has .onsidered and rejected proposals Cor radical
revision of the class action procedure. In doing so. it is mindful of the
fa.t that the presentrule. adopted in 1%6. was the product of thoughtful
work by the Advisory Committee and its advisers and ref\ed.ed cautious
accommodation of a numberof competing considerations. In the Com
mittee's judgment, those who would fundamentally aile federal class
action procedure, whether to expand or eonstrict the reachof the rule.
have yet tAl make their case.

At the same time. this is not 1%6. Tnday's understanding ofconstitu
tional ..nstrsintainvolving notice. the Coree andeffectof judgments, and
the right to instituteandeontrol an individual action has evolved beyond
the thinking that shaped some DC the major features of the 1%6 rule.
The experience gained in administration of class a.tions maintained
under .ubdivisions (bKI) and (bK2), for example. has demonstraled that
notice requirements maysometimes be satisfied at differenttimes andin
Ie.. expensive ways than the framera of present Rule 23(.K2) thought
possible. Post 1966 developments involving the the collateral estoppel
effects of a priorjudgment and modification DC the common law mutuali
ty doctrine raise difficulties not contemplated by those who drafted the
presentrule. Adoption in 1966 of multi-district eonsolidation procedures.
28 U.s.C. § 1407. and .....iated procedural innovations aimed at in
creasedjudicial effl.ien.y in the face of mounting ease loads warrants
reexamination of earlierviews concerning the rightof individual litigants
to instituteand control separate lawsuits involving questions of law and
fact common to a number of litigants.

Moreover. technological progress and resulting change in the nature
and complexity of federal civil actions has mandated recent adoption or
techniques designed to Ca.ilitate litigation, control mounting costs, and
reduce delay. Part of the solution has been to impose upon the federal
trial judge in.reasingly important management responsibilities.

These considerations persuade the committee that reexamination of
certain features of the class action rule is warranted. and that there are
now available ways by which unnecessarily time consuming and expen
sive featutei of the present rule maybe modified to increase the utility
of the procedure without sacrificing needed safeguards against abuse.
As detailed below. the Committee accordiogly recommends:

I. Elimination of the three .ubdivisions of present Rule 23(b) in favor
of a unified standard governing all class actions.

2. Modification of the notice requirements of present Rule 23(.K2).
nowapplicable only to ••tions maintained under subdivis.,n (bK3). The
amended rule will permit the timing. extent aod method of notice to be
tailored to the needs and circumstances of the particular case.

..... ..- .. _ .... juII .. dlqdo..-dlc...-_ l,iI, ... -'
Iiew. both~ .... uawisteo aI·
k8lpI codifdioa. ,.,,11......' priDQ.
pies i••~ iu$r: appUc:abIc 10 aU
civil.ctiom. SeeiIt/r. al201-201.

198

1. 'l'he oonsUtucionaJ i.... addlUled ill
I'IIilIi,s,...".""* i. the 0lIClIdI '" •
SLIIecoun~ ia¥lllwUw. MlionaI
"- " pIoiolilf-. "
w..... hoijuri~ -.. ....
tae1 with the forum.we.~
werCl«lpbe lhatCIlHlJIitutIoMi iuues _,.
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3. Modification of the exclusion feature of present Rule 23(c)(2). now
applicable only to actiona maintained under subdivision (b)(3). The
amended rule wiD authorize the court tD permit, refuse or condition
exclusion as tho needs and eireumslnces of tho case may warrant

f. Clarification tDeliminate confusion concerning propertreatmentof
pre-<:ertification motions under Rulea 12or 56 and to authorize considera
tionof sueb motions prior to certification of thoclass wben such action is
appropriate.

5. Addition of specifIC provisions designed to facilitate early judicial
management of classaction, andto coordinate proceedings under Rule 23
with the recenlly added provisiona of Rulea 16 and 26(f).

6. Establishment of jurisdictional provisions permitting appellate re
view of thocertifICation rulingby permiaaion of thocourtof appeals with
accompanying safeguardadesigned to detervexatious or delaying resort
tD interlocutory re.iew.

These recommendations are detailed in the propozed revisions to
F.R.Ci••P. 23 and to Tille 28of tho United Statea Code set forth below
with....mpanying commentary.

(B). Recommend4tions for Amendment. to F.R.Civ.P. 23.

The Special Commiuee for Class Action Improvements of the Ameri·
ean Bar Aaaociation, Section of Litigation. proposes thaI the following
amendments be made to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. New
malA!rial ia italicized; material to be deleted is lined through.

RULE 23
CLASS ACTIONS

(a). Prerequisites to a ClassAction. Oneor moremembera of a class
may sue or be sued sa tepresentativeparties on behalfof all only if (I)
tho class is so numerous that joinderof all members is impraelleable. (2)
there are queations of lawor fact common to the class. (3) tho claims or
defe.... of tho tepreaentative parties are Iypical of the claims or
defe.... of the cIaaa, and (f) the tepreaentative parties will fairly and
adequately protect tho inte....ts of the class.

(h). Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a
class aclion if tho prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in
addition; .

(1) tM ,N08.MUiR 8f .apPAle aauaRl ~ 8F apiAit ia~Ifi4\1.1

fRo..... of &M du' 'Hili.....t8 I Jilt 81

00 the court finda dlal 'lU811U9R& of la"! (If faK GQIRIRQ'R ~g Uli
AlOllllJe18 if U.s ch'S pndBRliRate e"ir a.RY 't\lilti81i1' aUeatiog galy
iAclWidual mIAlbo,., aad that a class action is superior to other
..aiIable methods for tho fair and efflCienl adjudication of thocentro
.eray. The mallera pertinent to lIi& this findinga include: (A) the
ulent to ..hichfIl..tio... ofIa.. andfact commonto member.J ofthe
eI.... predominate ...,. any questio... affming only individual
member&; (B) the inte....t of members of the elase in individually
controlling the prosecution or defense of separate actions; (e) the
extent and natureof any litigation concerning the controversy already
commenced byor againsl members of the class; (0) the desirabilily or
undesirabilily of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the
particular forum; (E) the diffICulties likely to be encountered in the
management of a class action that would be eliminated or signifi·
cantly reduced if the controversy ..... odjudicatedby other available
means; (F) the ulent to which the pro....tion ofseparale actions
by or agaimt individual members ofthe class would create a risk of
(l) inco7llillent or varyingadjudicationswith respect to iadividual
member.J ofthe cl......hich llIOuld establish incompatible lIandardl
of condllCt for the party opposing the et..... or (f) odjudicalions
with respect to individual memben of the cl... which llIOuld as a
practical motter bi diqositive of the inter..t. ofthe other.....ben
not partia to tJu adjudication or substantially impair or impede
their ability to protect their interests; (G) the extent to which tlte
relieflOKgi&t llIOuJd take the form ofinjunctive reliefor com:spand·
ing declarotory relief with respect to the cl.... as a ..hole.
(c). Determination by OrderWhether CI... Action to be Maintained;

EuIJUion; N9lioo; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class
Actions.

(1). As 800D as practicable alter the commencement of an action
brought as a classaction, the courtshalldetermine byorderwhether it
is to be 10 maintained. An order under this subdivision may be
conditionsl, and maybe altered or amended before the decision on the
merits.

(2). In any cIa8& action ordered maintained as a dtw oaion under
lubdiuili9s~~ ~, QO\lR IIlliall dife.;t tQ Ute JRelRbsF& Qf LA, ;12'8 LIIe
bill Ratioe pAetie.llls uAder the QiFG\lIRStaRGII8; WlllhuiiRg HdHd\lal
BetKe \0 aMlIlamb... ",hQ tliMl:}je i48Rf.ifiedo u.PQ\lg~ FIlUiQAablt eUM
111. aa'ill. shall a4u.iu 8a811 IRsRlllaF that (....) Lbo E;O..rt will 8£el..d,
hi.. ""HI Ute ,rass if he 69 F'UIYIl6~ by a Gil 'llirie4 date; {S) lhe



j.dgms"" wlislllor fa,'.Rillls .r ••~ wid iRoI.d. all ms... wb. d.
IMtL "'1M.' ••,I".i8Jl, ..4 (Q ., .emlli' wAe dole RiL l8lIuiIIl
••&luRi" mty. if)ae .."iF., lAter aA .ppe'RAce ""NY,. aia GOUnael.
this ,."Ie, /he court alulil Mlnmlbe br order IIJhetAer membora of
the ci4Ia will·boe:eclu<kdfrom the chw ifa regnat for e:ecltUion is
maM bra dale Ipu:iMtl i .. 1M order. IIJhetAer membera of1M chw
will 6ee:eclu<kd from 1Meloa 0IIl, ..,.". a aIuIwi.., ofgood co.....
or ..AetAer e:ecl",",,, willllOf 6epmniUod. n. I114tten ,.,.u""'t
W this Mlermill4liort willmfi....ril, incluM; (A)1M ..atu... ofthe
cont"""'nf and the .../NfMnlghf; (B) the alll4..nt or ....1",., o/any
indillidll4l membor~ i..jIIrr or li4bilit,; (C) 1M i..Ie....~ of the
pari, oppooirtg 1M c14a i.. HCVri.., a jillOl reaOi..tio.. of the
I114tten i.. eortt"""'nf; and (0) 1M i....fjicinq or improctiC4l>ility
ofaeparalel, l114inl4irted aetionawraol.. the eorttnJ1Jll1¥)'. WAen
appropriate, an order permiUi.., e:eclllliort 1114' _w......h con·
dit;"'" 41 a... Pu4 incilldi.., a prohibitiort againat irtatillltion or
l114inle1l4nce ofa uparale aelw.. 0 .. lOme or all of1Mmotten in
cont"""'nf in the c14a action or a prohibitiort againal .... in a
uparalely ""'inl4irted action ofany jlldgmertf IIJhich 1114' be ren·
de.-.d in favor of the chw from lDhich e:eclllliort is Mnlght

(3). Thejudgmentin an action or.u...dmaintained as a classaction
MAder iul"livili8R (aKIJ IW (lJK2t¥ 'N.1JI:8F liN' Retf""8Fa~11I te the "'aslI,
shall iaslu5le aAd d96Gribe 'beli which thll court fiR. &0 be AleAlbeR
gt Ll:te 81a81 1lt, jutiglRt.t ia aft activR lRaiAbiA8d aa a ;la88 a,,!ion
uAdar iutidiui.iaR (8)(S). whether or not favorable to the class, shall
include and apecify or describe those III wbom Illo ••Ii•• p","idod i.
iwliuiH.NA (;}(2) wail diMet., uti who have not "'lllfillted HohliigA

boen pmnilted 14e:ecillde u..-nuelves from the cl and .'b... lllo
...ft fi... 1Dh0 are found to bo membora of Ihe cl .

(4). When appropriate (A) an action may be brought or ord..-.d
maintained as• class action with respect to particular issues, or (B) a
daaa may be divided into aubelas8es and each aubelass treated as a
class. and the provisions of this rule ahall then be construed and
applied accordingly.
(d). Orde'" in Conduct of Actiona. In the conduct of actiona to which

this ruleappr.ea, the court maymakeappropriate orders: (I) detennining
the course of proceedinga or prescribing meaau.... to p",vent undue
repetition or complication in the p.....ntation of evidence or argument
incilldi.., PfY-'ific4tio.. Mlnmi1I4tiort of a motiort ma<k br an,
port, pumuJnt W RIlla II or 56 if the co..rt conclrula that I1lCh a
Mlnminatiort will promole the fair and efficient adjlldicotiort of the
cont"""'nf and will nof co.... und... Mloy; (2) requiring. for the
protection of the mellll>em of the class or otherwise for the fair conduct
of the action, that Illliiee be given in I.ch manneras the _ maydirect
to some or all.,f the members of any step in the action. or of the
proposed extent of the judgmen~ or of the opportunity of mem...... to
signify whether they consider the representation fair and adeqUlte, to
intervene and present claims or defenaea. or otherwise to come into the
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action, or ofthe opporttmity. ifany. U> seek exclusion from the action
togetAer with tlte conditions or limitations imposed pursuant to
,ubdivirion (cXl) upon lUch opportunity; (3) imposing conditions on
the "'p.....ntativ. parties or intervenors, (4) requiring that the pleadings
be amended to .Iiminate therefrom allegations as to representation of
absentpersons, and that the action proceed accordingly; (5) dealing with
similar procedural matters. Th. ordersmay be combined with an order
under Rulea 16 and l6(/), and may be altered or am.nded as may be
desirable from time to time.

(e). Dismissal or Compromise. An actionjiled 410 dua action shall
not be dismissed or compromised without the approval of the eourt. and
MUll fit die pI9IMIlad ""Alissa' 9F l:9lRpRlmise shall 1M Ii". Lg aU
AU.AlIaIN of Ule II... in IU8l\ MaRAir .. Uti CQurt ..... An action
onUred l114inl4ined 41 a chw action .hall not bo dinnwed or
compromised without the approval of the court, and notice of the
propoaed dinniulJl or compromiu .hall be given UJ .ome or all
_bora of the cl.... in lUCk manneras the court directs.

COIolMIITEE COMMENTARY

Subdivirion (b).

Merger of Subdivirio... (bXl), (bX2J, and (bX3). The present rule
places a premium on characterization of the action. An action deter
mined to.meet the definitions set forth in subdivision (bXl) or (bX2) is, if
the rule ia applied u written, an action that must be permitted to
proceed as a class action without regard to whether "a class action is
superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication
of the controversy." Moreover. eueh actions are exempt from the
mandatory "beat notice practicable under the circumstances" and the
exclusion requirements of subdivision (c)(2). Conversely, an action deter
mined to meetsolely the requirements of subdivision (bX3) may only be
maintained as a clasa action if the court makes the required predcmi
nance andIUperiority detenninations, and if the class champion is willing
andable to finan<e the costsof the required notice. In sucha case, class
membeR havean unqualified right under the existing rule to insist upon
exclnaino from the class action.

With 8uch important procedural consequences at stake. it is no 8ur~

prise that enormous amounts of energy and money are often devoted to
the cluuacterizatiou battle. Ind diffieult questions command the atten
tion of the courtaas the partiea atruggleIt the outset of a case to decide
whether the presence of an "individual issue" defeats a claim to (bXI)
ltatua, Tobor v. Charnita, Inc., 58 F.R.D. 74 (E.D.Pa.l97a); Contract
B.., .... League •. F If F Investmen4 48 F.R.D. 7 (N.D.III.l969), or
whether the equitable ",lief aaid to warrant a (hX2) determination is



"incidental" or "predominant" Compare Jlnnltall •. Kirkla"d, 602
F.2d 1282 (8th Cir.l9'l9); Alezand..... Aero Lodg. No. 135, 565 F.2d
1364 (6thCir.l9'l7); .nd Bolton •. JluTTay Envelope Corp., 553 F.2d 881
(5th Cit.l9'l7) with Doninger •. Pneflic North_t B.t~ Inc; 564 F.2d
I~ (9thCit.1m); Lukenne•. BTY"~ JI.u"lnin R""'4 Inc; 538 F.2d
594 (4th Cir.l9'l6); Snrnfia•. Sean, Roebuck <ICo., Inc., 446 F.s.pp.
611 (N.D.1I1.l9'l8).

The!rif....tio. createdbJ preaent••bdivision (b)pisces• premium on
pleading distinctions with important proced.ral conseq...... flowing to
the victor. Thiscomes .lICOIIIfortably close to res.rrection of the forms
of action .bolished by R.1e 2. The Committee believes that not .11 civil
.ctions can be made to fit _ of three predefined proced.ral compart.
meats, and it considera effnrta to do an aa ._....'7 .nd waatef.1.

The Committee NCOIIUlleIIl!I -'i'!llp.ljon of the three ••boections of
preoent ••bdivision (b) ill favorof • lIIIified rule permiltiag lUly action
meeting the prereq.isitea of Rule 2S(a) to be maialaiDed aa a elaaa action
if the court linda "that a class aetion is ••perior to ather available
methoda for the fail: and efticieat .dJlldicalioa of the _lIoveray," In
an recommending; we agree with the aimllar ...............tioa made by
the Special Coouniltee .. Unif_ aaaa Aclioao aad odo(lI.ad by the
N&lioaaI Coot_ of Commioaioaera .. UnIf_ Slate Laws.

Additional conaiderationa, incl.ding importantly the eatent to which
the common q.estions of law and fact predominate cser illdivid••1
q.estions and those factors now identified in ••bdivisions (b)(l) and
(b)(2), are .nq.estionably important The court .ha.1d weigh ••eh
considerations along withother relev.nt factors, ill deciding whether to
pennit the action to be maintained as • class action. These malters,
however, .hOuld nat be viewed aa ins.perable .tumbling blncka to
mainlenlUlee of • elaaa action if, after due consideration, the court
COIldndes that elaaa treatment is ....perior to other available melbnds
f.r thefair lUld efficient adj.dication .f the conlloveray," The Commit·
tee ....rdingly .......mends that these factors be identified as .mong
the considerations "perlioent to the I••perinrity) fUlding" req.ired by
the rule.

DiJficu/liu .JJlanogemenL The Committee is concerned that m.ch
prelimina'J .nd potentially wasteful .kirmishing lakes place over the
"management" factor identified in present ••bdivisinn (b)(3)(D~ The
concerns there identified are important .... and may be piv.tal in a
partic.1arcue. Nevertheleaa, anme co.rta appear to view _gement
difflc.lties .lone aa a ••fflCient gro.nd to defeat a propooed class action.
S.ch lUl approach runaco.nter to the apirit.f the 1966 .....dments and
.verlooka the important implementstion and detere... f.ncliona .f pri
v.tely maintained class action. Weaccordingly .gree with the obaena·
tion set f.rth in the Manual f.r Complex Litigation, § U2 n. 72(lm~

Some ..... have .pparenUy held that it is proper to dismiss class
actiona on the baais .f management problema alone. ..' Dismissal
f.r man.gement reaaona, in view of the p.blic interest inv.lved in
cl... acti.ns, sh••1d he the exception rather than the rule. ... In
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order that some standard apply, it would appear that the judge
should not dismiss a suit purely for management reasons without
some assessmentof possible merit in the action anda determination
of the issue of whether management problems would frustrate any
.Itimate relief. Th.t detennination should be supported by fact.
See Yaffe •. P........ 454 F.2d 1362, 1365 (1st Cit.l9'l2l, to the
following effecl: 'IF)or. courtto refuse to certify. class action on
the basis of speculation as to the merits of the cause of action
because of vaguely perceived management problems is counter to
the JMllicy which origin.lly led to the rule, and more.pecially, to its
thoughtf.1 revision and also to discount too m.ch the power of the
co.rt to deal with • class xwt flexibly, in responae to difficulties ..
they arise."'

Before management difficulties are relied upon to defeat a class
aetion, the Committee believes the court should determine that those
"diffic.lties wo.1d be eliminated or significanUy reduced if the ecntro
versy was .dj.dicated by other available m.......... The addition of
••ch qualifying language will serve to underscore what we believe was
the p.rpose .nd intention of the origin.1 rule.

In a number of cases. the difficulties and expense involved in ascer
taining, collecting andlor distributing damages has surfaced as the
dispositive issue at the certification phase of the litigation. In an
important decision, two senior members of the Second Circuit appeared
to hold that a "fluid recovery" proposal advaneed by the plaintiffs in an
effort to overeome alleged management difficulties was impermissible
and perhapa .nconstit.tional. Eiun •. Carlisi. & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d
1005 (2d Cir.19'l3). Thecase involved other issuesand despite the view
of. majority of the active circuitjudges who voted to deny rehearing en
banc boca... the case "is of such extraordinary consequence that Iwe
are) confident the Supreme Court will take this matter underits certicra
ri jurisdiction" and resolve ..the far-reaching implications the paner.
opinion might have on the initiation and administration of certain class
action litigation in the future,' 479 F.2d at 1021H021, the Supreme
Court rosened decision on the "fluid recovery" aspect of the ease.
Eilert •. Carlisle <I Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156, 172 n. 10. 94 S.Cl 2140.
2150 n. 10, 40 I.Ed.2d 732 (19'14). Nevertheless, a number of courts
have relied .JMln the "difficulties .f management" provision to deay
elaaa action certifICation to ...... where individual proof, collection
and/ordietrib.tion .r damages wo.1d be difflC.lt, impossible or dispr<>
JMlrtionately coaUy. E.g., In TO F.deralSkywalk Cnses, 680 F.2d 1175,
11$-1190 (8th C'Ir.l982); Windham •. American Brands, lnc, 565 F.2d
59, 66-72 (4th Cir.lm) (en'bane); In re Houl relephone Charges. 500
F.2d 86,90 (9th Cir.lm).

The Committee considered and rejected proposals to recommend legis·
Iation establishing lOme fann.f "f1.id recovery" .. a way to overcome
pereeived man.iement difflC.lties f.r some kinds of e1..s actions. Rath·
er. the Committee believes it best to leave the question of damaces to
develop, as it now is developing, in cases that present the problem



Subdivilian (c).

unellCllmbered by·the certification issu.. Thus, for example, in cues
now maintained und.r .ubdiviaiona (hXll or (hX2), or in other kinds of
litigation, questions involYing "claaawide" proaf of damages by use of
statiatlcal and olller evideDce are boyg isalat.ed and addressed, L.c.L.
17leal... •. Co'lumbia Pielu.... IUlUlrieI, 421 F.supp. 1090 (N.D.Tex.
1976), u are quootiona CCIIICerIlIIIg appropriate diapooition of unclaimed
dsmagea. Vall Gernerl •• 80ftltf Co., 739 F.2d730(2d Cir.l984). See
Vall Gemerl •• 80ftltf Co., &S3 F.2d812(2dCir.I977). 590 F.2d 433, 440
n. 17(2dCir.l978), affd, 444 u.s. 472, 482 n. 8, 100 S.C!. 745, 751 •. 8, 62
L.Ed.2d 676(1980). When U-q_tiona are.ddreaaedon their individ
ual meri~ ditf....nces in awulor7 Ianguag. and other policy ...naidera·
lions can be focused on the particular iaau. preaented. Wh.n, how.ver,
the......... iaaue iI prer~:~-=.thecertifatioo ataee of the
..... nell diaeenIiIIr law iI DOt pouible. Th.
improy_ta in duo actioD~.~ the CoauaiUee .... """JD
lIIOllIIed, and the .liIIIinatioD of go" rilt eoetIJ~ .hich
have beretof..... hindered pcaeotatioD of _ of theIe q_Iiooa, will
nowaery. to facilitate pftlIeDtalio. of particuIariud qJ*IIoaI iDyolving
the calculation, ...1IeclioD and/or diIlributioD of ....... De recorda
pennittioc iDformed developqleot of the covUllinc priDciplea.

Present .ubdivision (c)(2), .pplicable only to actions maintained under
subdivision (hX3), requires the court to "direct to the m.mbers of the
clua the beat notice p....ticable und.r the cin:umslancea, including
individu.1 notice to aU membera who can be identified through reason-
•bl••ffort" and ....f.ra uponeachclua member an unquali(led right to
be excluded from the clasa. I. actions now maintained under subdivi
.ions (hXII or (h)(2), notice ia governed by lb. more flexible provisions of
subdivision (d) and no right of exclOBion ia eenferred by the rule.

EulJUio... The rigbt to be excluded from clua litigation and the
right to institute and eenlrol one'. own law suit are important righta
reflecting fundamental eoncema. Since Rul. 23 wu adopted in ita
preaent v.raion 10 1966, the Oyerriding needs of the federal judicial
•yatem haY< mandated impoaitio. af lirnitations uponthoae righta. See,
e.g., 23 U.s.C. f 140'1. The obligaloly.xcluaionprovision of .ubdivision
(cX2) can create u......oo••ry difficulties in the admioiatralion of • clasa
action. It is, for example, one thingfor. clasa memberto de<:ide tohave
nothing to do with pending titigatio.. It ia quite another for that
member to insiat upon exduaion under lubdivision (cX2) of the rule 10
order to institute. separate action wherereliance willbe placed upon the
clua action judgmentto establiah important upeeta of the daim. See,
In fI Tra_lI r.mder Off.,. Seeurilia Li/i,atiorc, 455 F.supp. 999
(N.D.lII.19781; Georc., $_1 U..ojAdwnil,: Park/allllHIJIin¥and
tIte Co114UraI C'- Actioft, 32 StalI.I.Rey. 655 (1980); Note, C'
AcliOJl Judgmm" andJlutua/it, oj&tappe~ 43 Geo.Wuh.I.Rev. 814
(l975~
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While different in form, this use of the exclusion feature of the
present rule does not differ in substance from the "one way interven
tion" tactic available under pre 1966 practice. It is, moreover, wasteful
of scarce judicial resources and affords unnecessary opportunities for
abuse. The exclusion provision has also thwarted innovative efforts to
deal with the difficult problema eneountered in cluawide claims for
punitive damagoo. In re Federal Skywalk Casu, 680 F.2d 1175 (8th
Cir.I982).

The Committee has concluded that the obligatory exclusion feature of
present subdivision (cX2) should be eliminated in fsvor of provisions
permitting the trial judge to ...... the individual circumslancea of the
case and, where appropriate, to attach conditions to a request for
exclusion or to prohibit exclusion altogether.

In detennining whether it is appropriate that members of a class may
beexcluded, the Committee's proposed revision of Rule 23(cX2) identifies
a member of pertinent factors. One of these, ..the nature of the
controversy and the relief sought." is intended to refer principally to
those .ctions now maintained under Rule 23(bX2) wh.re "the party
opposing the class has acted or refused to set on grounds generally
applicabl. to the class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief
or correaponding declaratory r.lief with respect to theclassas a whole."
In such cases, the COUN have held that there is no absolute right of
exclusion. E.g., laChapelle v. Owens·lIlinoU, lnc., 513 F.2d 286, 288 n.
7 (5th Cir.I975); United States v. United States Steel Co., 520 F.2d
1043, 1057 (5th Cir.J975), clarified, 525 F.2d 1214, <crt denied, 429 U.S.
817, 97 S.CL 61, 50 L.Ed.2d 77 (1976).

The 1966 .ddition of Rule 23(hX2) was based "on experience mainly.
but notexclusively. in the civil rights field." Kaplan, Continuing Work
of tIte Civil Committee: 1'66 Amendment: to the Federal Rul.. of
Civil 1'racedure I, 81Harv.L.Rev. 356, 389(1967); see also, Notes ofthe
Advi80'1l Committee on the Federal Rul... 39 ".R.D. 69, 102 (1966).
Civil rights eases allegingracialor other groupdiscrimination are often
by their very nature class suits, involving cJasswide wrongs. In civil
righta and other actions presently maintained under Rule 23(hX2), the
group nature of the harm alleged and the broad character of the relief
sought minimizes the need (or or appropriateness of exclusion.

Some of these cases. however, have become "mixed" class actions
seeking classwide injunctive or declaratory relief and individual mone
tary damagoo or injunctiv. relief. See, e.g., Pett"",y v. Amencon Cast
Iron Pipe Co., 494 F.2d 211 (5th Cir.I974). It may be appropriate in
such caaea to pennit el888 members to exclude themselves {rom the
action, especially at the stage in the proceeding when individual reliefis
determined. See Penson v. Terminal Transport Co.. 634 F.2d 989,
993-94 (5th Cir.I98I). The proposed amendment permits consideration
of these and other rel.vant factors, and is designed to afford the trial
judge an opportunity to tailor exclusion provisi~ns approp~te to the
needs of the particular case and to impose SUItable conditions when

necessary to prevent abuse.



Subdivisio7l8 (d) and (e).

Pre'Certification DecUion 01 "Meri" Motions." n.e present rule
has generated uncertainty conceming the appropriate order of proceed
ing wb.n the court is faced with a preeertif"",tion motion addleaaed to
the merita of the claims or d.f...... Compare. "g.. National Coftt.....
1<>... •• National Electrical Cofttroclor'l, 498 F.supp. 510. 519 (D.MeI.
1980); Pabon P. Melnles'" 646 F.supp. 1328 (E.D.Pa.I982); K..r-Jri •.
IJolIghlin, 539 F.supp. 852 (8.D.N.Y.I982). Many courts constru. the
rule to pennit preeertifieatiun decision of the defendant'l motion. "11.•
Hotel Emplorera AlIOCiation •. Gonueh, 669 F.2d 1305. 1306 n. I (9th
Cir.l982); Z4mbardino P. Sehwibr, 66S F.2d 194. 201 (3d Cir.l98I);
Pharo P. Smith, 621 F.2d 656. 663-64. rtIt. pronted in parl and
remanded on other prouJUh, 525 F.2d 1226 (5th Cir.l980~ Ro6erU •.
AmericanAirli..... I..... 526 F.2d151.163(1th Cir.I915l; ea.." Ca.•
Inc. •. Board 01TrGde. 523 F.2d 356. 360 (1th Cir.I915); JackIo1I ••
Lynn, 506 F.2d 233. 236 (D.C.Cir.I914l. although seme courta draw I

distinction between actions maintained undersubdivisions (b)(llor (b)(2)

Notice. Present subdivision (c)(2) mandates the scope and fonn nf
notice requiredin a (b)(3) action. Aaconstrued. this provision frequenUy
obliges a court to require the class representative to advance bugesums
of money as ,. precondition to furth~roaeeution of the action. Eiun •.
Carlule<fJtICifl"lifU, 411 ua 156.94S.Cl 2140. 40L.Ed.2d 132(1914).
As a pracliealmalter. IUeb orders mayeffectiv.lypreclude maintelllllee
of the action. 'Ibis peeaibility. in tum. may prompt the party opposing
the class to insist upon expeasi•• aDd timeconsuming discovery ground
ed on the requirementof "individual notice to all membera whocan be
identifted through _nable effort." By contraa~ those actions main
tained under subdivisiona (b)(I) aDd (b)(2) are governed by the fleaible
notice requirementa of lubdivision (d) aDd due proceaa conaiderations.
SeeRestatement(Second) of Judcmeata t 86. Comment b. p. 12 (Second
T.ntativ. Draf~ 191~; d. 15 U.s.c. 15c(b)(1).

Consistent with our recommendation for elimination of the trifurcated
approacb to claaa action management aDd our belief that procedural
rules should not mandate unneeesaarily cumbersome or expensive re
quirem.nta. we ba•• proposed deletion of the speciaJ notice provisions
nOw set forth in subdivision (c)(2) aDd applieable only to (b)(3) ......
Adoption of this recommendation will permitIriII judges to consider the
nature of the particular ease ill malting the determination of who will
receive notice, wben that notice will be given. aDd the form of notice that
will be required. As is the ease with the detennination to permit an
action to bemaintained as a elasaaction, or withthe .exclusion provisions
of such an order. the Committee concludes that the need for. the timing
of. and the method of notice is beatdetennined by the IriII judgesubjee~
of course. to the requirementa of due proceaa of law. Obtaiaahle
economies in uie notice phase of the ease should be realized wben such
economies do not impair the rigbts of absent class membe....
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and those maintained under 8ubdivision (b)(3). and permit such precertifi
cation decision only for the former. E.g., Roberts v. AmericanAir/ine3,
Inc; supra, 526 F.2d at 763; Jiminez v. Weinber,ler, 523 F.2d 689.
6911-702 (1th Cir.I915). Seegenerally. Wrigbt and Miller, Federal Prac
tice <f Procedure. § 1798 and nn. 18.1-18.2 (1982); Newberg, Clau
Actio § 2150 (Supp.• 1980); Note. Development. in tIu Lao>-Clau
Actio 89 Harv.L.ROv. 1318. 1416-1421 (1916). n.e SenateCemmerce
Committee reports that abnut 55:10 of the class action ..... it studied
weredisposed of in favor of the defendant on preliminary motion. Note,
The RuleU(/JX3) CIaaa Action: An Empirical Stud,. 62Goo,w. 1123,
1136. 1144 (1914). Where. bowever. the plaintiff seeks preeertiflCation
detennination of the m.rita of the claims or defe..... the present rule
baa caused considerabl. confusion. See generally. Gurule •. WiUon,
635F.2d1ll2, 190(lOth Cir.l980); P..l<>w •• OBA Federal S411i1lfl' and
Loan AlIOCiation, 621 F.2d 1310. 1380 (D.C.Cir.l980); Kohne .. Imco
Cofttaifltr Co.. 480 F.supp.1015. 1011 n. I (W.D.Va.I919); I.... P. GSC
Enterpriul, I ..... 522 F.Supp. 390. 395 (N.D.III.l98I); Izaguirre v.
Tankersley. 516 F.supp. 755. 151 (D.Ore.1981).

W. recognize the difficulties but on baIanee conclude that in an
appropriate ease pr....liIication decision of a merita motion. whether
made by a plaintiff or a defeadant, may advance I "Ipeedy aDd .....
pensive" resolution of thecontroveray or signiflCllllUy inform the eertifi.
cation ruling. luch a ruling will..nqllire lubstantial..,...
would be the if extenai•• discovery _ ..... fGr fair ....'j 1&'
tion at the moCIon. we do DOl lIIiolk !he -u _ u pndioobIe"
requirellleAt of aubdiviaion (b)ought to preclude precati/ic&tioI cIotermi
nationof a motion made pursuant to RuJea 12or 56. In sach cases. the
IOIIIId dio< lioe of tbe IriII joodg. it to be preferred over I rule
aocordiac IU_IDe priority to the certif...tionmotion. Toomuch delay
can be just as prejudicial and counterproductive as too much haste.
When infonned discretion is guided by modem management techniques
refleeted in amended Rules 16aDd 25and the safeguards against abuse
found in the recent additions to Rules 1 and 11. the proper balance is
more1iIt.ly to bestruck. 'lbe amendment wepropose makes it clear that
thecourt baa such discretion.

Dimliaal or Compromise. There are sound reasons for requiring
judicial approval of a proposal to dismiss or compromise an action filed
or ordered maintained as a classaction. Thereasonsfor requiring notice
of such a proposal to members of a putative class are signiflCanlly Jess
compelling. Despite the Ianguag. of the present rule, courts bave
recognised the propriety of I judicially supervised preeertification dismis·
sal or compromise without requiring notice to putative class members.
E.,1.•Shell<>1l v. Pargo. 562 F.2d1298 (4th Cir.19'l8). We find suchcases
persuasive and see no reason to mandate neuce torevery precerufcauon
dismissal or compromise. If circumstances warrant, the court has ample
authority to directnotice to some or aU putative class members pursuant
to the discretionary provisions of subdivision (d).



(C). Reoom7M1ld4lio... for lAgiIl4tion.

The Special Committee for Class Action Improvements of the Ameri.
can Bar Association. Section of Litigation. proposes thst Section 1292 of
titl. 28. United Slatea Code, be amended by adding n.w subdiviaion (c)
after present subsection (h) as follows:

(c). A Courtof Appesla maypermitan appesl to be Iaken from an
order of a diatrict court granting or denying a motion for el...
action certifICation punuant to F.R.Civ.P. 23if application iamade to
it within ten de,. after entry of such order: Pnwided, however,
That prosecution of an appesl hereunder ahallnot stay proceedings
in the diatrictcourt unlesa the diatrictjudgeor the Courtof Appeala
or a judge thereofshall 60 order.

Once an action has been ordered maintained as a class action, the
re..... for requiring notice of a propoaed diamiaaal or compromise are
aigniflCantly morecompelling. There are situations, how.ver, wbere the
righta of absjlnt.Iass memben may'\e adequately proteeted by notice
directed to Iesa than "all" members. This subsection makesit clear that
the court has diaeretion to tailor not onlythe form of notice but the size
and composition of thoee to be notified as the cir<umatances of the
partieuJar case and proposal may require.

Conforming AJII<1IIt....1I. lIinor conforming amendmenla are pre
poaed to these aubdivisions. Tbe addition of a reference to Rules16and
26(f),adopted aince promulption in 1966 of thepreaent v.rsion of Rule
23.iadesigned to drawattention to the availability of these procedures in
class aetion 6tigation. Use of the diocovery conf.rencee . for .xample.
mayeliminate wasteful resort todiaeovery proeedures aimed at mechani.
cal aspecla of theclassaelioll determinalioll and pennit the trial court w
properly sequ.... discov.ryin a class llCIion while avoiding unneeessar
ilycosUy and timeconsuming inquires.
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spectre of "one way intervention." Conversely, if class certification is
erroneously granted, a defendant faces potentially ruinous liability and
may be forced to settle a case rather than run the economic risk of trial
in order to secure review of the eertiflcation ruling. The unique public
importance of properly instituted class actions justiftea a special prcvi
aion for interlocutory review of thiacritical ruling.

The Committee is cognizant of the arguments against interlocutory
review and the risk of delay or abuae. Ito recommendation includes
aignificant proteetion againstsuch tactics. Under ita propoaal, appellate
review ia available only by leave of the Court of Appeala promptly
6Ought. Proceedinga in the diatrict court are not atayed by the applica·
tion for. or proaecution of. such an interlocutory appeal unless the
diatrictjudge. the Courtof Appeala, or a judgethereof60 orders. These
aafeguarda. coupled with the provisions of 28 U.s.C. § 1927 F.R.eiv.p. 7
and F.R.A.P. 38.augmented by the inherent power of both the trial and
appellate eourts,are ample deterreate against abusive resort to interloc
utory review.

The Committee anticipatea that orders permitting such interlocutory
review will be rare. Nevertheless. the potential for immediate appellate
review will encourage comphance with the certification procedure and
will afford an opportunity for the prompt correction of error with
resulting litigation economies.

COIlIlI1TEE COIIIIENTARY

Thecertification rulingis often the critical rulingin an action filed as a
class aetion. If denied, the individual plaintiffmoatabandon his .fforta
to represent the alleged class or ineurespenaes whoDy disproportionate
to hia individual recov.ry in order w secure appellate review of the
certifICation ruling. If. as often !lappena, the individual plaintiff ia
unwilling to incur aoeb an .ape.... the cue is diamiaaed and the
certifICation ru6ng is neverreviewed. 1I0reov.r, if theplaintiffperaev.
eree and ia ultimately aucceasful on appeal of the certifICation deciaion
postponement of appellate review of the certifICation ruling niaea the
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(3) ~el:!rt fiRas tha+-the ertl!lll 10 wlticlt questions of law or [:let

common to tbe members of tbe class predominate over any questions affecting

only individual members, a~le Ifial cera;: cetiea is saperier Ie etfier ayai~:.b~e

ectases fur the £Ci! &ad effieicfl! cejudiectise sf the eeetro'lersy. The matters

",",j:' ,,1' fi'" e' " . 1 e ..r ..... ,.ne..... ,0 tv_ tlR lfleS rae.\i Cos,

(Ai) the interest of members of tbe class in individually controlling the

prosecution or 9efense of separate actions;

(B~) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning tbe controversy

already commenced by or against members of the class;

(GQ) the desirability or undesirabiliry of concentrating the litigation of the

claims in the particular forum; and

(PZ) the difficulties likely to be encountered in tbe management of a class

action thaI will be eliminated or si~lificanllv reduced if tlte conrroversv is

edit/dicaled bv ollter available means,

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be Maintained; Notice

and Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class Actions.

Mulliofe Classes and Subclasses,

(1) As soon as practicable after tbe COmmencement of an action brought

as a class action, tbe court sball determine bv order whether and wi/h resoect to
• i

wltat claims·or issues-it is to be so maintained, An order under this subdivision

t::lY be conditional, and may be altered or amended before the decision on the

.merits,

(2) Is lay erass H'71elt orderil:f thaI an action be maintained as a c!:m



)
'

, ,

" :' members, ad was generally viewed as not Fcrr::itting any exclusion of class members. This
structure has frequently resulted in time-consuming and lengtby procedural battles either
because the operative facts did not fit neatly into anyone of the three categories, or because
more than one category could apply and the selection of tr.~ proper classification would cave
a major impact on the pracucaliry of the case proceeding as a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions of former subdivisions (b)(1), (b)(2), and (0)(3)
are combined and treated as pertinent factors in deciding 'whether a class action is superior
to other available methods for the fair and efficieot adjucicatioc of the controversy.' This
becomes the critical question, without regard to whether, under the former language, the case
would have beea viewed as being brought under (b)(1), (0)(2), or (b)(3). Use of a uaitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is the approach taken by the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State La....'S and adopted in several states.

Ouesticns regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain important in class ac:::::s·.
and, indeed. may be criucal to due process. Under the revision, however, these quesuczs are
ones that should be addressed on their own merits, given t~.e needs and circumstances of the
case and ....-nhout being tied artificially to the particular classification of th~ class actioc.

As revised, the rule ....ill afford some greater opportunity for use of class actions in
appropriate cases norwirhstanding the existence of claims for individual damages and injuries••
a: least for some issues under subdivision (c)(4)(A), if not £::;r the resolution of the ind:·.~dual

darnaze claims themselves. The revision is not however a uacualified license for certification
of a cTass whenever there are numerous injuries arising Ircra ~ common or similar nucleus of
facts. nor does the rule attempt to establish a system for 'fluid recovery" or "class reccvery"
of damages. Sucri questions are ones for fur:~"r case law development

SUBDl\1S10N (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is reo ;cd to explicitly require that a proposed class
representative be willing to undertake the responsibilities inherent in such representation on
behalf of the class members. Before ordering a class action when not requested by those who
would become the class representatives, the court must determine that the parties to be
appointed as representatives are willing to accept such responsibilities.

SVBDl\1StON (b). As noted, subdivision (b) has been substantially reorganized. One
element, drawn from former subdivision (b)(3). is made the controlling issue; namely, whether
a class action is superior to other available methods for tee fair and efficient adjudication of
the controversy. The other provisions of former subdi\ision (b) become factors to be
considered in making this ultimate determination, Of course, there is no requirement tllat all
of these factors be present before a class actioo may be ordered. nor is this list intended to
be exclusive of other factors that in a particular case may bear on the superioriry of a class
action when compared to other available methods for resolving tbe controversy.

Factor (7)••tbe consideration of the difficulties L\;ely to be encountered in the
management of a class action-is revised by adding a clause 10 emphasize that such difi::~!:ies

should be assessed not in the abstract, but rather in cc:::parisor. to those that wo~::l be
encountered with individually prosecuted actions.

St;:lDl\1SI0:O: (c). Former paragraph (:) cf Ihis subc:.."'.sion ccatained the provisions for
notice and exclusion in (b)(3) class actions. Under Ill:: revision the provisions rela:i~g to
notice apply to all types of class actions, but the type and extent of notice is to be det.e~illed

in accordancewith subdhision·(d)(2)'. The previsions re!:::::g to exclusion are likewise ~.Jde

applicable :0 all class actions. but with flexibiliry ior the c:~:': to determine whether, wi'.:::. a::e
how putative class members should be allowed to exclude themselves from the class. Tae



a judicially supervised prcccrtification dismissal or compromise without requiring notice to
putative class members. E.g., Shelton \'. Pargo, 582 F.2d 1293 (4th Cir. 1978). The revision
adopts that approach. If circumstances warrant, the court has ample authority to direct notice
to some or all putative class members pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (d).

,"

" SUBOl\1StON (C). The certificatioo ruling is often the crucial ruling in a case med 3S a
class action. If denied. the plaimiff.dn order to secure appellate review, may have to Incur
expenses whoUydisproportionate to any individual recovery, If the plaintiff.ultimately prevails
on an appeal of the certification decision, postponement of the appellate decision raises the
specter of 'one way intervention." Conversely. if class certification is erroneously granted, a
defendant may be forced tosettle.rather than run the risk of potential ruinous liability of a
class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certification decision. These
consequences, as well as the unique public interest in properly certified class actions, justify
a special procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.

Recogniaing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal reviews, the revision
contains provisions to minimize the risk of delay and abuse. Review will be available c ..ly by
leave of the court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the district court with
respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by the prosecution of such an appeal unless
the district court or court of appeals so orders. As authorized by 23 U.S.C. § 2072(c), the rule
has the eITect of permitting the appellate court to treat as final for purposes of 28 U.S.C. §
1291 an otherwise co..ditional and interlocutory order.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate review "iii be rare.
Nevertheless. the potential for this review should encourage compliance with the certification
proceccres and afford an opportunity for prompt correction of error.
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THE RULE 23 SUB-COMMITTEE PRELIMINARY REPORT TO
THE COMMITTEE ON CLASS ACTIONS AND DERIVATIVE
SUITS CONCERNING PROPOSED CHANGES TO RULE 23

OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

October 16, 1991

I. INTROPUCTION

In July, 1991, Roberta D. Liebenberg, co-chair of the

Section on Litigation's Committee on Class Actions and Derivative
r

Suits, appointed a Sub-Committee to examine a proposal to amend

Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ("Rule 23" or "the

Rule"). The proposal is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Sub-

Committee has six members: Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, Newark, NJ; Alice

S. Johnston, Pittsburgh, PAl Garrard R. Beeney, New York, NY; Joel

M. Leifer, New York, NY; Lewis H. Lazarus, Wilmir;Jton, DE and

Elizabeth M. McGeever, Wilmington, DE. This is the Sub-Committee' s

preliminary report on the proposed Rule changes.

, Two points should be stressed at the outset. First, the

proposed Rule change is still very much in infancy form. It has

not yet been considered by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules.

The Advisory Committee's next meeting is in November, 1991. It may

consider the proposal at that time. We are informed that no

definitive action will be taken at that time on the proposal.

Second, we have had only a short time to study the proposed changes

to Rule 23. Accordingly, this report is preliminary in nature.

Further study and evaluation is necessary before any definitive

conclusions can be reached as to the desirability of the changes

proposed or of any other changes to Rule 23.

".' ,
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course of conduct if a small number of persons were somewhat

differently affected by the same course of unlawful conduct. The

Sub-Committee believes that this change should be limited to "sub

classes" and should not include "classes" as is presently suggested

by the language of (c)(4)(B) on the proposed draft.

~. permitting Pre-Certification Determination
of Motions Made by any Party Pursuant to
Rules 12 and 56

The Sub-Committee Agrees with the Flegal Report that "in

an appropriate case pre-certification decision of a merits motion,

whether made by a plaintiff or a defendant, may advance a "speedy

and inexpensive"resolution of the controversy or significantly

inform a certification ruling." See Exhibit C at 209. Also, this

is often the practice of the cou_t.s under the current Rule.

F. Permitting the Court to Dismiss an ~ction
Prior to Class Determination Upon court
Approyal and Without Notice to the Class

The Sub-Committee concurs in the reasoning of the Flegal

Report that while sound reasons exist for requiring court approval

of dismissal or compromise of a class action, tt:le arguments in

favor of mandatory notice to a putative class are less convincing.

The policy of favoring the compromise and settlement of disputed

actions may be frustrated where a settlement is deleiyed or its cost

increased by the requirement of notice and possj..bly a hearing.

Further, the Sub-Committee recognizes that in some cases notice may

be appropriate. In such cases the court should hav~ the discretion

pursuant to sub-division (d) to direct notice to s~me or all class

members.

7



desirable, we remain uncertain as to (1) whether the change should

be accomplished by rule or by statute and (2) whether standards for

appellate review should be articulated or discretion left entirely

to the Court of Appeals.

I. Requiring the Named Representative
to Serve "Willingly"

The Sub-Committee believes that while it is desirable for

a plaintiff who would seek certification as a class representative

to do so "willingly," it nonetheless appears that this concept is

included within the adequacy requirement already contained in the

Rule. The Sub-Committee is unclear over the intended effect of

such a provision on the ability to sue a defendant class.

J. Permitting the Court to Require Class Members
to Bear a Share of the Financial Burden

The proposal would give courts discretion to condition

class membership upon sharing the financial burden of the

prosecution of the action. A comparable provision was not included

in the Flegal Report. Section 17 of the Uniform Model Class

Actions Rule provides that if the costs of the action cannot

reasonably and fairly be defrayed by the representative parties,

the court may by order authorize and control the solicitation and

expenditure of voluntary contributions from class members. The

Sub-Committee believes that additional study is required on the

cost sharing issue, including a clearer statement of how the

current practice has been adversely affected by its absence.

9
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SENATE MEASURES S-183

4-10(11)
4-12

7-I(S)
7-3(1 I)
R-;(S)

SB 1007 By COMl\II'ITEE ON JUDICIAllY (at the request
of Senator Joyce Cohen) -- Relating to rhe lottery.

3·1,:;(S) Introduction and first rending. Referred to President's
dusk.

3·19 Referred to 'I'redc and Economic De.... elopment, then .Ju-
diciar-y.

~o In committee upon adjournment.

Requires Oregon State Lottery Commission to limit to two
maximum number of video game devices allowed on premises
operating devices under commission authority, Prohibits keeping
such devices if not authorized bv commission. Provides mnxuuum
peualt..,.· of five years' imprisonment or S100,000 fine, or both for
violation.

4-3
1'0.1

4-8
4-9

5-6
5-\0
5·15

6-2-1
6·26

6-27

and

Work Session held.
Reeommendntion: Do pass.
Second reading.
Carried over to 04·09 by unanimous consent.
Third reading. Carried by Brockman. Passed.
Ayes, 2D -Excused, 1··0tlfr.
First reading. Referred to Speaker's desk.
Referred to Judiciary .....ith subsequent referral to Ways

and Means.
Public HCl:1.ring and Work Session held.
Work Session held.
Rcconuncudation: Do puss.
Referred to Ways and Means by prior reference,
I'ublic Hearing and Work Session held.
Rocommendntion: 00 puss.
Rules suspended. Second rending.
Third reading. Carried by .lones, n.E .. Passed.
Ayes. 46 ··E:\CllSI,d for business of the House, !4·· ..Beurn,

Bnurnan. Brian, CIMllO, .lohnson, R; .Ioncs. n.,
Mason, \1illcr. Minnis. Parks, Shiprack, Sunseri,
Van Vliet, Whitty.

President signed. .
Speaker signed.
Governor signed.
Chapter 7~2, 1991 Laws.
Effective date. September 29, W91.

Specifies that Attorney General. deputy attorneys gener-al
essistnnts may provide pro bono legal services.

3·20 Referred to .ludiciary. then Ways and Means.
6·30 In committee upon adjournment.

Establishes personal visits at penal and correctional insti
tutions. Defines "personal visit" and related terms.

Exempts state offici als and employees from IiaLi lity for in.
juries caused by partici pnnts of visit.

Establishes Personal Visit Account in State Treasury.
Appropriates moneys from account to Dopnruuent of Cor

rections for purposes of Act

sn 1010 By Senator SPRINGER (at the request of Oregon
State Public Interest Research Group (OSPIRG» -
Relat ing to household hazardous products.

3·19(S) lutroduction and fjr~l reading. Referred to Prcsidcnts
desk.

3·20 Referred to Agriculture and .\ nt.urill Resources.
4·S Public l loariug held.
4·22 'Work Session held.
4·30 Rocomruendation: Do pMS with amendments and be re-

ferred to WCl.IIS <mil Menus. (Printed A·Eng)
Referred to W<'I\"S and Vlenns bv order of the President.

6·30 In cortuuittee upon adjournment.

'Requires Department of Enuironrnental Quality and State
Deportment of Agriculture to develop programs to require Labeling
and distribution of consumer information about tvaeardoue bouse.
hold products. pesticides and ccnvnercial fertilizers. Imposes civil
penalties for failure to label or prouide information. j

Requires Department of Environmental Quality and
State Department of Agriculture to make information about
household hazardous products available to retailers. Speci
fies that retailers shall be responsible for distributing in
formation to consumers.

Exempts certain nonprescription drugs from definition
of household hazardous products.

Requires retail establishments to display designated
shelf signs in immediate vicinity of household hazardous
products.

Imposes civil penalty for violations.

4·12
4·1~

3·20
4-1
4·5
4-\1

4-\6(H)
4-17
6-30

5-24
s.r:

3-19
4-24
,-13
fi·23

3·15{S) Introduction and first rending. Referred to President's
desk.
Referred to Agriculture and :-\ntl.lrdl Resources.
Public Hearing held
Work Session held.
Rocommendntiou: Do pass with arncudmeuts. (Printed

A-Eng_1
Second reading.
Made a Special Order of Business by unanimous con

sent.
Third rending. Carried bv Cohen. hissed.
Ayes, 27 ..Excused, l-Gronsky, Attending- l.ogislnuvc

Business. 2····Fnwbush, Yih.
First reading. Referred to Speaker's desk.
Referred to Environment and Energy.
In committee upon adjournment.

IDirects Land Conservation and Development Commission to
require local governments to insure commercial and residential
zoning at density appropriate to maximum use of mass transit in
vicinity of mass transit stations. Specifies further requirements of
local governments.]

[Directs commission to report to Joint Legislative Committee
on Land Use on progress in carrying out provisions of Act.]

Directs Land Conservation and Development Commis
sion to adopt rules that require local governments to im
plement specified integrated urban planning policies.
Directs metropolitan areas with population in excess of one
million to adopt planning requirements to increase effec
tiveness of existing and future light rail transit factlinee.

,'l-27(J()
Ei-28
6-30

SB 1011 By COl\ll\ll'ITEE ON AGHICULTUHE AND NA
TURAL RESOUnCES -- Relating to urban plan
ning.

3·19{S) Introduction and first reading. Referred to President's
desk.
Referred to Judiciary.
Public Hearing held.
Work Session held.
Rcconuuondation: Do pass with amendments. (Printed

A-Eng_)
Second reading.
Third reading. Carried by Cohen. Passed.
Ayes, 26 -Excused, 4··BradI.HIQ', Gold, Jolin, Smith.
First rending. Referred to Speaker's dusk.
Referred to Judiciary.
III committee upon edjourument.

Creates presumption that class member's share of recovery
in class action is abandoned and subject to custody of state if
certain conditions arc met and if class member cannot he located
or identified within time set by court, or if class member docs
not negotiate check or other instrument for amount of recovery
within time set by court. Allows Administrator of State Lands
to waive record keeping procedures for holders of certain
unclaimed property.

SB 1008 By COMMI'ITEE ON JUDICIAllY (at the request
of Phil Goldsmith, Attorney at Law) -. Relating to
recoveries in class actions.

.; 1009 By COMMI'ITEE ON JUDICIAllY·· Relat ing to
inmates; appropriating money.

3·18(S) Introduction and first rending. Referred to President's
desk.



A·Eng.5B 1008

1 procedures provided in oas98.3l56 if:
2 (a) The unclsimed property is of the £ypece"!'ribed in subsection (l) of this section; and

3 (b) In the judgment of the administrator, 'the procedures provided in ORS 98.356 would substan-

4 tiaUy duplicata location eITort& made in the cia.. action and would not materially increase the

5 chances of locating owners of the abandoned 'Property.

6
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March 29, 1991

Senator Joyce Cohen
Room S-2l8
State Capitol
Salem, OR 97310

r
RE: SB 1008

Dear Senator Cohen:

SB 1008 was proposed by Phil Goldsmith, an attorney in
private practice, but it will have a positive impact on
unclaimed property received by The Division of State
Lands. However, the impact is not possible to estimate.

~on
DIVISION OF

STATE LANDS

STATE LAND BOARD
BARBARA ROBERTS
Governor

PHILKEISUNG
Secretary of State

ANTIiONY MEEKER
StateTreasurer

r

We are pleased that Mr. Goldsmith proposed this
legislation. If enacted, it will amend the unclaimed
property statute to include assets recovered on behalf of
members of class action suits. Presently, the statute
does not specifically address this situation.

The Division of State Lands is supportive of this
legislation.

Sincerely,

~~
Marcella Easly, Manager
Trust Property Section

ME/ame

CC Sen. Jim Hill
Sen. Peter Brockman
Sen. Jim Brown
Sen. Jeannette Hamby
Sen. Bob Shoemaker
Sen. Dick Springer '.

775 Summer Street NE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-3605
FAX (503) 378-4844
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R. ALAN WIGHT
ADMITT.I!D IN OREGOH AND WASHINGTON

( (
MILLER, NASH, WIENER,

HAGER & CARLSEN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW

3500 U.S. BAN CORP TOWER
111 S.W. F1FTH AVENUE

PORTLAND, OREGON 97204-3699
TELEPHONE (503) 224-5858

TELEX 36H62 KtNGMAR PTL
FACSIMILE (503) 22';-01"

SEATTLE OfFICE:
HOC TWOUNION SQUARE

601 UNION STREET
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98101-23,2

TELEPHONE (206) 612-8.,8+
fACSIMILE (206) 622-748'

July 29, 1992 [R11E@IEOWIEIDJ
JUL 291992

KhNTGR AND SACKS

HAND-DELIVERED

Mr. Henry Kantor
Chair, council on Court

Procedures
Kantor and Sacks
1100 Standard Plaza
1100 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, oregon 97204

Subject: Report of Recommended ORCP 32 Amendments for
Consideration by council at its August 1,
1992, Meeting

<: Dear Chair and Members, Council on Court Procedures:

The undersigned lawyers of this firm have actively
worJ,ed with class action cases in the federal courts and state
courts for at least 25 years. We submit the following comments
in opposition to the July 19, 1992, report of recommended ORCP 32
amendments, as furnished to you by a subcommittee consisting of
Janice Stewart, Mike Phillips, and Maury Holland.

1. ORCP 32 in perspeotive.

The Oregon rule on class action procedures was adopted
several years after the 1966 version of Fed R civ P 23 was
promulgated. The Oregon rule reflects the experience of
knowledgeable trial lawyers and jUdges who had dealt with the
federal rule and had observed some of its shortcomings and some
of the opportunities for abuse. The oregon rule was carefully
crafted to meet constitutional requirements to avoid favoring
either plaintiffs or defendants and to give trial jUdges specific
direction as to steps that should be taken in handling class
actions.

The Oregon rule was wisely drafted. Experience has
shown that it has no inadequacies. There is no reason to adopt
sweeping changes at this time.

'.
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2. The ohanges proposed in the Suboommittee's
July 19, 1992, report were rejected at the
federal level after careful consideration.

The Subcommittee has proposed changes to ORCP 32
that are based largely upon recommendations for amendments to
Fed R civ P 23 made by a special committee for class action
improvements and published in 1986. The proposed amendments to
Fed R civ P 23 were not adopted. We believe the reason the
changes suggested in 1986 were not adopted is that the changes
would have resulted in procedures that were unconstitutional. and
that they did not improve the administration of class actions.
The amendments are contained in the Report and Recommendations of
the Special committee on Class Action Proposals, 110 FRO 195
(1986) .

Different proposed changes were recommended at the
federal level in 1991. However, the 1991 changes do not
eliminate the distinctions between types of class actions and do
not eliminate notice requirements, as did the 1986 proposal.
Instead, the notice requirements are actually strengthened, and
trial courts are given some guidance as to how they shall handle
opt-out requests in light of more recent developments in the case
law on collateral estoppel.

3. The proposed changes to OROP 32 would impermissibly
effect changes in sUbstantive law in the guise of
making mere adjustments in procedural law.

At the time ORCP 32 (or its statutory predecessor) was
put into effect, the requirements of notice and that any class
member claiming benefits under a favorable jUdgment come forward
and file a claim were adopted after a great deal of discussion
and careful consideration. This adoption by the Oregon
Legislature effectively rejected the theory of "fluid damages"
~at had been suggested by one California case law decision,
Darr v. Yellow Cab, 67 Cal 2d 695, 63 Cal Rptr 724, 433 P2d 732
(1967) •

The JUly 16, 1992, proposals are intended by their
proponents to allow Oregon trial courts to adopt a "fluid
damages" theory. This is a change in SUbstantive law. Because
the Oregon Legislature has prohibited fluid damage theories of
recovery, a council on procedural rules should not be able to
change the result desired by the Legislature by promulgating a, ,
rule of procedure.

I~
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4. The July 16. 1992. proposals are unconstitutional.

The two most sweeping changes proposed by your
subcommittee in its July 16, 1992, report are (1) to abolish all
distinctions between the three types of class actions and (2) to
eliminate any express suggestion in ORCP 32 that the court need
send notice to members of a class for any reason.

The theory that distinctions between the three types of
class actions presents difficulties and should be abolished was
contained in the 1986 federal report that was rejected. The. 1991
report makes no similar attempt to abolish the distinctions, but
merely makes some housekeeping changes. The rule was not changed
at the federal level, and no change should be made at the state
level.

As to the notice requirement, the Subcommittee has
attempted to sidestep the issue by saying in its report that
elimination of any requirement of notice would not mean that
trial jUdge could not order notice to be sent to the class.
attitude is in stark contrast with other statements by the
SUbcommittee, in which it has indicated that ORCP 32 should
"provide clear-cut, rule-oriented commands and prohibitions."
Report at 4. Instead, the Subcommittee sidesteps the constitu
tional issues by suggesting that the united States Supreme court
at some time in the future may reverse its concepts of notice and
procedural due process under the fourteenth amendment and that
eliminating notice requirements now would provide the flexibility
to implement that change in interpretation of the fourteenth
amendment, should it ever come from the united States Supreme
court.

At best, this reasoning is circuitous and speculative.
At worst, it is an attempted invitation to trial court jUdges to
ignore case law decisions of the United states Supreme court.

~

There are at least two united States Supreme court
decisions on notice and due process requirements of the
constitution that should be taken into account. In Eisen v.
Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 US 156, 94 S ct 2140, 40 L Ed 2d 732
(1974), the court concluded that the mandatory notice requirement
of Fed R civ P 23 was "'not merely discretionary, "I but mandatory
in order "'to fulfill requirements of due process to which the
class action procedure is of course SUbject.'" The court went on
to note that the "Committee explicated its incorporation of due
process standards by citation to Mullane V Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Co., 339 US 306, 94 LEd 865, 70 S ct 652 (1050), and like
cases." Eisen, 40 L Ed 2d at 746 (quoting 39 FRO 69, 106-107).

17
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In fact, the notice requirement is absolutely critical. without
notice, putative class members will not know that litigation is
being carried on in their name and that they may be bound by an
eventual jUdgment. They will not be able to control the lawyers
who brought the action, nor will they be able to "opt out" to
prevent the application of a decision they might not like.
Indeed, our experience has shown that many putative class members
do not want to be involved in litigation at all, for a variety of
reasons--they may not wish to sue the particular defendant named,
or they may not wish to promulgate the legal theories on which
the case is based.

The other important case, Phillips Petroleum Co. v.
Shutts, 472 US 797, 105 S ct 2965, 86 L Ed 2d 628 (1985), is
alluded to briefly by the SUbcommittee. In Phillips Petroleum,
the United States Supreme Court held that if a state court wishes
to bind an absent plaintiff concerning a claim for money damages
or similar relief at law, it must provide minimal procedural due
process protection. To do this, the plaintiff must receive
notice, plus an opportunity to be heard and participate in the
litigation, whether in person or through counsel.

"The notice must be the best practicable, 'reasonably
calculated, under all the circumstances, to apprise
interested parties of the pendency of the action and
afford them an opportunity to present their
objections.' MUllane, 339 US, at 314-315, 94 L Ed 865,
70 S ct 652; cf. Eisen v ,Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 US
156, 174-175, 40 LEd 2d 732, 94 S ct 2140 (1974). The
notice should describe the action and the plaintiffs'
rights in it. Additionally, we hold that due process
requires at a minimum that an absent plaintiff be
provided with an opportunity to remove himself from the
class by executing and returning an 'opt out' or
'request for exclusion' form to the court." Phillips
Petroleum, 86 L Ed 2d at 642.

In Phillips Petroleum, the Supreme Court went on to find that the
Kansas supreme Court erred in holding that Kansas law would apply
to the entire claim for money damages, even though the greater
percentage of the putative class members resided outside Kansas.

In light of these two key decisions, we believe the
proposed changes to ORCP 32 would be unconstitutional and would
be disastrous to the rights of putative class members. As
illustrated by Phillips Petroleum, class 'actions brought in the
state court system do not usually rely on a law of equal
application to all members of the class, such as a federal

It
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statute. Therefore, it is even more important that a class
member in a state court proceeding be allowed notice and the
opportunity to control the litigation or opt out so as to
preserve the legal rights which that putative plaintiff might
have by reason of his state of residence or domicile.

CONCLUSION

The proposed changes are radical, unconstitutional, and
have been rejected on the federal level. Oregon should not
create an unconstitutional civil procedure rule, nor should it
use procedural rules to attempt to introduce substantive changes
in the law.

If any changes should be made to OROP 32, they should
be only such changes as would conform the language with that of
the federal rule (in the interests of uniformity of
interpretation and application).
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VIA FACSIMILE AND REGULAR HAIL

Mr. Henry Kantor
Chair, Council on Court Procedures
Attorney at Law
14th Floor Standard Plaza
1100 S W Sixth Avenue
Portland OR 97204

Re: Council on court Procedures 6-13 Meeting

Dear Mr. Kantor:

'iou asked for the input of the OSB Committee on Procedure &
practice to the Council on two topics at the Ashland meeting.
Those topics were:

1. The issues with ORCP 55 reqardinq production of
hospital records and other records which the
Procedure & Practice Committee felt should be
addressed in any review of ORCP 55 by the council.
In addition, I believe you inquired whether the
Procedure & Practice Committee favored piecemeal
revisions of portions of ORCP 55, or preferred that
the entire rule be considered for changes with
respect to any and all issues at one time.

2. Secrecy in personal injury actions - Rule 36 C(2) and
and Justice Graber'S proposal. Neither I nor our
Committee have a copy of Justice Graber's proposal.

I'll start with ORCP 55. our Committee is unanimous in its belief
that the rUle should not be reviewed and revised piecemeal.
Rather, our concern is that the Rule, to the greatest extent
practical, be viewed as a whole and that all records be treated and
qoverned by the same procedures. As it stands now, there are some

~~
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differences, apparently slight on the surface, but probably
significant in practice, in how one obtains hospital records versus
any other records with this rule.

Issues that our COllllllittee would like to see addressed upon the
Council's consideration of Rule 55 inclUde, at a minimum, the
following:

1. Avoid making hospital records more difficult to obtain
either for parties to litigation or, more difficult to
produce, for the hospital's records custodians. While
no formal position has been taken by the COIIIIIlittee, there
has certainly been sentiment expressed that, as it stands
now, that a deposition should not required to obtain
hospital records, and actual appearance by the records
custodian and/or attorneys should not be required and
that the scope of the records available for discovery
should not be changed.

2. The Council should address whether other records shOUld
also be made available without a required appearance by
the records custOdian, without a required deposition
and via a mail in procedure as with hospital records,
with the same notice and opportunity to object as
currently provided in ORCP 55, both for non-hospital
records and for hospital records.

3. The Committee is in general agreement with the concepts
expressed by Art Johnson that it would be desirable to
develop a procedure that would require hospital records
to be produced only once in litigation (with an
appropriate opportunity to require SUbsequently generated
hospital records to be produced as well) with an
obligation on the party obtaining them to make thea
available to other parties in the case for a reasonable
charge (probably the normal copy cost charge plus a
reasonable share of the expense of getting the records
in the first instance).

4. An issue which mayor may not be appropriate for
consideration by the Council, but is certainly faced by
practitioners is the cost charged by records custodians
for hospital records and, in some instances, other
records as well. Some facilities provide the records for
the subpoena fee only. others supply the records for a
SUbpoena fee and reasonable [something less than $.50 per
page] copy costs. Others charge a rather arbitrary fee
for the production of the records in addition to whatever
is supplied as a subpoena fee. Some clarification in
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this as to what the charges can and/or should be made
would be helpful to all.

S. Lastly, the most recent discussion by the Committee
suggests that perhaps some of the issues raised to date
by Art Johnson and others can be simplified if we
consider the produce-ability of the records versus the
admissibility of the records in evidence.

Our Committee is anxious to work with the Council on any and all
of these Rule 55 issues in the future, but we agree with Karen
Creason's most recent correspondence of June 8, 1992, in which she
suggests that all of these issues be considered simUltaneously and
after the next Legislative session by the Council, with an
opportunity for input by all concerned parties.

with respect to confidentiality, as indicated above, the Committee
does not have a copy of and has not, therefore, had an opportunity
to review Justice Graber's proposal. However, the topic of
confidentiality and/or secrecy in personal injury actions has been
discussed both with respeot to protective orders for materialll
obtained in discovery in such actions and secrecy/confidentiality
of settlement agreements. There is no agreement on our Committee
with respect to either topic. There are strong feelings on both
sides of each issue that seem to be split along "party lines"
between plaintiff's trial lawyers and defense trial lawyers. It's
the Committee's feeling that this needs to be studied in more
detail and that no action should be taken until that occurs.

ve~{ yours,

O'NNISJ~~
DJH:sb

cc: Karen Creason
stephen Thompson
Maurice J. Holland

~I-
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Re: proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Subcommittee for the Council on court Procedures-

Dear Janice:

Thank you for your letter of February 19,
above.

;

1992 regarding the

The class action rule as presently constituted is a study in
balance between the need to allow the aggregation of individual
claims while not depriving a defendant of due process of law. As
pointed out in your materials, the class action rule was
originally developed to allow for the combining of individual
claims, where it was not economically feasible.to obtain relief
~ithin a traditional framework or where the bringing of a
mUltiplicity of small suits would deprive individual claimants
from an effective redress of their injuries or damages, due to
the administrative costs of bringing that action, including
attorney's fees, which would be excessive on a per claim basis.
The balancing ideal, then, behind ORCP 32 is that class action
procedu~es should enable class action cases to be litigated
expeditiously, fairly,. and inexpens.ively without creating undue
burdens for either plaintiffs or defendants.

The -t.woc, pr imary areas which Mr. Goldsmith seeks to change or
reform' are as follows:

(1) Class Certification standards. Mr. Goldsmith feels
that the different procedural requirements for certification
under ORCP 32B should be eliminated in favor of adopting the
present discretionary procedures for injunctive relief class
action cases. In addition, Mr. Goldsmith would like to shift
these costs associated with any notice requirements to the
defendant prior to any jUdicial determination of liability. Mr.
Goldsmith's proposal would thus equate damage actions with
injunctive relief for "socially important cases" such as school
desegregation, etc.. It appears that there is an obvious

•
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distinction between an action for money damages and an action to
prevent discrimination, and that the procedural distinctions in
the existing rule attempt to balance the needs and rights of
potential plaintiffs against the needs and rights of potential
defendants. with respect to Mr. Goldsmith's second proposal,
which is to shift initially the administrative burden of any
notice to the defendant, our response is that this would rewrite
the basic tenets of American jurisprudence, at least as far as
class actions are concerned. It has always been the basis of our
civil system that parties be encouraged to bring legal ~ctions as
a way of redressing wrongs or supposed wrongs existing between
them, with the costs of those actions to be borne by the parties
during the litigation until the final jUdgment/verdict when all
or most of those costs are then awarded in favor ot the
prevailing party against the non-prevailing party. Not all
defendants who are SUbject to class action rules have large, deep
pockets and are bent on spreading evil in the world, and the
spectre of a small to medium-sized company facing economic ruin
as a result of having to not only defend itself in a spurious
legal action, but actually having to pay the costs up front of
plaintiff's lawyers to get the action certified against it,
certainly makes no attempt to balance the competing interests of
the potential plaintiffs and defendants. Mr. Goldsmith's
proposal would create a different result for the case of an evil
corporation running over a plaintiff with an oil tanker driven by
an inebriated skipper, where plaintiff has to pay all of the
costs until final jUdgment, to an instance when small to medium
sized companies are alleged to have short-changed customers by
$1.25 each over the past few years. There simply is no basis for
skewing the process so much in favor of class action plaintiffs.

(2) Reform of the Damage Calculation. Under Oregon's rUle,
where a class action is successful, each individual member of
the plaintiff class must now submit a claim form in order to
share in the jUdgment. If a plaintiff does not submit a claim
form, the defendant does not have to pay the award. Mr.
Goldsmith's proposal would require that any unclaimed portion of
a class action jUdgment be paid to the common school fund as a
part of the abandoned property statute. Given the effects of
Measure 5, we would assume that Oregon schools will gladly
support this change. However, a change in the class action rules
regarding damage calculations should not be made as a hidden tax
measure but, rather, should be made on its own merits.
Generally, as we understand it, plaintiffs' lawyers send out a
claim form to the members of a successful class, noting that the
claimant must file the claim in order to share in the award. For
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~hatever reason, from lack of understanding, lack of clarity of
the notice, or a disagreement with being a member of the class,
the claimant does not return the claim form. The successful
plaintiffs' lawyers' attorney's fee is based upon the total
dollars paid to the plaintiff's class. A change in this rule
would promote lackadaisical attempts by plaintiffs lawyers to
notify th~ individual members of a class, since plaintiffs
lawyers would be paid in full in any class action.

While the banking community, with its Attorney General's Consumer
Division and the federally mandated error resolution Rrocedures,
may wish that ORCP 32 was substantially tightened or eliminated,
the bankers recognize that it is only the trust and confidence
which the general public has in their respective banks~which

allows our banking system to exist. They also recognize the
need to allow for a redress of individual customers' claims
against the bank. Part of this social contract, however,
requires that the interests of the alleged affected customers be
balanced against the rights and responsibilities of the defendant
bank. It would be much easier for banks to consider Mr.
Goldsmith's suggestions if it were not so obvious that in each of
his major reform proposals, the driving force appears to be
increased attorney's fees rather than increased protection for
plaintiffs. The offices of the State Attorney General and the
federal oversight function of the regulators are effective agents
of redress for small but unprofitable claims (at least as to
plaintiff's attorney's fees) and, it is our recommendation that
ORCP 32 not be amended or changed so as to allow, at least for
banks, a third level of review for class actions where that level
is skewed entirely against the rights and needs of the banks and
in favor of the plaintiff's bar.

I understand there will be a meeting on these proposals on May 9
at 9:~O a.m. at the OSB office. We will try to have someone in
attendance at that meeting, but I would request that this letter
be made a part of the record.

very truly yours,

SHERMAN, BRYAN, SHERMAN & MURCH

By ;~~-.J
Kenneth Sherman;-!J r .
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AMENDMENT TO ORCP· 36 C.(2)

C.(2). A party may disclose materials or other information

covered by a protective order issued under subsection (1)

above to a lawyer representing a client in a similar or

related matter if the party first obtains a court order,

after notice and an opportunity to be heard is afforded to

the parties or persons for whose benefit the protective

order has been issued. Disclosure shall be allowed by the

court except for good cause shown by the parties or persons

for whose benefit the protective order has been issued. No

order shall be issued allowing disclosure unless the

attorney receiving the material or information agrees in

writing to be bound by the terms of the protective order.

~
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BY FACSIMILE: (~O~) 274-9457

Henrr Kantor, Esq.
pozz~, Wilson, Atchison,
o'Leary & Conboy

1400 standard Plaza
1100 s.w. sixth AVenue
Portland,oreqon 97204-1087

ae~ Change. to OROP 360 • Propo.ed Senate 8ill 57'

Dear Henry:

The sUbjeot amendments are on the agenda of the Council
on court Procadures for its meeting in Ashland tomorrow. Z am
a member ot the !xecutive Board of the Oregon Association of
Defense counsel and as I only beoame aware of the timing of
your meeting yes~erday, I apologize for the lateness of this
letter. I have been asked to advise the Counoil that the OADe
opposes provisions that would shift tho burdon of maintaining
the secrecy of information in sealed filings to the party
claiming confidentiality.

We believe that there are three important reasons that
militate against shifting the burden. The first is
fundamental fairness to litiqants. A party to litigation must
often disgorqe a great deal of confidential and sensitive
business information because it has been sued and beoause our
system provides for wide-rftnqing «1soovery. In most cases,
this information is disclosed~ becauss of the suit and the
discovery orders of court. In this context, we do not believe
that the mere filing of a suit and compliance with ~iscovery
demands is SUfficient reason to burden a person or corporation
with the threat that its secrets will thereafter be made
public unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of an
unknown jUdge that the documents should be kept private. We
bolieve that a party seeking to open ssaled tilea should be
the appropriate party to show why they shOUld be opened and
why private ihformation should be made pUblic. If there
really is a good reason for doing this, a co~t, though
possibly reluctant, oan be expected to do the right thing.

1)I9901-DOO11PA921640.0091

TILl., 32·0319 ~'Il'IN' S... 'AC""'''' (503) 295·6793
ANCHORAOI • BBLLlVUI 10 LOJ A.NGBL!.'t • SeATTL! iii :'i:pn'l'A~" _ '1110'....__........ ".
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Our $$cona reASOn for opposinq these ~rovisiona impac~B
both the plaintiffs' and the defense bare. We believe suah a
provision may have the effect of adding to the expense ot
every litigation in Which there is oonfidential and
proprietary business information because parties with such
secrets will be more aware that their documents may be made
public and, thUS, increase the intensity of "disoovery wars"
in the first instance. While this may seem unlikely, I can
assure you that I have had a number of clients Who are
extremely militant in protection of their trade secrets and
other confiden~ial business information. Sometimes, such
information is the very reason a business is doing well, and
disclosure without proteotion is unthinkable to such clienta.
In that eveh~, they will see the discovery process as a .
struggle for their continued existence and litigate
accordingly •

. A final reason for our opposition is that we believe
there is a significant potential that settlements will be
disoouraqed beoause litiqants l arrangements with the approval
of the court for maintaininq confidentiality will be .
undermined. I have had numerous lawsuits in which the
maintenance of confidentiality was a fundamental basis upon
Which settlement was reached. If there is a real risk of
disolosure of oonfidential information, it may well be that
settlements will not be concluded and liti~ation will be made
to drag on because litigants will perceive that the trial
judge in a pending caSe would be more reluotant to open
currant files than inactive tiles.

It is Ii hackneyed, but appropriate expression. that "if it
ain't broke, don't: fix itl" We are simply unaware that the
current system for obtaining relief from protective orders has
enough problems that it should be changed.

(

PTFljlp
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KANTOR AND SACKS

Mr. Henry Kantor
Attorney at Law
900 SW 5th Avenue, suite 1437
Portland, OR 97204

Re: ORCP 69A

Dear Henry:

The case of Van Dyke v. Varsity Club. Inc., 103 Or App 99 (1990),
which interprets ORCP 69A, was brought to my attention this
morning during our trial call, and it may be that the Counsel
should take a hard look at 69A in light of the holding in that
case. I should have been aware of it prior to today, but was
not, and I would guess that my ignorance has a lot of company
among members of both our bench and bar.

My situation this morning was as follows. A domestic relations
case involving a decree modification issue was on today's trial
docket. The responding party was pro se, but had made an
appearance and had received a written trial notice from our
calendar clerk. I was told that he had informed the moving party
yesterday that he would not be appearing for trial, but that is
not of much legal significance except perhaps as an indication
that he had, in fact, received the trial setting notice. When I
advised the moving party's attorney I would assign the case out
to a judge for a prima facie hearing, he allowed as how he would
like to do that, but under the Van Dyke ruling, he believed he
had to give the respondent ten days notice of his intent to take
a default before he could proceed any further. I then read the
opinion, and while 69A has been amended since the case was
decided, it is pretty clear that he is right.

As a consequence, although the case was set for trial and proper
notice was given to all parties, the only effect the trial date
has had was to trigger the mailing of a ten day notice of intent
to take a default - to a party who voluntarily chose not to
appear for trial. so, the case is now in a state of limbo until
the plaintiff's attorney jumps through the ORCP 69 hoops.

~,
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This section was amended while I was on the Counsel, and I do not
recall any discussion about it having this effect in this not
uncommon fact situation, but if anything, the changes that were
made from the 1988 version strengthen the Van Dvke
interpretation.

I would appreciate the Counsel considering amending 69A in a
manner that would eliminate any requirement for any notices of
any kind in the situation I had this morning, and the situation
Judge Deiz had in Van Dyke. When a defendant has been served,
has filed an appearance, has received notice of the trial date,
and then fails to appear for trial, a court should be able to
allow the moving party, who has appeared ready for trial, to
proceed to put on a case in support of the allegations of the
complaint or petition, and the court should also be able to enter
an appropriate judgment. ORCP 71 is always available to the
other side.

A.copy of the Van Dyke opinion is attached, and thank you for
your consideration of this request.

yours,

Jack Mattison
Presiding Judge

JM/rl

cc: Hon. Win Liepe

,),7
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I ORS 656.307 was"",ended in 1987, after the hearingin thie case,to include a
provision for. 1otattorneyfe.. in reoponalbUlty hearlnp. $.. ORS656.307(5).

/

EDMONDS,J.

Petitioner moves for reconsideration of our opinion
in ercer Industries v. Rose, 100 Or App 252, 785 P2d 385
(199 . We held that the Board erred when it refused to award
attorn fees to claimant after claimant actively litigated the
issue of esponsibility. Petitioner argues that claimant is not
entitled t an employer-paid attorney fee, because his right to
compensat n was never in jeopardy.

Clai ant's entitlement to receive compensation was
resolved befor the hearing when an order of responsibility
under former 0 656.307,1 was issued. ORS 656.386(1) pro
vides, in pertinent art:

"In all cases invol . g accidental injuries where a claimant
finally prevails in an peal to the Court of Appeals or peti
tion for review to the reme Court from an orderor deci
siondenying theclaim fa ompensation, the courtshallallow
a reasonable attorney fee the claimant's attorney. In such
rejected cases where the clai t prevails finally in a hearing
before the referee or in a revie by the board itself, then the
referee or board shall allow a easonable attorney fee."
(Emphasis supplled.)

Because claimant did not seek revie from an order denying
compensation, he is not entitled to at orney fees under ORS
656.386(1). Shoulders v. SAIF, 300 Or 06, 611, 716 P2d 751
(1986).To the extent that SAIF v.Phipp 85 Or App 436, 737
P2d 131 (1987.), is inconsistent with this inion, it is over
ruled.

Motion "for reconsideration allowed; fl<rmer opinion
modified to affirm on cross-petition and adherea~to as modi
fied.

99
Argued and submitted May 25, reversed and remanded for further proceedings

August 8, reconsideration denied September 26. 1990, petition for review denied
October 23, 1990 (310 Or 476)

Lyle H. VAN DYKE,
Myrtle R. Van Dyke, Frederick G. Witham

and Rest-A-Phone Corporation,
Respondents,

v.
VARSITY CLUB, INC.,

Appellant.
(A8606-03623; CA A60891)

796P2d3S2

Actionwasbroughtalleging conversion, trespassand interference withbusiness.
When defense 'Counsel did not appear on trial date for which notice had been mailed to
counsel (or both sides, the Circuit Court. Multnomah County. Mercedes Deiz, J.,
entered judgment for plaintiff. and detendant appealed. The Court of Appeals, De
Muniz, J., held that: (l) evidence including presumption ot receipt from correctly
mailed notice of trial date aupported conclusion that defendant received sufficient
notice of scheduled trial that defense counsel's failure to appear was not excusable
neglect warrantingsettingaside ofjudgment,but (2)trial courtdid not haveauthority
to proceed with trial in absence of defendant that had engaged in extensive motion
practice, but rather, should have proceeded underrulagoverning defaultthat requires
ten daya' written noticeotintent to apply forjudgmentwhenparty has appeared in
action.

Reversed and remanded.
1, Evidence-Presumptions-Rebuttal or presumptions or tact

Evidence permitted conclusion that civil defendant did not defeat presumption of
delivery of notice or trial date which arose from. showing that court properly mailed
notice to defense counsel at his correct address and notice was not returned
undelivered to court, although defense counsel claimed that he never received notice.
80 (allure of defense counsel to appear at scheduled t:rial would not be considered
excusable neglect warranting setting aside of judgment for plaintiffs. ORCP
71B.(1)(a)1 OEC311(1)(b, In, p, q). •
2. Trial-Course and conduct ot trial in general-Presence or parties and
oounsel-Judgment-By detault-Requlalte. and validity

.Trlal court did not have authority to proceed with scheduled trial in absence of
defendant. where defendant had engaged in extensive motion practice, but failed to
appear and defend at trial; rather, court should have proceeded under rule providing
for default, which requires ,ivin&, ten days' written notice of intent to apply for
judgmentwith re.pect to party whobaa appeared in action.ORCP69.
8. Judiment-By detaull-RequWtea and validity

Failureof litigant whobaapledto appear and defendat trial ia regulated by civil
ruleProvidini fordefault. ORCP69.
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'-'.Appeal from Circuit Court, Multnomah County.
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100 Van Dyke v, Varsity Club, Inc. Cite as 103 Or App 99 (1990)
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Mercedes Deiz, Judge.

Patrick N. Rothwell, Portland, argued the cause for
appellant. With him on the briefs was Hallmark, Keating &
Abbott, P.C., Portland.

Craig D. White, Portland, argued the cause and filed the
brief for respondents.

Before Riggs, Presiding Judge, and Edmonds and De
Muniz, Judges.

DE MUNIZ, J.

Reversed and remanded for further proceedings not incon
sistent with this opinion.

'\
j • j

\/

DE MUNIZ,J.

Defendant did not appear for trial, and the court
entered a judgment for plaintiffs. Defendant contends that the
trial court should have granted its motion to set aside the
judgment under ORCP.71B. We reverse.

On June 19, 1986,plaintiffs filed a complaint alleging
conversion, trespass and interference with plaintiffs' business
by defendant. After a series of ORCP 21 motions by defendant
and repleadings by plaintiffs, plaintiffs filed a third amended
complaint on July 20, 1987. Defendant filed its answer on July
28,1987.

A trial date was set for March 13, 1989. The circuit
court sent computerized trial notices to the correct addresses
of the attorneys for both sides. Plaintiffs' counsel received the
notice and appeared in court on March 13, 1989. Defendant's
counsel did not appear. The trial court telephoned defense
counsel's office but did not reach him. After waiting two
hours, the trial court proceeded without defense counsel, took
plaintiffs testimony and entered a judgment against defen
dant. Subsequently, defendant moved under ORCP 711 for
relief from the judgment. The court denied the motion.

1. 'Defendant maintains that its motion to set aside the
judgment should have been granted, because its counsel never
received notice of the trial and, therefore, counsel's failure to
appear was "excusable neglect." ORCP 7lB(I)(a). The record
shows that the circuit court properly mailed the notice to
defendant's attorney at his correct address. The notice was
not returned undelivered to the court, which was shown as the
sender address on the notice. When a notice is duly directed
and mailed, it is presumed to have been received in the regular
course ofthemaiL OEC 311(1)(q); seealso OEC 311(I)(b), (rn)
and (p). The trial court considered that presumption in regard
to- defendant's counsel's claim that he never received the
notice. It concluded that the motion to set aside the judgment
should be denied. There were sufficient grounds for the trial

I OMP 7lB provide., in pertinentpart:
"(1) Onmotion anduponauchteltnt asare[uat,the courtmay relieve aparty

or auch party'.le'alltp ntatlv. !:omajuditnent forthe followin, reaeons: (a)
tnlatakt, lnadv_ urprIM, or .lCUIablt ne,lee\; ••• or (d) the judgment i.
voldl·)"
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'At the timeoC trial,ORCP69provided, Inpertinentpurt:
"A. When.aparty agaln,t whoma judgment Cor arr.rmatlve relieC la sought

has beenserved 'fIth ,ummonapurauantto Rule7 or laotherwlae ,ubject to the
jurladlctlon oC the courtand has Caned to pleadorotherwlae deCend .. provided In
the'e rule.. andthe,e Cacts are mede to appearbyarr.davlt or otherwlae, the clerk
or court ,hall orderthe deCault oC that party.

"B.(2) In allother cases, the party seeking a judgment bydeCault shallapply
to the courtthereCor, but no judgment bydefault'hall beenteredagalnat a minor
oran lncapacitatedpel'lon unlesl they have a general guardian orthey are repre
'ented In the actlollby8l1Other repreeentative .. provided In Rule 27.lf,1n order
to enable the court to enter jlldgmellt or to carry it irlto effect. it lane_ to
tekeanaccoulltorto determine the amountofdamage, or to..tabllahthe truth of .
any avermentby evldellce or to makean Inve,tlgation oC any other matter, the
courtmayconducteuch hearing, ormakeanordaroCreCerence,orordar that laeu..
betriedbya jury... It deema nece..ary and proper. The courtmaydatermlne the
truth oC any matter upon aftidavita. III the event thaI It la n8CtaaaJY to reCeive
evidence prior to enteringjudgmant, andIf the party agawl whomjudgmenl by

. u11 laeoughl baaappeared In the actioll,the party egalnal whomjudgmalll la
, "alI beaerved withwrittellllOllca 01 tha appllcatloll torjudgmallt at Ie..t

'. It ",Ie.. 'hortalledby the court,prinr tothe hear\llJ011 euch appllc&tlOll."

court to conclude that defendant did not defeat the presump
tion of delivery of the notice. Therefore, the court acted within
its discretion in concluding that defendant received sufficient
notice. Pacheco II. Blatchford, 91 Or App 390, 392, 754 P2d
1219, rell den 306 Or 660 (1988).

Defendant next contends that "{t]he MarchId pro
ceeding resulted in a judgment by default" and that the judg
ment was void, OROP 7lB(1)(d), because "!p]laintifffailed to
comply with the notice requirements of OROP 69 * * *."2
Despite the fact that defendant mischaracterizee what hap
pened in the trial court, he is correct. Although the word
"default" was used several times at the March 13 proceeding,
the trial judgeclarified the type of judgment that she intended
to enter:

"An order of default may be entered against Varsity Club
-well, actually, strike that. There's noorder ofdefault. They
made an appearance. They've appeared, but they haven't
appearedbeforethe trial-for the trial itself." (Emphasissup'
plied.)

2, 3. The trial court did not intend to act under OROP 69,
but, rather, intended to proceed with the trial in the absence of
defendant. However, the trial court had no authority to pro
ceed in that manner. This is not the usual OROP 69 case
where a party fails to plead or to appear properly at any stage

-<:\
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Thus, under the circumstances existing here, where
the defendant and counsel, without explanation, failed to
appear for trial, the court should have proceeded under OROP
69. Although an order of default could have been entered,
OROP 69B(2) required that plaintiffs give defendant 10 days
written notice of the intent to apply for a judgment. That was

• Former ORS 18.080(1) provided, In relevantpart:
"Judgment may be had upon fallure to answer, as prescribed in this section.

Whell il appe... tha~ thedeCendant ••• baabeendulyserved with the summons,
andbaafalled to file ananawer with the clerkoflhe courtwithinthe timespeclfied
In the 'UIl1Il1Ona, or ouch further lime .. may have been grantedby the court or
judge thereol,tha plaintiffahalI be entitled to havejudgmentap-''''I ouch defen
dant •• _.ff

of the proceeding. Rather, defendant engaged in extensive
motion practice but failed to appear and defend at trial.
Although the phrase "otherwise defend" in OROP 69 logically
could be read not to include a situation when a litigant fails,
after pleading, to appear and defend at trial, see, e,g" 6 Moore's
Federal Practice 55·13, 11 55.03(1) (2d ed 1988) the commen
tary to the rule indicates that, in Oregon, the failure to appear
and defend is regulated by OROP 69.

OROP 69 was meant to be broader than the statute
that it replaced, former ORS 18.080, which merely addressed
default for failure to answer." The commentary to the pro
posed rule noted that "{t]his rule would apply to anyone
required to file a responsive pleading to a claim and to any
person who failed to appear and defend at trial." Council on
CourtProcedures, Oregon Rules of Cillil Procedure and Amend·
ments, Preliminary Drafts and Final Draft, Commentary to
Draft of Proposed Rules 67-74 at page 40 (October 15, 1979).
Moreover, the commentary to the final rule provides, in perti
nent part:

"This rule is a combination of ORS 18.080 and Federal Rule
55. Under section 69A. all defaults by a party against whom
judgment is soughtwouldbe coveredby this rule. ORS 18.080
referred only to failure to answer. A failure to file responsive
pleading, or failure to appear and defend at trial, or an
ordered default under Rule 46, would be regulated by this
rule." Commentary to Rule 69, reprinted in Merrill, Oregon
Rules ofCivil Procedure: 1990 Handbook 217. (Emphasis sup
plied.)

Cite as 103 Or App 99 (1990)
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not done. The trial court erred in not proceedingunder ORCP
69.

Reversed and remanded for further proceedings not
inconsistent with this opinion.

~.
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STATE OF OREGON,
Respondent,

u.
MATTIE ANN MARTZ,

Appellant.
(10·88·04062; CA A61146)

795 P2d 616

Appeal from Circu~ourt, Lane County.

George J. Woodrich, J

Henry M. Silberblatt, ~lem, argued the cause for
appellant. With him on the briet:.was Sally L. Avera, Public
Defender, Salem.

Michael Livingston, Assistant Att~eyGeneral, Salem,
argued the cause for respondent. With h on the brief were
Dave Frohnmayer, Attorney General, and . ginia L. Linder,
Solicitor General, Salem.

Before Joseph, Chief Judge, and Warren an
Judges.

PER CURIAM

Reversed.
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LEE JOHNSON
JUDGE

DEPARTMENT NO. 10

CIRCUIT COURT OF OREGON

FOURTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT

MULTNOMAH COUNTY COURTHOUSE

1021 aw. 4TH AVENUE

PORTLAND. OREGON 97204

August 20, 1992

COURTROOM 528
(503) 248·3165

Henry Kantor, Chair
council on Court Procedures
1100 Standard Plaza
1100 S.W. sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Dear Henry:

This letter is to propose the following amendment to

ORCP 60:

"Motion for a Directed Verdict. Any party may
move for a directed verdict [at the close of the
evidence offered by an opponent or at the close of all
the evidence] at any time during the trial after the
opponent has been fully heard. A party who moves for a
directed verdict at the close of the evidence offered .
by an opponent may offer evidence in the event that the
motion is not granted, without having reserved the
right so to do and to the same extent as if the motion
had not been made. A motion for a directed verdict
which is not granted is not a waiver of trial by jury
even though all parties to the action have moved for
directed verdicts. A motion for a directed verdict
shall state the specific grounds therefor. The order
of the court granting a motion for a directed verdict
is effective without any assent of the jury. If a
motion for directed verdict is made by the party

~ against whom the claim is asserted, the court may, at
its discretion, give a judgment of dismissal without
prejudice under Rule 54 rather than direct a verdict.

(The above material in brackets is to be deleted: the

underlined material is new.)

This would conform ORCP 60 to Fe~eral Rule 50(a)(1) and

enable a trial jUdge to dispose of issues at any time during the

31.
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Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
council on Court Procedures

August 20, 1992
Page 2 of 4

trial when it becomes apparent that there is no issue of fact and

as a matter of law one side is entitled to prevail. This often

occurs after opening statement. The trial jUdge should have

means to dispose of these issues without having to continue the

trial until close of the evidence.

To illustrate, I tried a case wherein Plaintiff

advanced a multitude of legal theories, some legal and others

equitable. I concluded in pretrial conference, that the gravamen

of Plaintiff's claim was recision for mutual mistake and tried

that claim. As to the other theories, I asked Plaintiff's

counsel to make an offer of proof by summarizing the evidence he

intended to offer and pointing up the inferences he wished me to

draw. Based upon that presentation, and viewing the evidence

most favorably to Plaintiff, I dismissed the other claims. The

Court of Appeals affirmed the jUdgment on the recision claim;

but, without reaching the merits, remanded the other claims for

trial on the ground that they were "not in the posture for

jUdgment." Harbert v. Riverplace Associates, Slip Opinion July

8, 1992.
~

Frankly, I have difficulty understanding the Court of

Appeals decision. Plaintiff had opportunity to present her

evidence in the most favorable light possible. The Court of

Appeals may have been technically correct that summary jUdgment

was inappropriate because ORCP 47 contemplates a written motion

made 45 days prior to trial. However, ORCP 47 also gives the

3J
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Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures

August 20, 1992
page 3 of 4

trial court discretion to modify the time limits. Federal Courts

have allowed summary jUdgment under identical conditions as in

Harbert. FDIC v. Cover, 714 F. Supp. 455 (D. Kan. 1988) cited

with favor in Moore, Federal Practice, Para. 50.03.

In any event, Plaintiff had presented his evidence by

offer of proof and thus closed his case. A more liberal

interpretation of ORCP 60 would permit a directed verdict under

such circumstances. Finally, one must ask why did the Court of

Appeals not treat the matter as harmless error and deciqe the

issue on the merits.

The Court of Appeals, apparently, is preoccupied with

the notion that the only time that it is appropriate to dispose

of an issue is by jUdgment on the pleadings, summary judgment or

after a full blown trial. See Harbert supra at p.3.

In Industrial Underwriters v. JKS Inc., 90 Or App 189 (1988),

I allowed an oral motion for summary jUdgment at the conclusion

of Plaintiff's opening statement. The case was again remanded

without reaching the merits on the ground that summary judgment

was improper at that stage of the proceedings. The Court of

Appeals refused to treat the decision as a directed verdict.

On remand, the case was assigned to another judge who, at the

close of Plaintiff's case, allowed a directed verdict. I predict

the same result will occur in Harbert.

Prior to 1991, Federal Rule 50(a)(2),was identical to ORCP

60 that a party could move for a "directed verdict at the

,j"f
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Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
council on Court Procedures

August 20, 1992
Page 4 of 4

close of the evidence offered by an opponent•• • ". Nonetheless,

according to Moore, it was traditional to grant motions for

directed verdict "(1) after the opening statement of adverse

counsel, if by such statement it is clear that no question for

the jury exists; (2) at the close of the evidence offered by an

opponent; or (3) at the close of all the evidence. " According

to Moore, the 1991 amendment was intended to make it clear that a

directed verdict could be granted "at any time during the trial,

as soon as it is apparent that either party is unable to carry a

burden of proof that is essential to the party's case. " Advisory

Committee Note to the 1991 Amendments quoted in Moore, Federal

Practice (1991).

The situation in which the proposed rule is most needed

is the complex case where there are multitude of contentions by

both sides. The proposed rule gives the trial jUdge a tool to

sort out what are the valid contentions and present the case in

some coherent form to the finder of fact.

~

s~n~~~t=l, ..
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/ ~/'tee nson
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LJ/jim;ths
cc: Maury Holland

Acting Executive Director
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POZZI WILSON ATCHISON O'LEARY & CONBOY
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

14TH FLOOR STANDARD PLAZA

1100 S,W. SIXTH AVENUE

PORTLAND. OREGON 97204.1087

DONAl.D ATCHISON
LAWRENCE BARON
GREGORY A. BUNNELL
"lANIEL C. DZIUBA
OLORES EMPEY

NELSON R. HALL
DAVID A. HYTOWITZ
TIMOTHY J. JONES
KEVIN N. KEANEY
JEFFREY S. MUTNICK
ROBERTJ.NEUBERGER
DAN O'LEARY
FRANK POZZI
PETER W. PRESTON
RICHftRD S. SPRINGER
JOHN S. STONE
KEITH E. TICHENOR
ROBERT K, UDZIELA
DONALD R. WILSON

Henry Kantor
Attorney at Law
11th Floor
Standard Plaza
Portland, Oregon 97204

TELEPHONE (503) 226·3232
FAX (503) 274.9457

OREGON WATS # 1.800.452.2122

July 30, 1992

OF COUNS£L
WM. A. GALBREATH

HENRY KANTOR

RAYMOND J. CONBOY
( 1930·1988)

PHILIP A. LEVIN
( 1928.1967)

KANTO~ :\ND SACKS

Re: Council on Court Procedures

Dear Henry:

I am enclosing a proposed amendment to ORCP 18 regarding the
pleading of compensatory damages in personal injury and wrongful
death claims and punitive damages in all cases. As you will
recall, 1987 Oregon Laws Ch. 774 (SB 323) amended ORCP 18 to
preclude pleading a dollar amount of noneconomic damages. I had
the privilege of reporting on changes in the law regarding civil
procedure and practice in 1987 oregon legislation (Oregon CLE
1987). In reviewing Senate Bill 323, I noted that "in response to
a concern that large prayers for damages in personal injury cases
were being misused and were contributing to increased verdicts and
settlements, the legislature abolished the prayer for 'noneconomic'
damages. " The Council on Court Procedures amended Rule 18 last
term, and re-established the pleading of a specific dollar amount
of damages.

~The proposal to not plead a specific dollar amount of damages
came from various groups advocating "tort reform." The plaintiff's
bar neither advocated nor sought such a law. However, the concerns
that pleading of damages in injury and death cases were being
misused still seem valid. Insurers and defendants are concerned
that verdicts and settlements are inflated. Plaintiffs feel that,
in some cases, a defendant will use the prayer to make the
plaintiff look greedy. Also, news reports about filed cases
uniformly concentrate on the amount of claim. You may recall that
a lawsuit for 40 million dollars was recently filed. The
preoccupation with size of claims rather than the reason for the
claims contributes to erosion in the confidence of our civil
justice system.

~.,
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July 30, 1992
Page 2

The Council should amend Rule 18 to provide that the amount of
compensatory damages in injury and death cases and punitive damages
in any case not be pled. I have generally followed the procedure
adopted by the legislature in 1987, with some changes. The amount
of punitive damages in all cases and the amount of compensatory
damages in injury and death cases shall not be pleaded. It is
especially appropriate in cases in cities smaller than Portland,
where it is not uncommon for a serious case to draw news attention
when the case is filed. In all such cases, it does not seem fair
that defendant be tarnished by the fact that a suit for a large sum
of money has been filed. It seems if there is something of pUblic
interest, it should be the issues in the case.

My proposal also differs from the 1987 legislation in that the
amount claimed in the statement of damages would clear~y set a
maximum of recoverable damages. Rule 23 would govern any attempt
to amend the statement of damages. Unlike the 1987 version, the
manner in which the amount sought could be brought to the court's
attention is specifically provided.

I will be at the council's August 1, 1992 meeting, and ask
that the proposal be considered. A copy of the proposal and a copy
of the rule as amended by Senate Bill 323 are enclosed. Thank you
for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

~
Robert J. Neuberger

pk
Enclosures
xc: Maurice Holland

~
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RULE 18. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

A pleading which asserts a claim for relief, whether an

original claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim,

shall contain:

A. A plain and concise statement of the ultimate facts

constituting a claim for relief without unnecessary repetition.

B. A demand of the relief which the party claims; if

recovery of money or damages is demanded, the amount thereof shall

be stated, except as provided in section C of this RUle; relief in

the alternative or of several different types may be demanded.

C(1) The amount of damages sought in a civil action for

personal injuries or wrongful death shall not be pleaded in a

complaint, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim.

C(2) The amount of punitive or exemplary damages sought in any

civil action shall not be pleaded in a complaint, counterclaim,

cross-claim, or third party claim.

C(3) The prayer for damages for personal injuries, wrongful

death, and for punitive or exemplary damages, shall contain only a

demand for the payment of damages without specifying the amount.

C(4) The party making the claim may supply to any adverse

party a statement of the amount claimed for such damages, and shall

do so within ten (10) days of a request for such statement.

Amendment of the statement of damages is governed by ORCP 23.

Unless otherwise ordered by the court, the request and the

statement shall not be made part of the trial court file until

damages are determined. The statement shall have the same effect

as if it had been pleaded in a complaint, counterclaim, cross

claim, or third party claim.

;,~
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RULE 18. CLAIMS FOR REUEF

Claims for Relief. A pleading which asserts a claim for relief,
whether an original claim. counterclaim. cross-claim, or third party
claim, shall contain:

AU) A plain and concise statement of the ultimate facts constitut
ing a claim for relief without unnecessary repetition.

A(2) A demand of the relief which the party claims; if recovery of
money or damages is demanded. the amount thereof shall be stated.
except as provided in section B of this rule; relief in the alternative or
nf .pvpral different tvpes mav be demanded.

B(1) The amount sought in a civil actio"" fo~ nonec~~~~i~ dam~ges: . i
as defined in section 6 of this Act. shall not be pleaded in a complaint. i
counterclaim. cross-claim or third-party claim. ~

B(2) The prayer in such actions shall contain only a demand for !
the payment of damages without specifying the amount. (

B(3) The party making the claim may supply to any adverse party
a statement of the amount claimed for such damages. and shall do so
within 10 days of a request for such statement. The request and the
statement shall not be made a part of the trial court file.
[Amended effective September 26. 1987.J
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

TO:

FROM:

RE:

July 31, 1992

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDUREr
WINFRID K. LIEPE Uf.~\h~"__---~---.
ALTERNATIVE TO RULE 57B ON ALTERNATE JURORS

A. Empaneling alternate jurors requires additional
time, incurs some additional cost and raises questions under
what circumstances alternate jurors should participate in
deliberations.

B. Pr.oblems arise when a juror becomes sick or is
absent, when no alternate jurors have been empaneled. Days of
trial and trial preparation may be lost if one of the parties
will not agree to continue without the absent juror.

The attached proposal offers solutions for both sets of
problems:

(1) Abolish provisions for alternate jurors (by
deleting ORCP 57F), and

(2) Provide for continuation of trial with less than
twelve j"urors (and with 5 out of a 6 member jury) .

Jfo
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS OF ORCP 580 AND 59G(2l

5SD Proceedings when juror is sick. injured, impaired or absent.

D(~) The court may discharge a juror after formation of the
jury and before verdict if the court determines that

D(~)(a) The juror is or has become sick, injured or
impaired, so as to be unable to perform the duty of a juror
without undue delay or disruption of trial; or

D(~)(b) The juror is absent without prior leave of
court and that such absence is likely to result in undue delay or
disruption of trial.

D(2) When a juror is so discharged the court may order any
of the following:

D(2)(a) Continue the case without the discharged juror
with the consent of the parties provided that the court and the
parties agree regarding the number of the remaining jurors
required to concur on a verdict;

D(2)(b) continue the case without the discharged juror
without the consent of the parties provided that after discharge
of the juror the jury will be comprised of not less than eight
(S) jurors when the original jury was comprised of ten (~O) to
twelve (~2) members, and not less than five (5) jurors when the
original jury was comprised of six (6) to nine (9) members;

D(2) (c) Swear in a new juror and begin the trial anew;

D(2) (d) Discharge the rest of the jurors and impanel a
new jury;

D(2)(e) Terminate the trial and provide for setting a
new trial date.

D(3) When the court orders trial to continue under section
D(2) (b) of this rule, the verdict shall require the concurrence
of three fourth of the remaining jurors, but in no event less
than five (5).

59G(2) Number of Jurors Concurring. In civil cases three
fourths of the jury may render a verdict; but the number of
jurors required to concur on a verdict shall in no event be less
than five (5).

Note: The proposed amendment of ORCP 58D incorporates some of
the provisions of the present rule; but the language is
SUbstantially new. In the proposed amendment of ORCP 59G(2) only
the underlined language is new.
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THE RULE 23 SUB-COMMITTEE PRELIMINARY REPORT TO
THE COMMITTEE ON CLASS ACTIONS AND DERIVATIVE
SUITS CONCERNING PROPOSED CHANGES TO RULE 23

QF THE FEDERAL Rt~ES OF CIyIL PROCEptffiE

October 16, 1991

1.
'AI

INTROPUCTION

In July, 1991, Roberta D. Liebenberg, co-chair of the

Section on Litigation's Committee on Class Actions and Derivative
r

Suits, appointed a Sub-Committee to examine a proposal to amend

Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ("Rule 23" or "the

Rule"). The proposal is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Sub-

Committee has six members: Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, Newark, NJ; Alice

S. Johnston, Pittsburgh, PAl Garrard R. Beeney, New York, NY; Joel

M. Leifer, New York, NY; Lewis H. Lazarus, Wilmil:;Jton, DE and

Elizabeth M. McGeever, Wilmington, DE. This is the Sub-Committee's

preliminary report on the proposed Rule changes.

, Two points should be stressed at the outset. First, the

proposed Rule change is still very much in infancy form. It has

not yet been considered by the AdVisory Committee on Civil Rules.

The Advisory Committee's next meeting is in November, 1991. It may

consider the proposal at that time. We are informed that no

."1.
I '".
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definitive action will be taken at that time on the proposal.

Second, we have had only a short time to study the proposed changes

to Rule 23. Accordingly, this report is preliminary in nature.

Further study and evaluation is necessary before any definitive

conclusions can be reached as to the desirability of the changes

proposed or of any other changes to Rule 23.

~(.~Me"';- c
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I I • BAC1!:GRotlND OF THE PROPOSED RIlLE CHANGE

Apart from some technical amendments in 1987, no !~

substantive changes have been made to Rule 23 since 1966. We

understand that the proposed draft resulted from two concerns.

First, in March, 1991, an Ad Hoc Committee on Asbestos Litigation

,~ecommended that Rule 23 be examined in light of the experience of

the Federal Judiciary with problems in the management of asbestos

litigation.· In particula:t', the courts are being asked to certify

class actions in asbestos cases, notwithstanding commentary to the

1966 amendments which states:

A "mass accident" resulting in injuries to
numerou~ persons is ordinarily not appropriate
for a class action because of the likelihood
that significant questions, not only of
damages, but of liability and defenses of
liability, would be present affecting the
individuals in different ways. In these
circumstances an action conducted nominally as
a class action would degenerate in practice
into multiple lawsuits separately tried.

~ 1966 Amendments, Commentary to Sub-Oivision(b) (3) of Rule 23.

Second, after 25 years of experience with the Rule, it appears the

time is right to review whether improvements might be made in light

of that experience. Over the years concerns have been raised

regarding the tri-partite classification system and the notice and

exclusion aspects of Rule 23. In July, 1985 the House of Delegates

of the American Bar Association authorized the Section of

Litigation to transmit a "Report and Recommendations of The Special

• The Ad Hoc Committee on Asbestos Litigation is a committee
of federal judges appointed in September, 1990. Its Report to the
Judicial Conference is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

2
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Committee on Class Action Improvements' to the Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the United States,

without either approving or disapproving the recommendations in the

report. A copy of the Litigation Section's 1985 report, known as

the Flegal Report for the Reporter, Frank F. Flegal, Esquire, is

a'ttached as Exhibit C hereto. The Advisory Committee did not take

any formal action on the recommendations in the Flegal Report. We

understand that the Advisory Committee believed it wiser to

accumulate additional experience before recommending changes to

Rule 23.

It is against this background that we have undertaken to

review the proposed draft.

III. DISCUSSION

The Sub-Committee recognizes that the draft is very

preliminary and that the commentary is not as extensive as it would

be if the proposal were at a more advanced stage. Because of this

the Sub-Committee experienced some difficulty in evaluating the

proposed draft and understanding the reasons behind the proposed

changes. In particular, we noted the absence of a section in the

draft commentary explaining the "difficulties with the current

rule' by reference to particular cases. See by contrast the

Commentary to the 1966 Amendment to Rule "23. The Sub-Committee

believes that any proposal which fundamentally changes Federal

class action procedure should be accompanied by a specific

discussion of the problems under the current Rule, including

3
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concrete examples supported by case law. In addition, some members

of the Sub-Committee who were inclined to support some modification r
in the Rule nonetheless expressed concern that in an effort to

address problems which have been encountered in the "massive tort"

cases, changes would be made which would affect all other types of

adass actions.

Despite these concerns, the Sub-Committee has attempted

to evaluate the draft by examining its overall effects on the r

prosecution and defense of class actions. In so doing, we simply

have not had. the time to review and to analyze the proposed changes

with the deliberation that such substantive changes would warrant.

In reviewing the proposed changes, we have attempted to balance the

varying competing interests underlying ceJ:~fication issues.

The Sub-Committee tentatively agreed on the desirability

of certain changes while deferring judgment on certain others as
.'~',.

\

summarized below. For organizational purposes we have broken down

the proposed changes into the following ten categories:

A. The elimination of the (b)(l), (b)(2), (b)(3)
categories in favor of a unitary standard.

B. Empowering the court to certify "claims" or
"issues" for class treatment.

C. Enlarging the power of the court to impose
conditions upon class membership.

meetExcluding sub-classes from haVing to
independently the numerosity reqUirement.

E. Permitting pre-certification determination of
motions made by any party pursuant to Rules 12 or
56.

D.

4
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F. Permitting the court to dismiss an action prior to
class determination upon court approval and without
notice to the class.

G. The mandatory notice provision.

H. Interlocutory appeal.

."
I. Requiring the named representative

to serve "willingly" •

E

•

"

.i.:

"

•J. Permitting the court to require class members
to bear a share of the financial burden.

A specific discussion of these topics follows.

A. The Unitary Standard Seems Preferable to the
Current bll). b(2) and b(3) Classifications

The Sub-Committee believes that the current tri-partite

classification is unduly rigid. In the Sub-Committee's view, some·

actions do not neatly fit any of the categories, yet once

pigeonholed a host of notice and exclusion rules apply. Although

the Sub-Committee has some concern that the draft proposal provides

very broad discretion to the trial judge, the Sub-Committee

believes that the policies underlying the class action rule are

better served by' a unitary standard. The Sub-Committee believes it

is sensible to treat the issues of notice and exc!usionary rights

on their merits rather than tying them artificially to' the

particular classification.

B. The Certification of "Claims" and "Issues"

Although the Sub-Committee is uncertain as to the

intended distinction between "claims" and "issues", we agree that

the concept of permitting a court fleXibility to certify a portion

of an action for class treatment is appropriate. At the same time,

5
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at least one member expressed concern that permitting a court to

certify "claims" not be converted into an enlargement of a court's

jurisdiction where the parties on whose behalf the claim is

asserted would otherwise not be subject to the court's

jurisdiction.

,,

C.". Enlarging The Power of the Court to
Impose Conditions Upon Class Membership

The Sub-Committee believes that Rule 23 should expressly

permit t~ial judges to impose conditions on class membership as may

be appropriate on a case by case basis. In the Sub-Committee's

view, both judicial economy and considerations of fairness dictate

this conclusion. Thus, in certain circumstances, courts should be

able to prevent a person who wishes to be excluded from the class

from takir.; advantage of the res judicata or collateral estoppel

effect of a favorable judgment or ruling. This prevents a putative

class member from requesting exclusion without penalty if the

action is unfavorable to the class while waiting to take advantage

of a favorable result. The Sub-Committee believes, however, that

further study is required as to the desirability of permitting

courts to require class members to "opt in" to the class.

O. Excluding Sub-Classes From Having to Meet
Independently the Numerosity Requirement

The Sub-Committee believes that considerations of

judicial economy require a court to be able to certify a sub-class

even when that sub-class does not independently satisfy the

numerosity requirement. Were this not the case, one court would

not be able to dispose of all matters arising out of a common

6
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EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES AT DEPOSITION

Excerpts from the late Fred Merrill's 9-26-91 memorandum:

"EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES AT DEPOSITION. Ron Marceau passed
along a question raised by a Bend judge by letter of
February 6, 1991 ••• The judge felt that the ORCP did not
clearly cover the exclusion of witnesses during the
deposition. ORCP 39 D provides for oral depositions •••
'Examination and cross-examination of witnesses may proceed
as permitted at trial.' I would interpret this as providing
that Rule 615 (ORS 40.385) of the Oregon Evidence Code and
all other Oregon Evidence Code provisions regulating
examination of witnesses at trial apply to the examination
of a witness at deposition. Rule 615 provides that at the
request of a party the court may order other witnesses
excluded from the trial, except (a) a party, (b) an officer
or employee of a party which is not a natural person
designated as its representative, or (c) a person whose
presence is shown by a party to be essential to the
presentation of the party's cause (usually an expert).

The federal rules are slightly clearer. FRCP 30(c) says
'Examination and cross-examination of witnesses may proceed
as permitted at the trial under the provisions of the
Federal Rules of Evidence.' We could change our rule to
specifically refer to the Oregon Rules of Evidence."

EXCERPTS FROM MINUTES OF COUNCIL'S 12-14-91 MEETING:

&g'c:a4a J:t..a 110. 3t kc:ltttlioD. of ri~... at 4~ltJ.o_
(<lui_ .~) ( ••• attaolle4 a-.orUidua ~J:OII Jaatoe .~
....... lkrt'eIIbc' .# 1'.1).. .Janice SUW&rt 4U'ca••ecI w.ther ORCP
'6 C(5) f ORCl!' 39 D. or ORB 615 9ive t:lw. trial court au.t:Jtority to
e¥Cila4e witnesses froa depositions for the .... reason 'that
vl~ -.ay be exeluded froa tr1o.l. Her concl.....ion bod been
that the rules are unclear .and that her recoaaenc1ation ~ld be
to aaebd. ORCP 39 D to c1at:'lfy the quf:Stlon (see p&9Ct " of her
...-oranclUll) ..

~ e:xecu.tlve Director asked wether t:h1s 'tOGl.d be .. rule ot
evlAenee ..." beyond the ru1e>oaktn<l power of tile """""11. CoIUlCll
...m.ra pointed -out 'that the rule 4J.4 not clea1 vit:h the .cJa1scion
-c .-elusion ·ot ..vidence ..t trial bUt with t;he procedun of
conclu.e'tJ.ng .. deposition.. Henry z:.antor uJoed wether tbe. rule
vou14 .u.ow the cow:t to control the IlUIIber of r~tiv_of
.. corporation t:bat QOUl.d .attend a deposit1on... Janice Sf:,.ewrt
...14 the intent vas to have. the -.ute rule for per1IOUS at.ten4.1ng'
~ltions t:het eppl1es to triels. K1lce fb1llips asked it the
rule required e. court. order for exolwd.Oft or va.c II&ftlkt:orr JA .
evc:y cue. After further discussion., the Execut1.. D1rector vas
aaJcecl to confer with Janice Stewa1::'t u4 sogcjest: .cae l.u\cJWk.CJc
that e.ddressed ~ concerns expressed. br Councl1 -.-bers.
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EXCERPT I S FROM THE LATE FRED MERRILL I S

3. golu.1OD or rib" ••, at 4ep9.1t'9D'

1-27-92 MEMORANDUM:

Arter d.1.M'cd.oa. with Janice stewart.. wo tNggest the.
t'oUov1.ag ... .redraft. of OBCP 3' Doo 1:Il1s~.~ to
e;orrt:rol~ of vlt:Qesaes at 4epoclt.1.ou. 1D. Ught. of t:be
~ upressed by the Co'•.,.,., at the last~:

person. and nl on ntthW!ir or qplpyce at 0 partY !<bids 16
not a Dpturo1 person designated os Stn "'prt!:;Mt:.at'ye by its
At.torney.

The erl.st:1n9 rule lUl1'8 that ~t1OA and ct"OSS
exaat.no.t1on ..y prooeec1 as at trial. 'Tbic draft reters to the
orec;cm Evidence COde. 'l'he oreqon Z'VlcleAoe COde J.c d.~1necI in oas
",0.010..

The drart d.efines 'Who ordlnarily ..y be present at
deposition IlDd~ 11 court o>:der t:o~ _ wsua1 J:U1e.
IlR£ 615 .U...... t:ha court t:o d12:'eCt 1:hat v1._ be exeluded
f~ trial, except for certalll C&te9or1es of vit::au..... fte
d.epoaitiOll cateqoriu of 1lOraa,1 attenrtus ar-9~Y the.
ca:teqories that cannot be excluded frotl trial. u.a4er ORE 615.. :It
1& the oppocf:te of ORE 615 bec.-.~ .. court 0I:'4er " 1M' I rcu:y to
cbar\liJe the U ..1.tation not to a:eate. it.. t

ORE 615 Aye that the court cannot: excJ.ude pK_onc Wose
pre.ence is ...-ntJA,1 to 'the precentatiOQ of • party'. cause..
'l:h1a eat:<ogo<y 1a not _ tor depo.o1t101ls beea.... it 1a t:oo vague
to be appUed without court d.1.scretion.. Xt vou1.4 prov14_ one
buts for arguing' that the c:ourt chou14 allow all adcUt1ona.l
penon to .attend the doposition..

other tbu • court order t if • party vents to bave
aMitional persou: in.~, tho ct1pu.1atJ.on of all part.1es
'to the eaee would. be necuca.ry.

EXCERPTS FROM MINUTES OF COUNCIL'S 2-8-92 MEETING (DISCUSSION OF
ABOVE PROPOSAL):
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Excerpts from 2-8-92 minutes:

'211e Ch4l.1r .cu99ected.. to be consictent with the <::cuneil·c
approach in other rules. prefacin9 the ~nd cente.n<;:.e of the
draft with.. -Unless the parties stipulate or the court orders
otb~ll1e..• rather t:ha.q ·Unlecs the c::ow:t ONere otberv....... • ..
Jan1.ce Stewart &qreec1 to aaJce tbat c:h4ng'e also.

'J'be ChtIir pointed out: tMt ORE &15 bu: two c&teqorl.. Wh1ch
1:he PlCOj aseel -..endaent to 39 0 does not contain: .. vieth in ..
cr1al..tlat ca&e and; • peJ:SOft~ prese.QCe is shown bY' t:lM: party
to M ......t:JAl 'to the presentation ot the p.artie.ct c&u.ce. Wf.ch

VO'Illcl tae1.u4e eucpert witnesses and. repi:'eMntatives of non-aatw:&1
~. He -.ske4 wether thlt intent: was t:b.at one C&ftQOt brJ.ng
.... eJepert or .. seconcl corporate reprC:SeftQ.tive vl.tbDut e1da.er thepa:t1... ct1pu.1&t1oft or .. eeeee order. Janice stewart salet t:lM
t:boagtd:. ...... tbat it 'WU bet:t:er not to bave that ~JA4 1A 'tbe
t"II1_ and i::o 1~ i.t up to 'ttl_ pud.u: 'to ~te or t:be c:rou:t"t
'to ordu othet:VLae.. 3u4CJe L1epe~ tddc:h \IOUl4 be t:lle
be:t:;Ur approach: 1:0 cay a CO'trt. ot:der 1c aete4e4 t:o exc1Gde
rib.... or t:h&t .. CCMlrt order is~ to 1et thea be t:hcI;:\e.
Ja.tt1.ce~ stated the reu:on 1:he rule VAS brought 'to 'theCOUftC11'. attentioa: vac the probl~ currently with 1:hAt ~'.
aut::ba:r1t.y under the rule that 11..1ts depositions. Kf..IL:4 l'bftUpc

t'e1.t t:b.at to have .. J:U1e vhich autoMt.1cally e¥CIG4c4 cvuyanca
0.-0. .. 4~ltioA exoetrt a 11.-.1te4~ of people vent f:u
beyoh4 tIM 1n1t1a1. conc::erns. B«r::ni_ OJoUes stated t:h&t: anotb.er
1&SWl bad. been. rAised. 4Ul<l that: vas the int.1.a1datioa. qu.estJ.oa.•
..1'CIclq. XieUy vo.n4ere4 Wether or not l.eg&1 au1.at..n.ts 'VO'.ll.4 be
a11oveef. to attend .. deposition.. f\trtb.er 4.f.scu.ulO11 to~.

AttorneY Den.n.iJI;: Uube1, spe.ak1.ncJ 0« beM..U of 'tJw osa
~ '" ft'&Ct1ce c:o.J.t~, stated. be tItougtlt 'taw ••end••at
to 0JlCI.I " 0 &5 drafted. provides a aedt.aR1Al to Ua1t it. to a
co.rpQrau reprecen.tative .and: that vou:ld~ interprc.tation it
.O_upa w.nt:ed to prtdC 'the issue. lte".. 1D favor ot: lea.v1.Dt .1t
up to the juet.Je to dctc14e how -.any corporate rcprcaent&t1ves
cou1d. attend a deposition..

Jadge 8a.rron SUCJ9ested. that t:he vord "exc1.U.ciott" be a4d.ed so
t:b.at. the t:1rct seeeeeee vou.14 be prefaced. by: "zx.u1n&t:1on,
croA;-exa.:af..aation and. excl.us!.on ot: v1.t.nescec aay~ •••".

~ Cbd.r &skeel vbether· 'the tntellt ot: 1:he draCt. v.. 'to
u:c1a.4e the: naa,1.ndez: of ex:i.stJ.nq Rule "0. Janice St.wort.111:4_ tllat """ not: ~ intent ..... that perbapc it 'll'O1>14 be
be.t:te:r to break the rule up 1hto subsec:tJ.omo.

J\\dge Barron ra1cecl another point; definition of p.art:.Las.
He VQI¥1ered. Wether behet:ic~ies in a vronqful. d.eath action
wou14 be a110w4 t:o be pre&ent at a 4eposit!cm..

~ CQ4;mcU cUS<:UCI'e4 vbetber adding' the word. ·excluc1cm"
voct14 &CCOIqt1.Uh the 1fttent ot: t:be &MIIdIMI\t. Janice S'teW&I:'t
A.14 the problea "'u ~t ORE C1S is taken. dJ.rectly ero.. t:b.
t.cteral rule -.nd that thet:'e are fe4era.l cues that 90 beth W4yS
as to wether that rule appliu to d*PQSlt1«Ui:. Bruce. Kaa11A
...14 t:bat if the c:::oncern va.. that by just adding the Wt:d
·exel~1on· t:o 'the t:1rst sentence of :It 0 doea not aalce it clear
t:Mt the court bAc 'the power, a dnglc s-*\t.nce att.er the t:1rct
..-utcnce of -xJ.atJ.ng " D could. be ad4ed: "At the ~eat of •
party or • witne.sc4' the court. ..y order persons cxclu4ed troll the
d.eposition..-

"J:be Chair a,s.ked for ~t.s on the propoae4 ~C)'e,
-k&ltiAation4' crQcs-.exa..ination, and. exclusion of' vi~ I&&¥
p::'a ce eel in the aa.nner as perw.ltte4 by trLaJ.,· &n4 &dcUnq the
4lX1st.ing 1.anguaC)'e. in '9 D.. vi'tb.~ • ref~ back 'to Rule
:lC <:(5) to take ,ear- of the lnu.J.4at1_ ~lea. JanJ.ce stewart
stat<acl it vou.ld. .e..... that you .are CMlly g'obg: to be cxc1~
lMOPle "lho are vitnesS<eS -.nc:l t"lKut tbe ~e VOtdd. be vbo are
vitnuces; she thouqh.t it VoU14 be .. problea to s1.llply refer 'to
OU 615 because lt ic not always clear .t d.epocit1.cm Wo will be
.. wltness at trial.. •

A .ot:lon vac ....de and. ceconded. to adA the follov1ncJ l..-.gua..qe
f011.oW'in9 the first Sentet\ce. of ttXicti,ftIJ "D: ·At t:lle request
ot .. party or a witnesc4' t:he court: ..y orcler persons ueluded
t"roa the depo1il:itlon." A diccueslon foll~ re<]U'<Iin'l whether
the aen:tence. should. be prefaced wlth -Upon action".. Haury
HoUancl said he thoUC)'ht tha.t peepl.e On all. sides of .. case want
to pve Gtated ln the rule. the categ'ory of people 'Who vi11 be
pre.._t at deposition. JAnice Stevart WAn~ to aAke cure t:hat
the ~ent vould not lterely incorporate aule 36 C4' i ..e. that
it should. be broAder than Rule 36 C.

A vote was taken on Bruce Halltlin· .. lIlOtion to Add the
:.. follow!.nq sentence after the. first sentence of eJdctinq 39 0: ~At

the J::'e<{Uest of a party or a witness. the court may order perGOns:
excluded from the deposition." The ~tlon passed \lith 10 in
favor and 3 opposed. Judge McConville. said he was in fa.vor of
e&tablis.hing C4teq:ories and that \la,s vhy he voted a.qainst the
motion.



After a lengthy discussion of Agenda Item No. 3 (EXCLUSION
OF WITNESSES AT DEPOSITION) at its February 8, 1992 meeting at
the State Capitol in Salem, the Council voted to add the
underlined boldface language to Rule 39 D shown below:

DEPOSITIONS UPON ORAL EXAlUNATION
RULE 39

* * * *
D. Examination and cross-examination; record of

examination; oath; objections. Examination and cross-examination
of witnesses may proceed as permitted at the trial. At the
request of a party or a witness, the court may order persons
excluded from the deposition. The person described in Rule 38
shall put the witness on oath. The testimony of the witness
shall be recorded either stenographically or as provided in
subsection C(4) of this rule. If testimony is recorded pursuant
to subsection C(4) of this rule, the party taking the deposition
shall retain the original recording without alteration, unless
the recording is filed with the court pursuant to subsection G(2)
of this rule, until the final disposition of the action. If
requested by one of the parties, the testimony shall be
transcribed upon the payment of the reasonable charges
therefor[e). All objections made at the time of the examination
to the qualifications of the person taking the deposition, or to
the manner of taking it, or to the evidence presented, or to the
conduct of any party, and any other objection to the proceedings,
shall be noted upon the record. Evidence objected to shall be
taken subject to the objections. In lieu of participating in the
oral examination, parties may serve written questions on the
party taking the deposition who shall propound them to the
witness and see that the answers thereto are recorded verbatim.

* * * *

+



* * * *
Excerpts from the late Fred Merrill's 9-26-91 memorandum:

"7. RECOVERY OF COST OF COPYING PUBLIC RECORDS. Peter E.
Baer wrote to the Chief Justice relating to the correct
interpretation of ·the necessary expense of copying any
public record, book or document used in evidence on the
trial' which is listed as a recoverable cost and
disbursement in ORCP 68 A(2). Mr. Baer apparently felt that
he should be allowed to recover the cost of copies of
pleadings and some other documents which he submitted, but
his claim was disallowed by a trial jUdge. The Chief
Justice passed the letter on to the Council (attached as
Exhibit 9).

The reference to public records copies as recoverable
disbursements was taken from the former statute governing
costs in legal actions, ORS 20.020•. The language did not
appear in the Field Code and was not in the original 1853
Oregon Code. It was added by JUdge Deady in the 1862
revision of the civil code. As far as I can determine in a
brief search, the language has never been interpreted by the
Oregon appellate courts.

On its face, the key part of the language is 'necessary
expenses' and 'used in evidence on the trial.' The copies
for which costs are recoverable are those pUblic records
Where a certified copy must be used at trial; that is, where
a party cannot submit an original document because the
original must remain in public custody. This is presently
covered in the Oregon Evidence Code under Rule 1005, ORS
40.570:

'The contents of an official record or of a
document authoriZed to be recorded or filed and
actually recorded or filed, inclUding data
compilations in any form, if otherwise admissible,
may be proved by copy, certified as correct in
accor-dance with Rule 802 of this act.'

Rule 803(8), ORS 40.460 of the Evidence Code, makes
such documents admissible despite the hearsay rule, and Rule
802 allows for authentication by certificate. Under this
interpretation, only the cost of procuring certified copies
of documents admitted into evidence under these provision of
the Evidence Code would be recoverable. This would not
cover the pleadings referred to by Mr. Baer. .To make this
clearer we might change the language to say: •••• the
necessary expense of securing and copying any public records
admitted into evidence pursuant to Rule 1005 of the Oregon
Evidence Code.· ..
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Excerpt from the late Fred Merrill's 1-27-92 memorandum (page 7):

"The following language is intended to limit application
of the pUblic records provision in ORCP 68 A(2) to
situations where use of certified copies of public records
was mandatory. The word 'necessary' in the existing rule is
redundant.

Costs and disbursements. "Costs and
disbursements" are reasonable and necessary expenses
incurred in the prosecution or defense of an action
other than for legal services, and include the fees of
officers and witnesses; the expense of publication of
summonses or notices, and the postage where the same
are served by mail; the compensation of referees; the
[necessary] expense of copying of any public record,
book or document [used as evidence on trial] admitted
into evidence at trial pursuant to ORB 40.570 (Oregon
Evidence Code, RUle 1005); ••• "

After discussion under Agenda Item No. 8 at its 2-8-92 meeting,
the Council voted to adopt the Executive Director's amendment
above, but deleted the language "pursuant to ORB 40.570 (Evidence
Code, Rule 1005)". The rule as amended is set forth below:

ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

RULE 68

A. Definitions. As used in this rule:

* * * *
A. (2) Costs and disbursements. "costs and disbursements"

are reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in the prosecution
or defense of an action other than for legal services, and
include the fees of officers and witnesses; the expense of
publication of summonses or notices, and the postage where the
same are served by mail; the compensation of referees; the
[necessary] expense of copying of any public record, book, or
document [used as evidence on the trial] admitted into evidence
at trial; recordation of any document where recordation is
required to give notice of the creation, modification or
termination of an interest in real property; a reasonable sum
paid a person for executing any bond, recognizance, undertaking,
stipUlation, or other obligation therein; and any other expense
specifically allowed by agreement, by these rules, .or by other
rule or statute. The expense of taking depositions shall not be
allowed, even though the depositions are used at trial, except as
otherwise provided by rule or statute.

* * * * *



Excerpts from the late Fred Merrill's 1-27-92 memorandum:

"ORB sections limiting ORCP 7 E.

As requested, I did a computer search to see how many
ORB sections changed the limits on who may serve summons
found in ORCP 7 E. The only ORB section that modifies ORCP
7 E is ORB 180.260 (attached) which allows employees of the
Department of Justice to serve summons and process in cases
in which the state is interested. The statute was enacted
by the 1989 Legislature. We could amend ORCP 7 E as
follows:

By whom served; compensation. A summons may be
served by any competent person 18 years of age or older
who is a resident of the state where service is made or
of this state and is not a party to the action nor...
except as provided in ORS 180.260, an officer,
director, or employee of, nor atttorney for, any party,
corporate or otherwise•••• "

At the Council's 2-8-92 meeting, it voted unanimously to adopt
the above language. The rule as amended is set forth below:

SUMMONS
RULE 7

* * * *
E. By whom served; compensation. A summons may be served

by any competent person 18 years of age or older who is a
resident of the state where service is made or of this state and
is not a party to the action nor, except as provided in ORS
180.260, an officer, director, or employee of, nor attorney for,
any party, corporate or otherwise. Compensation to a sheriff or
a sheriff's deputy in this state who serves a summons shall be
prescribed by statute or rule. If any other person serves the
summons, a reasonable fee may be paid for service. This
compensation shall be part of disbursements and shall be
recovered as provided in Rule 68.

* * * *
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Excerpt from the late Fred Merrill's 9-26-91 memorandum:

"SUHHONS WARNING. The state Bar Lawyer Referral
committee is suggesting a change in the warning to
defendants in the summons which is required by ORCP 7 C(3).
This was transmitted to us by a letter from Ann Bartsch
dated May 21, 1991 (attached as Exhibit 20). The idea
apparently came from the New Jersey Summons form. Since the
most useful thing in the summons language is the suggestion
that an attorney be contacted, this may be a good idea. Are
there other referral services that should be mentioned?
Should there be a specific reference to legal aid? The New
Jersey language has several numbers."

Following is an excerpt from the minutes of the council's 3-14-92
meeting, .after which the tentative amendments to ORCP 7 C(3) are
set forth:



3-14-92 MEETING

SUMMONS
RULE 7

* * * *
C.(1) Contents. The summons shall contain:

* * * *
C. (3) Notice to party served.

C. (3) (a) In qeneral. All summonses, other than a summons
referred to in paraqraph (b) or (c) of this subsection, shall
contain a notice printed in type size equal to at least a-point
type Which may be substantially in the followinq form:

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: READ THESE PAPERS CAREFULLY!

You must "appear" in this case or the other side will win
automatically. To "appear" you must file with the court a legal
paper called a "motion" or "answer." The "motion" or "answer"
must be given to the court clerk or administrator within 30 days
along with the required filing fee. It must be in proper form
and have proof of service on the plaintiff's attorney or, if the
plaintiff does not have an attorney, proof of service on the
plaintiff.

If you have questions, you should see [an attorney] a lawyer
immediately. If vou need help in finding a lawyer. vOu mav call
the oregon State Bar's Referral and Information service at (503)
684-3763 or toll-free in Oregon at (800) 452-7636.



C.(3)(b) Service for counterclaim. A summons to join a
party to respond to a counterclaim pursuant to Rule 22 D.(l)
shall contain a notice printed in type size equal to at least 8
point type Which may be sUbstantially in the following form:

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: READ THESE PAPERS CAREFULLY!

You must "appear" in this case or the other side will win
automatically. To "appear" you must file with the court a legal
paper called a "motion" or "reply." The "motion" or "reply" must
be given to the court clerk or administrator within 30 days along
with the required filing fee. It must be in proper form and have
proof of service on the defendant's attorney or, if the defendant
does not have an attorney, proof of service on the defendant.

If you have questions, you should see [an attorney] a lawyer
iIlImediately. Xf you need help in finding a lawver, you may call
the Oregon State Bar's Referral and Xnformation Service at (503)
684-3763 or toll-free in oregon at (800) 452-7636.

C.(3)(c) Service on persons liable for attorney fees. A
summons to join a party pursuant to Rule 22 D(2) shall contain a
notice printed in type size equal to at least 8-point type which
may be SUbstantially in the following form:

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: READ THESE PAPERS CAREFULLY!

You may be liable for attorney fees in this case. Should
plaintiff in this case not prevail, a judgment for reasonable
attorney fees will be entered against you, as provided by the
agreement to Which defendant alleges you are a party.

You must "appear" in this case or the other side will win
automatically. To "appear" you must file with the court a legal
paper called a "motion" or "reply." The "motion" or "reply" must
be given to the court clerk or administrator within 30 days along
with the required filing fee. It must be in proper form and have
proof of service on the defendant's attorney or, if the defendant
does not have an attorney, proof of service on the defendant.

If you have questions, you should see [an attorney] a lawyer
iIlImediately. Xf you need help in finding a lawyer, you may call
the Oregon State Bar'S Referral and Information Service at (503)
684-3763 or toll-free in oregon at (800) 452-7636.

* * * *



Excerpts from the late Fred Merrill's 9-20-91 memorandum:

"OATHS FOR DEPOSJ:TJ:ONS BY TELEPHONE. Keith Burns wrote
the Council" on October 24, 1990 for the Oregon Court
Reporters Association (attached as Exhibit 7). Questions
have apparently arisen about court reporters administering
oaths for depositions by telephone. He suggests adding a
cross-reference in ORB 39 C(7) to the oath procedure
specified in ORCP 38 C.

I think the council intended that the procedure for
administering oaths would be one of the 'conditions of
taking testimony' designated in the court order under ORCP
37 C(7) allowing a deposition by telephone. It was
anticipation of problems of this type that led the council
to require a court order before a deposition could be taken
by telephone. On the other hand, the change suggested by
Mr. Burns is relatively simple and consistent with court
control of the telephone deposition. ORCP 38 states that
the oath can be administered by anyone the trial judge
designates."

At the Council's 2-8-92 meeting, the Council discussed
extensively the late Fred Merrill's proposal set out below:

2. Qaths tor depositions bY telephone. After consultinq
with Keith Burns, I suqqest that tl;le followinq be added at the
end of subsection 39 C(7);

MThe oath or affirmation Illay be administered to the
deponent, either in person or over the telephone, by a
person authorized to administer oaths by the laws of this
state, by a person authorized "to administer oaths by the
laws of the place Where the dep<>sition is taken, or by a
person specially appointed by the court in which the action
is pendinq. If the witness is not physically in the
presence of the officer or person administerinq the oath,
the oath shall have the same force and effect as if the
witness were physica11y present before the officer. For
purposes of this rule, subsection 46 A(l), subsection 46
B(1.), subsection 55 C(1.) and subsection 55 F(2), a
deposition taken by te1ephone is taken at the place Where
the deponent is to answer questions propounded to the
deponent ...

'l'be first sentence provides f1exibility in administerinq the
oath. It Illay either be done by sOmeone at the questioninq end of
the telephone call or sOmeone Who is in the presence of the
deponent. 'l'be second sentence is taken from the proposed
l1II1endment to Arizona Rule of civil Procedure 30(c). It makes
clear that an oath outside the presence of the person
administerinq the oath is as effective as an oath in the presence
of such person. 'l'be last sentence is a modified version of FRCP
30 C(7). It actually qoes beyond the problem raised by Mr.
Burns. There are a number of places in the ORCP Where it may be
important to determine Where a deposition by telephone is beinq
taken. Under the elCistinq rule you could arque that the
deposition is taken where the questions are asked or Where the
deponent is located. 'l'be draft follows the federal rule in
opting for the location of the deponent.

If



To define when a deposition has been regularly taken#
administration of an oath at either end of the telephone ~ine and
by a person authorlzed to administer oaths by either state or by
the court should be adequate. 'rile Oregon court rules can control
what formalities IllUSt accompany a deposition in order to be valid
and usable in Oregon Courts. ORCP 38 A and B identify the same
persons as proper oath givers for depositions taken within and
without the state.

Whether the provision would subject an out-of-state deponent
to prosecution for perjury is less clear. For purposes of
defining the crime of perjury in oregon, Oregon law would
control. A definition of a proper form of oath for a deposition
in the ORCP would apply in determining whether the deponent had
lied under oath. 'rile crime of perjury could be collllllitted bY a
person outside the state who is testifying by telephone.

One difficulty is that an absent foreign deponent would
usually not be subject to arrest and prosecution within the state
of Oregon. 'rIlis difficulty could be addressed in several ways:

1. Prosecute the deponent in the state where the d.eponent
was located during the deposition. Host states have a cri1lle of
perjury or false swearing that would involve making a false
statement under oath. The state where the deponent is located
bas an interest in controlling any i.lIIproper conduct collllllitted
within its borders. A deponent Who intentionally testifies
falsely in an Oregon jUdicial proceeding, after baving a standard
oath or affirmation administered by a person authorized to do so
bY Oregon law, is engaging in improper conduct.

2. Use extradition. If the perjury Was serious enough to
warrant prosecution of a foreign defendant, it probably is a
crime subject to extradition.

3. Ignore the problem. Perjury prosecutions are so rare
for depositions that, if there is a problem when oaths are
administered to a foreign deponent by a local court reporter, it
is more theoretical than actual.

It should be not~ that the rules already contain a
procedure that presents the same problem. ORCP 38 B provides
that, for a deposition taken outside the state in a case pending
in Oregon, the oath may be administered bY a person appointed by
the court. That person probably would not be someone authorized
to administer oaths by the laws of the foreign state.

2-8-92 MEETING

Excerpts from minutes of meeting:

aqea4Al J:1::ea 110. 21 oat:b.. t'or 4~.U.i.o_ br "'1~'bo1l.
(.aoo-it::t... r.port - Kik. PIlLllipa aIl4 Brue. ....ua: 1Att:;t~

a:o. ktl&J:'p. Aw;rWItaoa. &tI4 .tepJa.... ~D.; pq... 2. a.a.4 Z ot:
Bxe41lt:1'N D.u.otor'. Jaru&u:r .'1~ 1••1 • .-or 4-.).. Kike Pld1.1ip8
explained. 'that at the last .eeting a propoc.al to~ aubsed:J..on
" <':(7) bad. bMn 4iset.tssecl and. concert\C bad beea ra1.dd by
Couneu~.. '1'be ~ttee# arter d1SCQCSion vi'tb. lCat:hryn
~ of ~ osa Procedure and. Practice co-1t.t:.ea. 1c now
SUftect1ng' the ~t.5 to ORCP :s, C(7) and. G(l) cet O\tt. on
P&9efi: 1 &nt1 2 ot the Executive oirectorts Ja.nuary' 27. 1992
--.orand.ua. A lIOtion ",ac aad.e and. eecondecl to a40pt those
pz:opoced ..endlleftts. A lengthy 4ifiloCU&Sion followed...

Bernie Jolles questioned. the .ea.n1ncJ ot the l.an9u&Qe
conta.1tw4 in the 1act -..nte.nce at propocec1 C(7) (bJ W1ch ...14:

"'xt the place where the d.eponent i.e to &neWer
questions ie located. ou:tside thic eta:te.
JIOtions to tendna.t.e or l1ait exa.II.1nation
under .ection E ot: this rule ..y on1y be tIUlde
to the court in the. sta.te in 'Which the. action
ie pend!n9' a.nd other a.pplications: for ord.ers.
suhpoena.s. ilnd. &anctions ...y be aad,e to the
court in the state in 'Which the action 1s
pendinq or a court. of qoneral jurisdiction in
the county of the state vnece the d.eposition
is: beinq taken.:"

/2.



2-8-92 MEETING (CONTINUED)

EXcerpts from minutes of meeting (CONTINUED):

Bernie .:Jolles thOU9ht this dealt with a situati.on Were an act10n
1s pend1nq in Qreqon and a deponent 1ocate4 1a • tora1qn.
jur1.s4ict1cm 1c be1.ntI deposed.. He SWJ9e5teel t:hat~ 1». the second.
t'I."OIl the 1act l1Ae &bcwe.. the words -ckposlt:.1otl ls being' taken"
be de1etecl and. the vor:d.c *Were the dtponeAt is located.- be
cubst:.1tu.t.ed... several other sqggest10ns 'Were "U bY eouncu
~.

'l'tM c:::bdr stated tIlat he thOtlqb.t the iAtent of t;b.e. last.
....._ ot C(7) (b) _14 .... c1&d.tie4.

3an1ce~ stated she Iuld A problea "ith reference to
.~ ill the lut ce.nte.nce of C(7)(b) su.e. ... stat:ea do not_ cowrt:i_. A cwn-tiOll VU __t t:be vor:dl.llq .-w. ....
-. court of 9'enor&1 jurJ.s41ct1OA of t:he _tau 'Where t:Iw
cl~lt::J.or:\ is be1n9 taken"'.. J4Ul1ce ste.wart:. ...14 1t. va. ctJ.U
uncl..-r Were the d4lpOSltion is be1ng" t:.abft -.n4 'that. it. eou14 be
vbere you are acJd.ng the questions or vhu"e the quest:1onc are
bd..n<1 answered. It vas pointed. out that in the fourth cent.e.Qce
of C(7) (b) at. the boetmt of page 1... It ..tatea: "'Por the pu.rposes
of ttt.a rule ...... d~ltlon.s: taken by telephone are t.akea. at the
place W4!Z"e the deponent 15 .......... Ju.4qe Llepe CUCJg'e.ct<e4 that the
la.nquage pr-f.C~ t:he l ••t sentence of C(7) (b) coul4. re4d.. -Xf
the deponent ic loca.t.e4 outc14e this state.. ........ J.udc. stevo.rt
tN9"1ested. that "vbere the d.eponent is loca.ted- cou14. be
cubd:1t.uted. for *where the deposition i.e beinq taken- .t the end
or the last .ent~ ot C(1) (b).. The Chair SU(Jqeste4 that. to
t::rad: t:ht proce41ng lEentence. the l&nguaqe -Xf the place of

.,..••j natJ.oa iJ; out.14e the .tate· could. be substituted. for the
proposed~. in the lAst lEentence at C(7) (b).

Judq.e kelly vondet"ed wether there re.ally vas an 1.ssu.e
rec:J4I:"dJ..ng ottt-of-etau. depositions by telephone.. Bruce Jlaal.1n
exp1.ained. that the rule as written requires a COUi:'t order to
eon4u:ct one. Druce ca14 the proposed. rule ukes it clear that
parties can. lntoraaUr take an out-of-state deposition by
tAl~ and. tAll.c th_ court reporl:.ers that it " aU ri9ltt to
• ....'n(ct:er an oa.th over the telephone.

'1'Ite Cba.l.r _ tor coooaellts reg&r4J.llg' t:be tlrst _
cent:.encu of C(l) (b).. Ju4ge l(elly felt t:ha.t the third centence
of C(7) (b) r-pa.ted 1oIb.at lc caW J.n. t:he flrct: t:vo C4lfttclCea of
C(7) (b).. After further dJ.cew;:cicm. • IMttion vas -.a4e aM
1MCCmd.ed. to 4tiet. t:1M thh:d.~ froa 3' C(7) (b) • 'l'tle
~t.iOCl pacse4 uQAnbouclY.

'1'b.e Chd.r asked for ~ts: reqardinc] 'Whether t:he. fourth
sent::.et.ncct of C(7) (b) vas lHH!I4ed c1.aoe: it is: a def1n1tioRal
.sent:ence.. A .ation 'I.e aad.e and. secon4ed to delete th. fourth
and. fifth sentebces fro-. C(7) (b) .. Judg'e Liepc pointAd out t:ba.t
it had. been telt fte08Scary to 1.noorporate. coae la.n:gu&ge trota 'the
federal rttl. to addt:esc ..tters not addre.s:ce4 by the Q.t'legOn rule..
Hike Phillips said the s:ubQo-t.tt~ vanted to try to give
d1re<:tJ.onc to the judlJe.s: as: to vbat they coulcl rule upon. and.
.:Janice stev:u"t aqre.ed that there needed to be~ basis for
a:u1.f..ng'Ir 1n oreqon. A vote. vac taken on the -.otion to d..lete 'the
fourth and fifth centenees; the IIOtion tailed "ith 4 in favor and.
9 oppoced.

A 1IO'tJ.OQ vas -..de aDd sec:onded. to delete the words -in dte
CIOUn'ty'I :tro.l t:he. IHCon4 to the 1ast Une ot the fifth sent:enQe in
C(7)(b). 'l'he -.:1... pasc04 ........s.-ly.

Janice Stewart. SUg'<Jeste4 ..endinc.J the end of the fourth
lHltte.Qce $0 that it vou.1d cay "'vhere the deponent is located'"
1nctea<l of "where the etepanent is to~ q&lest1ons propound,ed
to dte deponent· and. a,t .the be9J.nn.i.rlcr of the titth cent:enoe. che.
&U9'9'ested cayincJ ·Xl the deponent is: located.- 1rt.ct:ea4 of "'XC the
plAce vb.ere the deponent is to aRCWer questions is loc&tec1 ......
A -otioft wac aad.e anc1 sec:oncled to ad.opt that 1ang'Uage. Purtber
cl1.scuscion foll.ow4!l4. Ju4cJe Liepe CUCJqccted .-encU.ng' the fourth
.-tenoe by say1n9' "'.... pla.ce ot the ~tion under Rule 55
P(2) is deeiled to be the place vhere the deponent is loca.ted. at
t:b« tt..e of the deposition..• 8ill craaer cwnestecl deleting t:he
lanqu.age at t:he beg'inning of the fifth centenc:e. "'Xf the pl.ace
where the deponent 1c to answer questions ic located outcide this
.tate'" and. beqin the sentence "lth -Kotions to ~1na.te. ••••

The Cbair cuqgected that the cube:o=dttee take another look
at the draft. in pu1:.ieular. the fourth and fifth sentenees ~f

C(7) (b). and. perhaps find. a vay of snorteninq them. up. "1'he
Chair~ referring' to the l.anguaqe. in C(7) (a) ~ questioned 'Whether a
stipulation "ould be limited to the parties and. 'Whether there
should be. a concern a,bout a "itness needing to stipulate. Bruce
K.u,l1.n caid he thought it vas intended. to apply to a stipulation
at' the parties.. A discussion followed and. it vas cU<J<Juted. the
last sentence ot C(7) (a) vas not needed. A 1llOtion VAS aade and
seconded to delete the last sentence. of C(1) (a.) 1 the lIILotion
passed unani=ously...

I::;



Excerpts from minutes of 2-8-92 meeting (continued):

'l'tle ctuLtr 4Cked it there ve.re. further c:o..-nts re;~ 1;he
-.otJ..oet as -.od.Uled. to adopt both C(7) (a) # except. the 1At.st
....t.Ace.. and the t'1rst tvo aent.ences of C('7) (b).. '"l'he 1.ast t:wo
~~ t:o be re4raft:ecl ancl subd.tt0e4 for cons1.4er.t:J.OA at
t:be aa:t:-....t1ng.. Attorney Jia v1ck oupr....e4. coaca:D tb&t
.,. :FS a1pt t'0J:9ct to put .. st1.pu1atl.on on~~ tIhich
VM1cl -" p<obte- at tri.a1, he thoo>ght -. cllou14 be
1AIDp.aq. t:b.at vou14 ad.d.ress 'that J.csu.e. "l'h-. a..atr~ 'the
subcoaal.ttee to try to eeee up with ...~9••

A lIOtloa. va.c Mde... seconded, and. unan.bowily~ 'to taJ;)le
t:be -.ot1.on 'to adopt 39 C(7) (a' .-.nd 39 C(7) (b) untll the eauncU
cou14 concld.U' t:tie. suboo..fttee's rec1t"'&ft of the prop aced_.

At the council's 5~9-92 meeting, Bruce Hamlin presented the
following proposals:

PROPOSALS 'fO 1\MEND ORCP 38, 39, AND 46:

.J:DI,,£ J a. PER.SOKS 1OlO lO% .ADkDt1:S'1'ER. QA.1'aS POlL nROSrrxow;J 1'OREUi:N'

DEPOSITIONS

J... Within Oregon..

A11l. within this state, depositions Gba.ll be prece4ed by

an oacb or aftirlZlAtlon a4#d.tt18t,ered to the d.epoacnt by an officer

autbod.:Eed to admAbter oatlw by the l.ava of th1a _tate or by ..

pen<lCl speci.a11y _aCed hy ""'" court; in vl11c:h ""'" ace1.on 16

peaclittg. A penon so appointed bas the power to edm1 n i e t er oaths

for the purpose of the deposition.

6(21 for munq;res pr thin RUle. A dCMfdtinn tAken

PUraYAnt to Rule J9C(7) 1ft rAtcn within tb16 Btlte Sf either the

denonent or tb¢ PCtWOn Idm'n'fltcr'nq the onth in located '0 thIs

a. ()a.Ui4e the State. lflttU.n another eeaee, or with.1.ll ..

«:errltoz:')" or insular possession subject to the &:::ai:Aion of the

tJnited States. or in a foreign COWltt:y'. 4epotJit1ons lMy be taken

(1) on notice before a person aut:borized. to administer oaths in the

place in \dlich the examination 18 held. either by the Ullf thereof

or by the law of the united States. or (2) before a person

.appointed or CQaII:ti.ssloned. by the court in 'Vhic::h the action 1s

pending". and such a. person aball have the pover by virtue of such

peraon·s .appointment or c:ocood8si~ to a.dl:lrl.n.ister any necessary oath

-.ad UJ.ke testimony. or (3) pursuant to 'a letter rogatory. A

ce:xa:dssion or letter rogatory shall be issued 00. application -.ad

notice and on terms that are just and appropriate. It is not

requ1.site to the issuance of a. ~6s:1on or ... letter rogatory that

the ta1d.ng of the deposition in any other o:J,1lI1ner is impracticable

14-



5-9-92· MEETING

PROPOSALS TO AMEND ORCP 38, 39, AND 46 (CONTINUED):

or aCODVen1ent; and both .. cOQ1l1i.ssiou and & 1et.t:.er rogatory G\il.y be

ta.ue4 1D proper ceses, A notice or COOII:d.a-aion ...y d.eeiguate the

penon. before vboaa the d.epositioa.u 1:0 be~ ef.t:ber by~ or

clelIcr1ptlve tit1e. A letter rogacor:y -.y be &ddreesecl -To the

~rlate JW.thority 1D (here AUll!!l' the • eeeee, terric:ory" or

-.u:t:yl.· -... obt&1Ded iJ1 • fo<'ei!l'l eouJlt:Jl:y in _ to

• 1etter .z:og-a.tox:y Deed not:. be excluded ..ez:e1y tor the reasoa. dult

it ... DOt a ~t1ll tr.II.Dscript or t:bat t:he ~t.1D:xly ..... DOt tak.eat

u:adrer oath or for any aJJid1.ar dep;a.rture froat tbe~u for

depotl1tions taken vi.thin the United States W>1er _e ml.es.

c. Foreign Depositions..

C(1) 'fhenever any IllllDdate.. writ" or OCXIXI:d.ssiOll 1_ issued out.

of any court of record in any other state. territory" c1is:t.rlc:t.. or

foreign jurisd.1etlO11. or vhenever upca. DOtice or .3rt: ~ At it 1&

zequ1.red to take the test1moay aC a v:l.tJ:leCa or v1tnu.~ 1D. tJds

lItate. v1tD:edsea DIlly be oompe11ed to appear aDd testify 1n the ....

aumer ud by the ilIUlIe process aDd p:cacu11ng .....y be ecap10yed

for the purpCJ<:e of t.1lIdng testiJlloa.y iJ1p~ pead!ng in tlds

state.

C(2) 'l'bis eeetlon .ba11 be 80 interpreted. and c:oaet:%Ued as to

effectuate ita general purpose. to -.lee ua.1fODll the 1avs of t:ho6e

.tates 'Which have siJDilar ru1es or .tatutes.

A. (unchanged)

8. (unchanged)

c. ~otlec of Fx·mina tion.

ern (unchanged)

C(2) (unchanged)

C(3) (unChanged)

C(4) (uneha.nged)

C(S) (unchanged)

C(6) (unchangedl

C(7) Deposlt;iOD. bY relepboQe. Parties !MY agree by

st1pulatinn or (T]t.he court lM.y~ponUlOtl~rder that testimony at

a: deposition be taken by telephone(.]. It testimony At II

deposition i6 taken by telephpne pursuant to court.Wer. (in....tlich

event] the order shall designate the conditions of t4ld.ng

c.estimony* the eaceec of recording the depositioo* and ll\o1y include

other provisions to assure that the recorded testirll:ony vill be

/5



5-9-92 MEETING

PROPOSALS TO AMEND ORCP 38, 39, AND 46 (CONTINUED):

accurate.and trUSt.worthy. xt testimony at A depotdtioo 15 t'kmJ by

tcJephmte pttu:r thlP p"mane to mutt weT or ntiml1.t'pn meSe I.

IH'rt Of r.be no:c<m1 then oMcet,gng In to the t'k'ng of tenr'mrmy
by telephone tbe Noner or q1y1M the mtb or .tfiJ1Mt1on ,nd the

m"nee qt ry:rcordtoa the depQl!1t1on arc 'G'1ycd !Ig1en. ftMftM,NC

gbjeet;icm rhceto 18 !Mete at the taki oo pC the dt1x nd t ' on Dc

pnt;h or .tr1rmt'on my he ,"min'stered to the MmnMt. cUtter in

the pretlence or the peragp ''''n'p'cttedng thf.: Mtb or Q'\I"!OC t:hC

telephone. It the e1t:1:t1QQ of the Wlrty t,t1pg the "Cpmd tion

D. (unchanged)

B.. Hot.1oa. to '1'eJ:lIIi.Ilato or L1Ildt &wd n.t104. At any time

~ the taJd.ng ot .. deposition. OA IIlOt1on of any party or of the

depoQeat. aDd upon a tIbotdng that the: enm1 n·tion 1, being coaducted

or h1D4ered. in bad. faith or 1D .ucb Il'lUlIler as ~ly to

annoy. embarrass. or oppress the depoueDt or aay party.. the COUrt

in which the actJ.cxa u peocUttg or the: court in the county wexe t:be

4epOtIitlon is being takea. .ball t:U1e oa. any question pftftnte4 by

the .oelcm .and Il\a.y order the officer c:oaduct1ng the ex:ud.M.t.lon to

eeeee forthv1th treat taking the dep081tlO11.. or ..y limit the· 8cope

&ad. --..mer of the taking of t:he depoe:ldoa. .. prov14e<l 1D. aule 3'C..

"'Me dmtt;r1bc4 1n Rnle f§PIZl MIn mnttt1t the mttop to the

Wlrt in 1tb,c:h the action if! pending other non-party dCMnCntc

my prcncnt the mot'on to the <:Olin; in yb'cb the aes:ion is pending

0" the COUrt: at thc place at enm'nnt'on· Xf the orcler tend.Da.tes

the exam.ina.tion. it tlba.1l be reaurae4 tbet:eat:ter only upo:a. the order

ot the court in vtU.ch the action 1_ peDdt.ng.. Upo1:l deaaDd of the

objecting party or d.eponent. the c:.aJc1Dg ot the clepos1.tlOZl .hall be

euapeDd.edfor the t1ale necessary to .wee a IIOtioa. tor lUi order..

"the proviaions of Rule 4Q(4) apply to the award of expenses

incurred in relation to the InOtlon.

F. (uucban.ged.)

c. Certifications 1"111..1l9" Eddbita, COpies..

GIll 1Chen a deposition is

stenographically taken. the stenograph1c reporter sball certify.

under oath. on the transcript that the witness vas dJIly sworn (in

the reporter's presence) and that the transcript is a true record

of the testimony given by the witness. (R.emaind.er unehanged..)

H. (unchanged.)

L (un<:b.an.ged.)



RULE 46. FAILURE TO MAD DISCOVER.Y; SANCTIONS

A. Motion for Order Compelling Discovery. A party. upon

. reasonable notice co oeher parties and all persons affected

thereby. may apply for an order compelling discovery as follaws:

AU.) Appropr.iate court. An application for an oxder to

a party may be made to the court in vh.ieh the action is pending.

or. on matters relating to a deponent· 8 failure to answer questions

at a deposition. such apP]icatiQn~maYalsQ be made tQ 0 cgurt Qf

general 1uriediction in the pol 'tical mtbdiy1 aiop wbe;e the

dePOpent :fA located, (to a judge of a circuit or district court in

the county where the deposition is being taken.]

A(2) (unchanged)

A(3) (unehanged)

A(4) (unChanged)

B. Failure to Comply With Order.

B(l) Sanctions by COurt 112 the County Hbere [Deposition

Is Taken] the Qeposit:ion Is [,peat«'. If a deponent fails to be

sworn or to answer a question after being directed to do so by a

circuit or district court judge in the county in 'Which the

(deposition is being taken] deponent is located. the failure may be

considered a contempt· of court,

B (2) (unChanged)

13(2) (a' (unchanged)

B(2) (b) (unchanged)

B(2} (c) (unch4nged)

B(2) (d) (unchanged)

B(2} (e) (unchanged)

S(3) (unChanged)

C. (unchanged)

D. (unChanged)



5-9-92 MEETING

Excerpts from IIlinutes of meeting (CON'rDlUED):

A9ea4a J:te:a 110.. 71 oaths :for 4cpo.lUou. by telepllOn.
(~ &la1:la. aDd, 1l1k. 1nI11J.ipa).. Bruce Baa11n had. 4J..at:r1buted.
proposed aaendAents: to Rules 38. 39.. and 46 prior to the aeeti.nq
(t:bey are also attached. to these a1nu.tes).. Bruce au.l1n lrtated
t:bat ... and KiIoa lIIdll1p& bad tried to incorporate _est:iAms
aade by the COWlCU aeabers .t the Pebruary 4th 1Meting'; they
vaa;t.ed to aaJce it cl-.r that u oath could. be 91vell during •
t:eJepbOftO clepoclt101l over t:h. telephone Wether the d.eponent vas
10cated vlth1n tilt. state or out:clde this state (that vas
..,..1.qned to c1ea.r up any aablguity with OKS 44.320).. Bruce
sa..1in expla.1.ned the proposed aaencD.ents to Rules 38.. 39.. and. 46
(see attached) ..

The Q1air asked how the lanquaqe proposed to be added to
Rule 39 C(7) concernin9 -tect1aony ...... taken by telephone other
than pursuant to court order or st1.pu1:a.tion aa4e part. of the
record... ....... woW.d bear upoa. either an oral stipulation at the
deposition or • written st.1pu1A.tion.. such as • letter betveea,

counsel.. not c:usto.arl.ly u.4e part ot 'the record.. K1Jce Ph1llips
repUed that the language waa: included because. he and Bruce
HaaUn thouqht it wac 'the .ense of the counc11 at 1tc last
...tirtq that there should. be rt:vo clearly l8to.ted ways ot taJd.nq
4epoI;1t1ons by telephone - court order or a W'1t:ten ct:ipul.a.t1on
..so part of the record of the cleposf:tJ.on.. by reading the
~t1on into the record or attach.1l:lc; it as an exhibit to the
transcript:. IMdvertent ~ai1",," by counsel to _11' vlth t:hU
proced,ure.. when there i. no court order.. ahou14 be readily
a¥01d.e:t or c:ure4 by the prop 0 led languaqe provld.1ng t:hat any
objections to the taIc:1.nq ot" • deposition by telephone «re wa.ived
unless seasonably aade a.t the tak1.ng ot" the deposition~

The ~ir questioned the l.&J'l9'Wl9'e in 3' (E) on page" ot the
draft: tl'1'bose descr1be<l in Ru.1.e "6 8(2) cball present the IIOtion
.... 1a. vtU.eh the action J.c pehl11.Dq. - Be vondU'e4 'to Woa the
bu:'a *1'hosetl JAde rderence~ Arter discuaalOA" .. sugrqest:.1on vas
M.4e to insert: the word -personstl between "1.'hosetl and
-4escribcc1tl• Regar41nq 3' (e) (7) .. Judge Liepe 8U9'9'este4 de1.et1nc]
t:he words tlupon .aotion- in the cecond line ot the draft co tha,t
the court's discretion woul.d be c1.ear~

The Council then considered. the l..ancJuage in "6 A(1) and
8(1).. At'ter diSCQ.GlSiou" a. SU<J9'cstion was ..de t:ho.t the word
tl<::lOllpet.e.nt- be 5Ubstltute4 for tlqenera.ltl in the ~1.rst .entence ot
., A(l) &0 that it vould read as follows: - .... Inlcb. application
..y .11;0 be lade to a court ot CODPetent jurisdiction in the
politico.l subdivision were the deponent is located. tl A
d.1.scussion followed. about whether the 1ang'Ua.qe 1ft 46 B(l) should
be ..d.e consistent with the un4erli.ne4 1anqwlg-e in 46 A(l).

Jud.9'e DeKun1z raisecl the question &bout Wether 1:he languaC'j'e
ill '" B(l) would. be utilized by.. tor ~le" .. rexas judge to
t1n4 SOIMOfte in contellpt and felt that we voul4 not be able 'to do
anyth!.n<J in~.

After further discussion.. Hike Ph1U.1pc aade .. MOtion"
secon4ecl by JU:dqe welch" t:ho.t the <:ounc1.1 -.dopt the ,amencSaents as
or1cJinallY 'Written by Bruce. Baa1.1n" with tho exception that.. in
the second line of 3' C(7)" the words -upon aot1ontl be ct::ricken~
Be a.aended. his lIOtion.. seconded. by JU<fqe Weldt" so that 1n Rule"6 A" in the underlined. l&J'l9'Wlg'e" the word, -qeneraltl vou1d: be
stricken and the word tlCOlllpetenttl vou1.d be cubctltuted.. Bruce
Ktualin pointed out that in B( 1)" in the hea4i.ng'" the phrase tithe
Deponent Is located- should be substituted tor -the Deposition Is
Located~tl Janice asked 'Whether the aaet\dment to 46 A(1) would
also apply to 46 B(l) ~ and Hike Phillips said that it would not
apply and that JUdge DeKuniz; was correct in point1n:q out thAt 46
8(1) is desiqned. to address holding' co.eone in contetpt in
oreq-on.

Mike Phillips:' Illotion 'Was further amended by JUdge

MCCOnville to insert "persons- between "'J.'b.osetl and tldescribed" at
the beqinning of the underlined langua.g'e in 39 E~ It was also
decided after discussion that the word ~applJ.cations" in the
underlined language in 46 A(l) should be changed to
"application".

The motion as amended passed with 18 in favor and one
opposed.

'7



TENTATIVE AMENDMENTS TO RULES 38, 39, AND 46 AFTER COUNCIL ACTION
TAKEN AT MAY 9, 1992 MEETING

PERSONS WHO MAY ADMINISTER OATHS
FOR DEPOSITIONS; FOREIGN DEPOSITIONS

RULE 38

A. Within Oregon.

A. (1) Within this state, depositions shall be preceded by
an oath or affirmation administered to the deponent by an officer
authorized to administer oaths by the laws of this state or by a
person specially appointed by the court in Which the action is
pending. A person so appointed has the power to administer oaths
for the purpose of the deposition.

1\.(2)
pursuant to
deponent or
state.

For purposes of this rule. a
Rule 39 C(7) is taken within
the person administering the

deposition taken
this state if either the
oath is located in this

* * * * *

DEPOSITIONS UPON ORAL EXAlUNATION
RULE 39

* * * * *

C. Notice of examination.

* * * * *

C.(7) Deposition by telephone. Parties may agree by
stipulation or [T]the court may order that testimony at a
deposition be taken by telephone[,]~ If testimony at a
deposition is taken by telephone pursuant to court order. [in
which event] the order shall designate the conditions of taking
testimony, the manner of recording the deposition, and may
include other provisions to assure that the recorded testimony
will be accurate and trustworthy.

* * * * *

E. Motion to terminate or limit examination. At any time
during the taking of a deposition, on motion of any party or of



the deponent and upon a showing that the examination is being
conducted or hindered in bad faith or in such manner as
unreasonably to annoy, embarrass, or oppress the deponent or any
party, the court in which the action is pending or the court in
the county where the deposition is being taken shall rule on any
question presented by the motion and may order the officer
conducting the examination to cease forthwith from taking the
deposition, or may limit the scope and manner of the taking of
the deposition as provided in Rule 36 C. Those persons described
in Rule 46 B(2) shall present the motion to the court in which
the action is pending. other non-party deponents may present the
motion to the court in Which the action is pending or the court
at the place of examination. If the order terminates the
examination, it shall be resumed hereafter only upon the order of
the court in which the action is· pending. Upon demand of the
objecting party or deponent, the taking of the deposition shall
be suspended for the time necessary to make a motion for an
order. The provisions of Rule 46 A(4) apply to the award of
expenses incurred in relation to the motion.

* * * * *
G. Certification; filing; eXhibits; copies.

G.(l) Certification. When a deposition is stenographically
taken, the stenographic reporter shall certify, under oath, on
the transcript that the witness was duly sworn [in the reporter's
presence] and that the transcript is a true record of the
testimony given by the witness. When a deposition is recorded by
other than stenographic means as provided in subsection C4) of
this rule, and thereafter transcribed, the person transcribing it
shall certify, under oath, on the transcript that such person
heard the witness sworn on the recording and that the transcript
is a correct transcription of the recording. When a recording or
a non-stenographic deposition or a transcription of such
recording or non-stenographic deposition is to be used at any
proceeding in the action or is filed with the eourt, the party
taking the deposition, or such party's attorney, shall certify
under oath that the recording, either filed or furnished to the
person making the transcription, is a true, complete, and
accurate recording of the deposition of the witness and that the
recording has not been altered.

* * * * *



FAILURE TO HAKE DISCOVERY; SANCTIONS
RULE 46

A. Motion for order oompelling discovery. A party, upon
reasonable notice to other parties and all persons affected
thereby, may apply for an order compelling discovery as follows:

A.(l) Appropriate oourt. An application for an order to a
party may be made to the court in which the aotion is pending,
or, on matters relating to a deponent's failure to answer
questions at a deposition, [to a judge of a circuit or district
court in the county where the deposition is being taken] sucn .
applioationsfmay also be made to a oourt of oompetent
jurisdiotion in the politioal SUbdivision Where the deponent is ~
looated. An application for an order to a deponent who is not aJ
party shall be made to a judge of a circuit or district court in~
the county where the deposition is being taken. ~ r :

---v--:r c-"zu.p...\

* * * * *
B. Failure to oomply with order.

5.(1) Sanotions by oourt in the oounty Where (deposition is
taken] the deponent is looated. If a deponent fails to be sworn
or to answer a question after being directed to do so by a
circuit or district court jUdge in the county in which [the
deposition is being taken] deponent is located, the failure may
be considered a contempt of court.

* * * * *
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(503) 294-9336

December 4, 1991

Professor Fredric R. Merrill
School of Law
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Re: Council on Court Procedures

Dear Fred:

This letter is to confirm an issue we discussed by
telephone a week or so ago. Among the amendments promulgated
by the Council which become effective January 1, 1992 are
changes to Rule 55 concerning sUbpoenas. In particular, it is
my understanding that the intent of the addition to Rule 55A/B
is to permit the use of sUbpoenas to obtain non-party documents
without conducting a pro forma deposition of the holder of the
documents, in much the same way that preexisting Rule 55H
permitted with respect to hospital records. I believe that the
proposed change, while generally desirable, has unintentionally
introduced a significant problem, because of 'the failure to
exempt hospital records from its reach (leaving them to be
covered by the preexisting 55H rUles).

In particular, I am concerned that attorneys will use
Rule 55A/B to attempt to obtain hospital records rather than
continuing to use Rule 55H. If they do so, 55B indicates that
the receiving hospital must produce the requested materials
unless within 14 days after service, it serves written
objections to the inspection or copying of the designated
material. As you know there are numerous authorities in both
case law and health care provider regUlations requiring medical
providers to protect the confidentiality of medical information
they hold and to release it only upon proper authorization.
Often the patient is not even a party to the lawsuit. A
hospital receiving such a subpoena would be required to
routinely prepare an objection. That responsibility is even
more urgent if the record happens to contain particular kinds
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of information sUbject to special protections in the federal
law (for example, drug and alcohol treatment information) or
entitled to special protection under state statutes (HIV tests,
certain mental health records, etc.). with respect to those
kinds of information, there are explicit statutory provisions
prohibiting response to such a demand short of a court order or
specific written patient consent. The mere issuance of a
subpoena by a litigant will not suffice in such cases even if
the patient happens to be a party or otherwise gets notice of
the demand.

When litigants used the 55H process to obtain
hospital records, that problem was circumvented because the
facility was authorized to prepare a certified copy of the
record, seal it (together with the appropriate information
necessary to authenticate it), and forward that sealed package
to the presiding officer - jUdge, workers' compensation hearing
officer, etc. The materials were not thereafter opened and
distributed absent a direction of the presiding officer to do
so. That minimal judicial involvement is lacking under the
revised 55A and B processes; the hospitals will have to
routinely object to assure that patient rights are protected
and to avoid liability for unauthorized release of information.
Such objections will, in turn, clog the court motion calendar
unnecessarily.

I believe the appropriate resolution of the problem
is to exempt production of hospital records from Rule 55A and B
and require that they be obtained, as before, under Rule 55H.
To do otherwise will impose significant burdens on the parties,
the courts, and on the hospitals who will be called on to
prepare the necessary objections.

I would very much appreciate the Council's attention
to this problem. If something in its prior action addresses
this concern, I would appreciate your official comments on how
the problem is avoided under the rule changes you have
proposed. As I mentioned on the phone, I serve as counsel to
the Oregon Association of Hospitals and will need to get
information out in their next newsletter about this new
process. Unless some reasonable assurances are available to
indicate that they are protected in responding to 55A and B
requests for documents which are not accompanied by either
patient consent or court order, I will have to advise them to
make official objections in all cases. In addition, I expect

KKCP3626
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they will experience considerable confusion trying to figure
out Whether a sUbpoena is being issued under 55A and B or under
55H (~, whether or not they can respond by preparing the
certified copy and mailing it to the presiding jUdge rather
than delivering it directly to a party). I suspect that
attorneys preparing subpoenas will have little appreciation for
the distinction, either. Given the January 1 implementation
date, I would appreciate your response about "legislative
history" of the changes as soon as possible.

~£/
~!L(A-A~-,-l/Ju-;v--
~aren K. Creason

KKC:jb
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Phil Goldsmith
Attorney at Law
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Portland. Oregon 97204

(503) 224-2301'
FAX: (503) 222-7288

December 14, 1991

Professor Fredric Merrill
Executive Director, Council on

Court Procedures
University .of oregon School of Law
Eugene, oregon 97403

Re: Proposed revisions to OliCP 32

Dear Professor Merrill:

This letter.is written on behalf of the Committee to
Reform Oregon's Class Action Rule, an ad hoc coalition of law
firms and lawyers. The names of committee members appear at the
end of this letter. The original of this letter bears their
signatures as well. .

The Council on Court Procedures last considered
amending the class action rule, ORCP 32, more than a decade ago.
At that time the Council adopted a number of reforms that it
believed would further the legislative policy of permitting class
actions (1) to efficiently resolve in a single case what
otherwise would require multiple actions and (2) to permit small
injuries to be litigated in the aggregate. A few of these
reforms were approved by the 1981 legislature; most were not.

The time has come, we believe, for the Council to re
examine Rule 32. Enclosure A to this letter contains the
specific proposals which we urge the Council to consider. These
reforms are primarily designed to achieve two ends.

The first is to replace the present three-part standard
for class certification contained in ORCP 32 B with a single
standard which has been recommended by the ABA section on
Litigation (Enclosure B) and is presently being considered by the
Advisory Committee on Federal Rules (Enclosure C).1 The second
is to replace present method of damage computation and
distribution in ORCP 32 F in light of (1) the problems which have
been identified in the past decade and (2) the legislative

,
The Section on Litigation's comments on the proposal

before the Advisory Committee can be found at Enclosure D.
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interest in making class action judgments subject to the
abandoned property statute, ORS 98.302 gt seq.

This letter will explain why Rule 32 should be revised,
will identify the principles we believe should guide that process
and then will discuss in general terms the nature of the
principal reforms that should be made. The specific language
changes we seek can be found on enclosure A; an explanation of
their purpose is provided in the comments to the proposed
amendments, which can be found beginning at page 12 of Enclosure
A. Virtually all the reforms we propose differ from those the
1981 legislature found unacceptable.

The Need for Reform

When the Council last considered reforming Rule 32,
there was limited experience with how the rule actually worked,
particularly in the context of allegedly wrongful practices which
caused relatively small harm to each of a large nUmber of people.
By that time, several such cases had been filed. However, the
developments in those cases which revealed problems with ORCP 32
mostly occurred later. 2 Thus, one reason why the changes in ORCP
32 adopted by the Council in 1980 may have been rejected by the
legislature is that a need to alter the status quo had not been
demonstrated.

In particular, several cases had been filed challenging
the non-payment of earnings on tax and insurance reserves,
inclUding Derenco, Inc. v. Beni. Franklin Federal Savings & Loan
Association, 281 Or 533, 577 P2d 477, ~ den, 43.9 US 851
(1978); Guinasso v. Pacific First Federal savings & Loan
Association, 89 Or App 270, 749 P2d 577, ~ denied, 305 Or 678
(1988); and Powell v. Equitable Savings & Loan Association, 57 Or
App 1110, 643 P2d 1331, rev denied, 293 Or 394 (1982). By 1979,
the merits of this controversy had largely been resolved by an
interlocutory appeal in Derenco, but most of the class action
issues had not yet been addressed.

Additionally, in 1979 and 1980, several cases were
filed challenging bank NSF charges, including Best v. united
States National Bank, 303 Or 557, 739 P2d 554 (1987) and Tolbert
v. First National Bank, 96 Or App 398, 772 P2d 1373 (1989), rev
pending. The class action issues in these cases were first
considered in 1982.
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Most of these cases have now been concluded. 3 A recent
commentator, writing in the Willamette Law Review, draws the
following lessons from them:

"[A]t least one meritorious class action was
abandoned because the claim form requirement precluded
the possibility of meaningful monetary recovery.
Additionally, in the tax and insurance reserve cases,
* * * the wrongdoing defendants retained over two
million dollars in illegally-obtained profits * * *."
Emerson, "Oregon Class Actions: .The Need for Reform,"
27 Will L Rev 757, 760-761 (1991).

Our proposals for reform draw not only on Mr. Emerson's
study of the Oregon class action experience. They also
incorporate the best portions of the ABA Section on Litigation's
recent proposal for the reform of the federal class action rule
and the proposal presently in a preliminary stage of
consideration by the Advisory Committee on Federal Rules.

The Principles That Should Guide the Reform Effort

Rules governing class actions have tended to be
controversial because of the impact the class certification
decision has upon the stakes involved in litigation. However,
even some of the most conservative jurists have recognized the
social benefits provided by class actions. For example, in
Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper, 445 US 326, 339 (1980),
former Chief Justice Burger wrote:

"The aggregation of individual claims in the
conte~t of a classwide suit is an evolutionary response
to the existence of injuries unremedied by the
regUlatory action of government: Where it is not
economically feasible to obtain relief within the
traditional framework of a multiplicity of small
individual suits for damages, aggrieved persons may be
without any effective redress unless they may employ
the class-action device."

Similarly, in Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. v. Sperling, __
US , 110 S ct 482, 486 (1989), Justice Kennedy acknowledged
that class actions benefit not only plaintiffs but also "[t]he

The only exception is Tolbert, which is pending in the
Oregon Supreme Court.
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judicial system * * * by efficient resolution in one proceeding
of common issues of law and fact * * *." See also Phillips
Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 US 797, 809 (1985) (Rehnquist, J).

In its previous examination of ORCP 32, the Council
started from the premise that class action procedures should
enable such cases to be litigated expeditiously, fairly and
inexpensively, without creating undue burdens for either
plaintiffs or defendants. We believe those continue to be
appropriate standards for evaluating the class action rule. We
also believe procedures must be designed so that, if a plaintiff
class ultimately prevails, the defendant cannot escape a
significant portion of the consequences either by the difficulty
of calculating individual recoveries with precision or the
inability to locate everyone entitled to a recovery.

Finally, it is critical to remember that class actions
are about mass justice. The legal system traditionally has
focused on individualizing justice to make sure that every
injured party gets exactly what he or she deserves, not one cent
more or less. This approach does not take into account what
economists call transaction costs, the time spent by lawyers and
judges and juries in determining the injured party's entitlement.

Historically, the consequences of the emphasis on
individualized justice has been that small injuries which could
not be aggregated into a class action have gone unresolved
because, in the words of former Chief Justice Burger; injured
parties have "not consider[ed] it worth the candle to embark on
litigation in which the optimum result might be more than
«cnsumed by the cost." Roper, supra, 445 US at 338. But mass
1:orts, in particular the asbestos cases, demonstrate that, when
individual stakes are high enough, case-by-case adjudication
results in the repetitious litigation of common issues, wastes
jUdicial time and the parties' resources, and ultimately produces
chaos. See,~, Cimino v. Raymark Industries. Inc., 751 F Supp
649, 650-652, 666 (ED Tex 1990).

The Principal Reforms Needed

1. creation of a Unitary Class· Certification Standard

Like the existing federal rule, ORCP 32 B cOhtemplates
three different types of class actions with three different
standards for certification, differing obligations to give class
members notice of the pendency of the action and differing
criteria for participation in or exclusion from the class. The

I
.. !

i
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predominant models are ORCP 32 B(2), which generally involves
class actions for injunctive or corresponding declaratory relief,
and ORCP 32 B(3), which generally involves class actions for
monetary damages. 4

The dividing line between B(2) and B(3) class actions
is far from clear. For example, the federal courts have
characterized class actions under Title VII seeking back pay for
victims of discrimination to be B(2) cases on the grounds that
this remedy.is really a form of equitable restitution. ~,
Williams v. Owens-Illinois. Inc., 665 F2d 918, 929 (9th Cir
1982) .

There are great procedural differences depending on
which sUbsection of ORCP 32 B a case is certified under. In a
B(3) class action, notice must be given to the class at the time
of certification, usually at the plaintiff's expense, ORCP 32
F(l) and (4), and class members must be given an opportunity to
opt out of the class. See ORCP 32 F(l) (b) (ii). Neither is
required in a B(2) class action. In addition, a lesser showing
is needed to certify a B(2) class.

The ABA Section on Litigation committee, "comprised of
attorneys with broad experience representing plaintiffs and
defendants in major class action lit~gation, attorneys with
particular pUblic interest perspectives, and two experienced
federal judges," 110 FRD 195, 196 (1986), concLuded that "the
distinctions and procedural effects reflected in the presently
trifurcated rUle tend to blur the core values of the class action
and to promote unnecessary, expensive and inefficient litigation
over peripheral issues." 110 FRD at 198. Why, for instance, is
notice and an opportunity to opt out required in a lawsuit
seeking money damages like Best, where an individual could have
as little at stake as $6, but is discretionary with the court in
a lawsuit for injunctive relief to desegregate a school district,
which will affect the education of all school children for years?

The proposed revisions to ORCP 32 B would make these
procedural choices turn not on the form of the action, but on the
concrete circumstances of the individual case before the court.

4 ORCP 32 B(l) involves special circumstances, probably the
most important of which is the limited fund class action invoked
when the defendant's resources are insufficient to pay all the
claims of class members, should they succeed in litigation, as in
some of the asbestos cases.
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This necessarily requires modification of several other portions
of the rule, including ORCP E, F(l) and M.

One of the effects of this proposal would be to reverse
a policy jUdgment by the 1973 legislature (Which enacted the
statutory predecessor to ORCP 32) to make certification of
"damage" class actions under ORCP 32 B(3) more difficult than in
federal court. The legislature attempted to achieve this by
enacting the second sentence of ORCP 32 B(.3), which provides that
the predominance requirement of section B(3) cannot be satisfied
"if the court finds it likely that final determination of the
action will require separate adjudications of the claims of
numerous members of the class, unless the separate adjudications
relate primarily to the calculation of damageso"

There are three reasons why this language is not
maintained. First, because the legislature made this requirement
applicable only to B(3) class actions, it is impossible to
preserve the legislative policy choices for each category of
class actions while eliminating the tripartite certification
structure. Second, in cases certified under ORCP 32 B(3), this
sentence has prompted substantial litigation over the meaning of
words like "numerous" and "likely," which .in the end have
resulted in decisions based primarily on jUdicial intuition.
Compare Bernard v. First National Bank, 275 Or 145, 158-162, 550
P2d 1203 (1976) (defense of customer knOWledge- raises legitimate
issues as to many members of the class} with Derenco, supra, 281
Or at 555, 571-572 (defense of customer knOWledge not a
legitimate issue except in isolated and infrequent instances) and
Guinasso, supra, 89 Or App at 277-278 (defense of customer
knowledge not a legitimate issue except in isolated and
infrequent instances despite survey evidence and testimony to the
contrary, given the unreliability of memory).

Finally, experience shows that the value choice in
existing B(3) is wrong. There is no good reason why, for
instance, the common issues in a mass tort like the asbestos
cases should be litigated in oregon state court over and over
again because those cases also involve individual liability
issues. As the Litigation Section committee puts it, the
existence of individual questions "should not be viewed as
insuperable stUmbling blocks to maintenance of a class action if,
after due consideration, the court concludes that class treatment
is 'superior to other available methods for the fair and
efficient adjUdication of the controversy'''. 110 FRD at 2040
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Our proposal adopts most of the changes which appear in
both the section on Litigation and the Advisory Committee on
Federal Rules proposals, and a number of the changes which are
found exclusively in the Advisory committee proposal. A few of
these modify the rule in ways unrelated to the elimihation of the
tripartite class certification structure. The comments to
Enclosure A identify the sources of the revisions we propose and,
when we have chosen not to follow revisions recommended by either
the Section on Litigation or the Advisory Committee, explain the
reasons for our decision.

2. Reform of Damage Calculations

At present, if the plaintiff class prevails on
liability, ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) require class members to submit
claim forms or be excluded from the jUdgment. This requirement
is unique to Oregon law. It creates.two sets of problems that
require reform. .

First, ORCP 32 F(2) implies that, in some
circumstances, class members will be required to provide
"information regarding the nature of the[ir] loss, injury * * *
or damage." This rule fails to give the parties and the court
clear guidance in determining when class members will be required
to provide evidence of the damages they suffered and when they
will be sent claim forms with their proposed recovery
precalculated from the defendant's records. 5 What happens if the
defendant has records from which individual damages could be
calculated, but the calculation will be expensive? What happens
if the aggregate injury to the class can readily be calculated
from the defendant's records, but the defendant has no records
from which each individual's share can be determined with
precision?

In many instances, the answer to these questions (Which
can only be known at the conclusion of litigation) determines
whether a finding of liability results in a real or a Pyrrhic

. victory for the class. When most class members do not keep the
relevant records for many years and the litigation is protracted,

5 The only certainty is that claim forms must be sent out
before checks are issued to prevailing class members. Ben;
Franklin Federal Savings & Loan Association v. Dooley, 287 Or
693, 601 P2d 1248 (1979). If the defendant has accurate records,
requiring this additional step adds expense without any
countervailing benefit.
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only a tiny percentage of the class would be able to document
their individual damages. Thus, as Mr. Emerson's article shows,
when plaintiff's counsel receive a modest settlement offer, the
uncertainty of how the claim form process will operate often will
cause them to believe the class will be better served by
settlement.

Trying to make the existing rule more clear does not
alleviate the problem. The basic vice with it is that the
viability of a class action turns on the quality of the
defendant's record keeping. In fact, defining when a defendant
will have to calculate individual damages for claim forms is
likely to encourage deficient record keeping by defendants who
operate on the edge of legality.

The second problem with the claim form procedure is
most evident when the defendant can and does calculate individual
damages before mailing claim forms, as occurred in the tax and
insurance reserve cases. As Mr. Emerson's article shows, a
substantial number of claim forms were not returned in these
cases, mostly because class members could no longer be located. 6

It appears likely that legislation will be passed
making the unclaimed portion of any class action judgment payable
to the state under the abandoned property statutes. This past
session, the Oregon Senate passed such a bill unanimously (SB
1008). Due to pressures at the end of the session, the House
JUdiciary committee was unable to hold a hearing on it. This
bill was endorsed by both the Division of State Lands, which
administers the unclaimed property statute, and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, whose agency would be the
principal beneficiary of such legislation. Documents pertaining
to this legislation can be found at Enclosure E.

We understand that a similar proposal will be
introduced in the 1993 legislature by the Division of State
Lands. The intent of this legislation is to require all monies
unclaimed by class members to be paid over to the state.
However, the last sentence of ORCP 32 F(2) and ORCP 32 F(3) stand
as an obstance to this end.

.,
1

._,

6 The percentage of class members located depends, among
other things, on whether the court requires a locator service to
be used to find people who have moved from their last known
address, on the length of time the case is litigated, and on the I
transiency or stability of the class; ,
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. To remedy the problems with the claim form procedure,
we propose eliminating existing ORCP 32 F(2) and (3), redefining
the judgment in a class action to be the aggregate amount which
the defendant owes the plaintiff class and employing language
from the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement Act of 1976, 15
USC 15d, regarding damage computation techniques.

Conclusion

We appreciate the Council's consideration of these
proposals. Although we have attempted to provide the Council
with sUbstantial information at the outset, we recognize that the
Council undoubtedly will wish to receive testimony concerning
this proposal and may request additional written materials.

We will endeavor to assist the Council in its
deliberations in any way we can. All requests should be directed
to Phil Goldsmith at the address and telephone number on the
letterhead.

Respectfully sUbmitted,

Phil Goldsmith

Philip Emerson

Jan Wyers

WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.

By:
Gayle L. Troutwine
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BANKS, NEWCOMB & ENGELS

By:
Robert S. Banks, Jr.

ALLEN, KILMER, YAZBECK, CHENOWETH &
VOORHEES, PC

By:
F. Gorden Allen

STOLL, STOLL, BERNE & LOKTING, PC

By:
Gary M. Berne

Danny Gerlt

GRENLEY, ROTENBERG, LASKOWSKI,
EVANS & BRAGG

By:
Gary Grenley

GRIFFIN & McCANDLISH

By:
Mark E. Griffin

,
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Roy S. Haber

DANIEL W. MEEK, PC

By:
Daniel W. Meek

MICHAEL B. MENDELSOHN, PC

By:
Michael B. Mendelson

GINSBURG, GOMEZ & NEAL

By:
spencer M. Neal

MCGAUGHEY & GEORGEFF

By:
Robert J. McGaughey

SHANNON, JOHNSON & BAILEY, P.C.

By:
David S. Shannon

DIXON & FRIEDMAN, P.C.

By:
Frank J. Dixon
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ESLER, STEPHENS & BUCKLEY

By:
Michael J. Esler

LABARRE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

By:
Jerome E. LaBarre

Charles J. Rabinowitz

John D. Ryan

STEENSON & SCHUMANN

By:
Thomas M. Steenson

FERDER, OGDAHL, BRANDT & CASEBEER

By:
William D. Brandt

James T. Massey
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Charles O. Porter

Richard A. Slottee

BENNETT, HARTMAN, TAUMAN, REYNOLDS,
SMITH & WISER

By:
Charles S. Tauman

Roger Tilbury

Linda Williams

Charles R. Williamson, III

Thomas K. Coan

Jeffrey A. Bowersox
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OREGON LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

By:
David Thornbur~h

JOLLES, SOKOL & BERNSTEIN, P.C.

By:
Larry N. Sokol
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DONALD ATCHISON
LAWRENCE BARON
SREGORY A. BUNNELL
DANIEL C. DZIUBA
DOLORES EMPEY
NELSON R. HALL
DAVID A. HYTOWITZ
TIMOTHY J. JONES
KEVIN N. KEANEY
JEFFREY S. MUTNICK
ROBERTJ. NEUBERGER
DAN O'LEARY
FRANK POZZI
PETER W, PRESTON
RICHARD S. SPRINGER
JOHN S, STONE
KEITH E. TICHENOR
ROBERT K. UDZIELA
DONALD R. WI LSON

POZZI WILSON ATCHISON O'LEARY & CONBOY
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

14TH FLOOR STANDARD PLAZA

1100 S.W. SIXTH AVENUE

PORTLAND. OREGON 97204.1087

TELEPHONE (503) 226·3232
FAX (503) 274·9457

OREGON WATS # 1·800.452.2122

December 17, 1991

OF COUNSEL
WM. A. GALBREATH

HENRY KANTOR

RAYMOND J. CONBOY
( 1930·1988)

PHILIP A. LEVIN
( 1928.1967)

Ms. Kathryn S. Augustson
JOHNSTON & AUGUSTSON, P.C.
630 Crown Plaza
1500 SW First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201

RE: Council on Court Procedures

Dear Ms. Augustson:

Reference is made to your letter of December 13. I
appreciate receiving the proposal for amendment to ORCP 39C(7)
and look forward to receiving other proposed improvements to the
Oregon Rules of civil Procedure from the Procedure and Practice
committee in the future.

You will be interested to learn that the council on Court
Procedures already has taken up a proposed amendment to ORCP
39C(7). The Oregon Court Reporters Association requested the
Council to clarify the procedures for swearing in out-of-state
witnesses who are appearing by telephone. Professor Fredric
Merrill of the University of Oregon Law School, who is Executive
Director to the council, is in the process of drafting proposed
language. I will ask him to consider your committee's proposal,
a copy of which is enclosed with his copy only, and will see that
it is placed on the agenda with the other proposed change to the
same rule.

I also appreciate knowing that Dennis Hubel is your
committee's liaison to the Council. By copy of this letter to
Mr. HUbel, I request that he check in with his partner, Ron
Marceau, who is a member and the immediate past chair of the

~"



Ms. Kathryn S. Augustson
December 17, 1991
Page 2

Council, in order to obtain the most current information on
meetings and agendas.

Very truly yours,

±a~
HK:lb
cc: ~rof. Fredric L. Merrill

Mr. Ronald L. Marceau
Mr. Dennis J. Hubel
Mr. WilliamG. Wheatley,}!
Ms. Susan E. Grabe / 1"!

\1 (}j'!
J"
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Phil Goldsmith
Attorney at Law

1100 S.w. 6th Avenue
Suite 1212

Portiand, Oregon 97204

(503) 224-2301
FAX: (503) 222-7288

February 7, 1992

Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures
Pozzi, Wilson, Atchison, O'Leary & Conboy
1100 S.W. Sixth, 14th Floor
Portland, Oregon 97204

Re: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Henry:

The Committee to Reform Oregon's Class Action Rule
transmitted proposed changeS in ORCP 32 to the Council on Court
Procedures in December. We have concluded that a summary of our
proposals may be of benefit to the Council. I have provided
copies for each member.

Class actions are designed to avoid the repeated
adjudication of common questions of fact and law, thus saving
court time. They also permit claims too small to be pursued
individually, to be litigated on behalf of all injured. In
Oregon, as elsewhere, class actions have enabled consumers and
others to vindicate rights that otherwise would have gone
unremedied. See,~, Derenco, Inc. v. Benj. Franklin Federal
savings and Loan Association, 281 Or 533, 577 P2d 477, cert
denied, 439 US 851 (1978) (requiring lender to pay borrowers the
earnings generated by their tax and insurance reserves).

Existing requirements in ORCP 32, however, sometimes
impede cases from being decided on their merits and reaching fair
outcomes. Our proposal is designed primarily to seek reform in
two areas.

1. Class Certifioation atandards. At present, ORCP
32 B creates three types of class actions with widely varying
standards. Whether a case can proceed as a class action, at what
cost and on what terms, depends on what class action type is
found applicable, not on the interests at stake in the case.

notice.
postage

The greatest practical consideration is that of giving
If mailed notice to each class member is required,

and processing costs may exceed $1.00 per person.
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Under the existing rule, notice (and the opportunity to
opt out) must be given in any lawsuit seeking damages. This is
so even if a few dollars are at stake for each class member.

However, in an injunctive relief case, notice and the
opportunity to opt out presently are discretionary with the
court. Thus, even when there are significant and potentially
divergent interests at stake, such as in a school desegregation
case which will affect the education of all children for years to
come, it is not mandatory that class members be given notice.

This is not a problem unique to Oregon. At the
national level, there have been several proposals to revise the
federal class action rUle so that such procedural choices will
turn on the interests involved in a particular case, rather than
on the form of the action. The revisions we propose are drawn
from recommendations made by the ABA Section on Litigation, which
presently are before the Advisory committee on Federal Rules.

2. Damage calculations. In Oregon, unlike all other
jurisdictions, when a class action is successful, only those
individuals who return claim forms share in the jUdgment. The
wrongdoer keeps the rest. For example, in Derenco, the defendant
kept more than $1.3 million of illegally obtained profits.

There was strong support in the last legislature for
requ~r~ng the unclaimed portion of any class action jUdgment to
be paid to the common school fund. To fUlly implement this
policy of transferring unclaimed funds from wrongdoers to the
state, the claim form requirement has to be eliminated.

One factor which presently influences the extent of the
recovery received by class members is whether damages are
precalculated by the defendant or have to be determined by class
members from their own records. As is shown in Emerson, "Oregon
Class Actions: The Need for Reform," 27 Will L Rev 757 (1991),
uncertainty on this point caused plaintiff's counsel in at least
one major class action to conclude. the class would be better off
settling the case on very modest terms.

Our proposal eliminates both problems. It ensures that
damages will be computed by the court without having to use class
members' records, and that the entire unclaimed recovery will be
available for transfer to the common school fund.

Sincerely,
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DIVISION OF

STATE LANDS

March 20, 1992

Professor Fredric Merrill
Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, OR 97403

STATE LAND BOARD

BARBARA ROBERTS
Governor

PHIL KEISLING
Secretary of State

ANTHONY MEEKER
State Treasurer

Re: Proposed revision of ORCP 32

TO Whom it May Concern:

I understand the Oregon Council on Court Procedures is
proposing an amendment to Oregon's state court class
action rule which could impact unclaimed class action
judgments.

On behalf of the Unclaimed Property Section of the
Division of State Lands, I would like to go on record as
supporting this amendment.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed
changes.

Sincerely,

':)~L~l
Marcella Easly, MaJager
Trust Proeprty Section

ME/skr

WPTRU 38
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775 Summer Street NE
Salem, OR 97310-1337
(503) 378-3805
FAX (503) 378-48-14
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DON S. WILLNER
ZACHARY ZABINSKY
ROSEMARIE CORDELLO
REBECCA E. SWANSON

FlUe (503) 228-4261

WILLNER & ZABINSKY
ATTORNEYS AT LAw

SUITE 303

111 S.W. FRONT AVENUE

PORTLAND, OREGON 97204-3500

(503) 228-4000

May 6, 1992
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Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures
POZZI, WILSON, ATCHISON, O'LEARY & CONBOY
1100 S.W. sixth, 14th Floor
Portland, Oregon 97204

RE: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Henry:

I have reviewed Phil Goldsmith's letter to you of February 7,
1992, and agree that his proposals are reasonable and fair.

Sincerely,

WILLNER & ZABINSKY

Don S. Willner

DSW/gjb

~.,



LAW OFFICES OF

DIXON & FRIEDMAN. P. C.

May 7, 1992

SUITE 430

1020 S.W. TAYLOR

PORTLAND, OREGON 97205

FRANK.J. DIXON

.JONATHAN M. FRIEDMAN

Henry Kantor, Chair
Counsel on Court Procedures
Pozzi, Wilson, Atchison, O'Leary &
1100 S.W. Sixth Avenue, 14th Floor
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Proposal to Reform ORCP 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

Conboy

, r :

AREA CODE 503
TELEPHONE 242-1440
FACSIMILE 242-1454

'J- ..:

'V_"J .'.

This letter is to urge the Counsel on Court proceedings to adopt
the proposal to reform ORCP 32. My perspective on this issue is
based upon personal and telephone consultations with hundreds of
consumers since I began private practice in 1980. Many of these
consultations result from referrals by other lawyers who do not
find consumer law economically feasible. I do not disagree with
their assessment; and in the last few years of my practice, I
have had to severely restrict my intake of consumer cases.
Because the dollar value of such claims are relatively small and
the expense of litigation high, Oregon's consumer protection laws
are not generally enforceable by private civil action.

ORCP 32 purports to offer small claimants, such as consumers, a
method to bring their claims. However, as ORCP 32 is presently
written, it presents too many barriers. In my practice, I have
never had the occasion to recommend its use. Instead, I
routinely must advise Oregon consumers that except in Small
Claims Court (without assistance of counsel) there is no cost
effective way within our judicial system to pursue their valid
claims.

An economically viable way to address consumers' claims would, in
my opinion, reduce consumer bankruptcies and promote better
business practices in the state of Oregon. The ever increasing
skepticism and frustration with our judicial system will not
diminish as long as we have procedures such as ORCP 32 that
superficially offer the ordinary citizen access to the courts
but, in fact, bar them from meaningful participation.

Very truly yours,

DIXON & FRIEDMAN, P.C.

Frank J. Dixon
FJD:wt
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NOJlMAJ.>AULUS
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'5'503 378 4772 DEPT OF EDUC IiJJOOl

OREGONDEPAR'.I:.MJ!lNT OFEDUCATlON
700 I'l::iIJgle Parkway SE. Salem, On:g<m 97310-0290 • (503) 878-S569• Fax (503) 373-7968

May 8, 1992

Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures
Pozzi, Wilson, Atchison. O'Leary & Conboy
14D0 StandardPlaza
1100 SW Sixth Avenue
Portland, .Oregon 97204

Via Facsimile Transmis»ion

Dear Mr. Kantor:

I am writing in support ofproposed amendments to ORCP 32 that would eliminate the claim
form requirement and redefine a class action judgment to include the defendant's total obligation

. to class members. This would allow the full unclaimed amount to be included in the judgment.

The Division of State Lands, the operating arm of the State Land Board, is introducing
legislation during the 1993 session of the Legislative Assembly that would create a presumption
that unclaimed judgments in class action litigation is abandoned property. As such. the monies
wouldaccrue to the Common School Fund for the benefit of Oregon's school children. The

,amendment to ORCP 32 would expand the definition of class action judgment and thus enhance
the amount of money accruing to the fund.

I ask the council to take a favorable position on the amendmentat the May 9, 1992 hearing.

Sincerely,

(

GMklhSUPTI254
. cc: Janet Neuman, Director

Division of State Lands

~D~
No;ma Paulus
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Lewis and Clark Legal Clinic
Northwestern School of Law
1018 Board ofTrade Building
310 S.W. Fourth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204-2387
PH: (503) 222-64291 FAX: 274-7915

Henry Kantor
pozzi, Wilson, Atchison,
o'leary & Conboy

1400 Standard Plaza
1100 SW 6th Ave.
Portland, OR 97204

May 8,

Richard A. Slottee
Mark A. Peterson

Sandra A. Hansberger
Theresa L. (Terry) Wright

Supervising Attorneys

.,~

;-, '

\~.), .c> -

1992 '; \\\- -

Re: Proposed Amendments to Class Action Provisions

Dear Mr. Kantor:

I understand that the Council on Court Procedures will be
meeting to consider, among other things, proposals by Phil
Goldsmith to modify the oregon class action provisions.

I know that Mr. Goldsmith has been involved with class
action issues for some time, and has a sincere interest in
pursuing the adoption of procedures which are both effective and
equitable. I understand that one of the modifications to the
notice provisions would make it easier for low income individuals
with valid claims to overcome the otherwise often insurmountable
costs of notice.

While I have been only tangentially involved with class
action issues, I hope the Council will give Mr. Goldsmith's
proposals serious consideration.

\J2:
RICHARD A.
Supervising

(

RAS:st

c: Phil Goldsmith



JUSTINE FISCHER
ATTORNEY AT LAW

400 DIRECTOR BUILOING

60e S.W. THIRD AVENUE

PORTLAND. OREGON 97204

TELEPHONE (S03l 222~432:6

TELECOP1ER (503) 222-6567

May 8, 1992

Henry Kantor
Chair, Council on Court Procedures
Pozzi, Wilson, et al.
1400 Standard Plaza
1100 SW Sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Proposed Revisions

Dear Henry:

....
'\ ')

U: ".H
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I am writing to voice my general support for the proposed
revision to ORCP 32 that are now before the council.

I have participated in numerous state and federal class
actions, primarily connected with the securities laws. Based upon
my experience, I believe that the proposed revisions which
streamline the criteria for certifying classes, and which give the
Court greater flexibility in shaping the nature and timing of class
notice, and in determining how damages are to be proved, are
particularly desirable. The existing requirements on notice and on
the mandatory claim form serve only to make class action litigation
more expensive and time consuming than necessary and do not protect
either absent class members or defendants.

I also strongly support the elimination of attorney fee
liability for named class representatives in unsuccessful class
actions, except as sanctions. It has been my experience that
legitimate potential class representatives are justifiably deterred
from serving as named plaintiffs because of potential exposure to
huge attorney fees awards in meritorious, but risky, litigation.

Very truly

FISCHER

JF/pet
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Robert J. McGaugheyt
Gary M. Georgeff"

Roger A. Lenneberg'
Of Counsel

1AdmiUed in Oregon
andWashington

McGAUGHEY & GEORGEFF
Attorneys at Law

401 River Forum 11Building
4386 SW Macadam Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97201

FAX: (503) 294-6051
.:
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May 8, 1992

Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures
1100 SW Sixth, 14th Floor
Portland, oregon 97204

Re: Proposed Reform of ORCP 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

~czI! WllSCN AlC~-!: :;C:.
;,i'LtP-.RY ,L\!'.!D C(:t·,!:{t),,'

SENT BY FAX AND BY MAIL

f

'.

I would like to join in urging the Council on Court Procedures to
adopt the reform of ORCP 32 proposed by Phil Goldsmith. I
believe that the proposed changes are necessary to assure access
to the courts by small claimants and serve to make access to the
courts fairer.

Very truly yours,

RJM;amw

cc: Phil Goldsmith
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SHANNON, JOHNSON & BAILEY, P.e.
575 LLoYD CENTER TOWER

825 N.E. MULlNOMAH STREET
PORTlAND, OREGON 97232-2154

RON D. BAILEY
MICHAEL J. CARO'
TIMOTHY F. HASLACH
REES C. JOHNSON
DAVID S. SHANNON'
THOMAS P. WALSH
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Telephone (503) 232-3171
Telecopier (503) 232-7760

-ALSOADMITTED IN WASHINGTON

May 8, 1992
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Henry Kantor, Chair
Counsel on Court Procedures
Pozzi, Wilson, Atchison, O'Leary & Conboy
1100 S.W. Sixth Avenue, 14th Floor
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Proposed revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

I believe that the proposed revisions to ORCP 32 are very
important. The revisions have been well thought out and are fair
to both sides. At a time when regulatory agencies are incurring
strict budget limitations and cannot pursue issues in which there
is clearly a need for redress, but are not high-priority, there
must be a practical solution for the wronged individual/party.

ORCP 32 as currently written often makes it impracticable for the
consumer to pursue the issue, even though the extent of the breach
for the class of the affected parties may be substantial.

Sincerely,

SHANNON, JOHNSON & BAILEY, P.C.

rt j
David S. Shannon

DSS:dlt

c:\work\wp51\dss\letters\050892.1tr



(By FAX Communication
and Regular Mail)

Phil Goldsmith
Attorney at Law

1100 SW. 6th Avenue
Suite 1212

Portland, Oregon 97204

(503) 224·2301
FAX: (503) 222·7288

June 9, 1992

Ms. Janice stewart, Chair (Hand Delivered)
Class Action Subcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
1100 SW Sixth, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97204

Maury Holland
. Class Action Subcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
University of oregon, Room 275A
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, Oregon 97403-3720

Michael V. Phillips
Class Action Subcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
975 Oak Street, Suite 1050
Eugene, Oregon 97401-3176

(By FAX Communication
and Regular Mail)

Re: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Subcommittee Members:

I understand that your subcommittee will be making a
recommendation to the full Council on Court Procedures at its
meeting this coming Saturday whether any proposals of the
Committee to Reform Oregon's Class Action RUle ("the Committee")
are substantive and therefore outside the power of the Council to
promulgate. You have asked the Committee for comments on this
issue.

From my prior discussions with you as well as from
Professor Holland's memo of May 26, it appears there are four
items which sUbcommittee members are concerned may be sUbstantive
rather than procedural:

(1) The portion of the proposed revisions to
ORCP 32 F(2) which would eliminate the mandatory claim form
requirement,

(2) The portion of the proposed revisions to ORCP 32
F(2) regarding damage computation methodology,
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(3 )
regarding the
notification,

The proposed reV1S1on to existing ORCP 32 F(4)
extent to which plaintiffs bear the expense of
and

(4) The proposed revisions to the attorney fee
provisions in ORCP 32 N(l) (b) .

In this letter I will address only (1) whether these
proposals are substantive or procedural and (2) what course of
action the Committee recommends the Council take should it
conclude any is substantive. Ms. Stewart has previously
forwarded to me the letters of R. Alan Wight, Kenneth Sherman,
Jr., David S. Barrows and Jeffrey S. Love opposing certain of the
Committee's proposals and has asked for the Committee's comments
on them. Because an unexpectedly complex appellate brief has
disrupted my work schedule, the Committee will need about two
more weeks to complete those comments.

Elimination of Mandatory Claim Forms

This proposed revision to ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) is
procedural essentially for the reasons set forth in 41 Op Atty
Gen 527, 537-538 (1981). As the Attorney General explained,
existing ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) contain "procedural obstacles to
[fluid] recovery. ,,1 The Attorney General concluded that
elimination of these barriers is procedural and therefore within
the authority of the Council. 41 op Atty Gen at 538.

The comments to our proposal make clear that this
.proposed revision "does not address the disposition of that
portion of the jUdgment awarded in favor of individuals who
cannot be identified or located, but leaves this issue for
legislative determination." December 14, 1991 letter to
Professor Fredric Merrill, Tab A at 16. Rather, the intent of

1 The Attorney General's definition of fluid recovery
includes the escheat to the state of unclaimed portions of a
class recovery. 41 Op Atty Gen at 533. The Committee's response
to the substantive criticisms of its proposals will show that
escheat and fluid recovery are two different things. However,
this point has no bearing on the substance versus procedure
issue.
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this amendment is to remove procedural obstacles to proposed
legislation making unclaimed class action judgments subject to
the abandoned property statutes. December 14, 1991 letter at 8.
Therefore, like the amendments to ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) which the
Council adopted in 1980, this proposal does not "affirmatively
authorize fluid class recovery" and does not involve "a
substantive change in rights of litigants." 41 Op Atty Gen at
543.

Damage calculation methods

Presently, members of a successful class are required
by ORCP 32 F(2) and (3) to submit claim forms to recover the .
damages caused them by the defendant. The trial court presently
has the discretion to require the defendant to calculate damages
for each class member from its own records before mailing claim
forms or to require class members to determine from their records
how they have been damaged.

As the committee's December 14, 1991 letter at 7-8
shows, these two approaches may result in vastly different
outcomes, which makes it difficult to determine the economic
viability of a case or the quality of a settlement offer. This
proposed revision to ORCP 32 F(2) would eliminate this problem by
requiring class damages to be "proved and assessed in the
aggregate."

It may be helpful to give an example of how the rule
change would work before addressing whether it is substantive or
procedural. In Best v. United states National Bank, 303 Or 557,
739 P2d 554 (1987), which challenged the amount of the bank's NSF
check charges, the plaintiffs obtained in discovery a document
stating the bank's aggregate past net income from the charge was
approximately $1,100,000. Suppose a jury found all this income
to be excessive. Suppose further this sum could readily be
converted into a per item overcharge, but the court determined
that the cost of reconstructing bank records to establish who
paid each charge was prohibitive.

Under the Committee's propqsal, the $1,100,000 would
represent the aggregate damages. The court would then determine
the best model for establishing each individual's share of the
recovery. The court might conclude from the evidence that the
average customer received an NSF charge every x months or once in
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every y checks written. Whatever approach the court found most
justified by the evidence would determine how the $1,100,000
would be divided among members of the class. 2

As a practical matter, using the aggregate damages
approach will increase what the defendant has to pay class
.members over what it would pay if class members were required to
individually prove their damages. In legal theory, however, the
defendant in my hypothetical could be liable for the full
$1,100,000 even if claim forms were used.

The 1981 Attorney General's opinion establishes this
amendment is procedural. The Attorney General concluded the
Council's 1980 amendments could result in the "defendant ow[ing]
a total of $X to the class of defendants [sic], all identifiable
but not yet all identified." 41 Op Atty Gen at 538. Obviously,
such a judgment would have to be calculated on an aggregate
rather than individual basis, for under the latter approach all
class members would have to be identified before the amount of
the jUdgment could be determined. The Attorney General
recognized that such a rUle would change "the method by which
some claimants may be able to recover" but nevertheless concluded
the rule did not affect the substantive rights of the defendant
and was procedural. Id., emphasis in original. ~ also 2
Newberg on Class Actions, §1005 at 352-353 (2d ed 1985)
("[c]hallenges that * * * aggregate proof [of class monetary

2 At that point, the court could simply order that checks
be sent to class members or could require notice be sent to give
class members the opportunity to challenge from their own records
the recoveries calculated for them. The court would decide
whether to give notice after "balanc[ing] the cost of this
process against the likelihood that class members would have the
means by which to materially improve the calculation of their
individual recoveries." December 14, 1991 letter, Tab A at 16.

Our proposal would require the defendant to bear the
cost of any such notice, in accordance with existing Oregon
precedent on allocating the cost of claim form distribution under
existing ORCP 32 F(2). If the Council is concerned that this
oversteps the procedural/substantive line, it should delete the
words "to be paid by the defendant" from the second sentence of
proposed ORCP 32 F(2).
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recovery) affects substantive law * * * will not withstand
analysis") .

Proposed amendment to ORCP 32 F(41

From my discussions with Mr. Phillips, it appears
members of the subcommittee may be concerned that this amendment
revisits the 1980 Council's effort to shift by rule who bears the
burden of post-certification notice costs, an effort that the
Attorney General said was beyond the power of the council to
adopt. 3 As I will show, this is not the intent or effect of this
proposal.

The premise of the Attorney General's opinion on this
point is that:

"costs necessary for plaintiff to prosecute,
its case are plaintiff's costs, and costs
necessary for defendant to defend are
defendant's costs; and that allocation
procedures which would shift those costs
would violate substantive rights of the
parties." 41 Op Atty Gen at 541.

The Attorney General recognized an exception to this principle:
"The jUdgment ordinarily allows the prevailing party to recover
some * * * costs." Id. at 540.

Before the enactment of present ORCP 32 F(4), courts in
Oregon and elsewhere had extended this exception to require a
defendant to pay the costs of notice as long as there was a final
determination of that defendant's liability, whether or not

•
3 In 1981, I disagreed with the Attorney General's

conclusion and provided the Senate Judiciary Committee with
authority that this proposal was procedural and within the
Council's powers. Because the Committee's current proposal does
not try to shift notice costs, it is unnecessary 'to reopen this
debate.

,
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judgment had baen .entered. 4 The intention of the proposed
amendment is not to incorporate this exception into the Oregon
Rules of civil Procedure. Rather, as is stated in the December
14, 1991 letter, it is to remove any implication that might be
drawn from existing ORCP 32 F(4) that its language precludes the
court from considering the availability of this exception. Under
our proposed amendment,the language of the rule would be
completely silent on who bears the expense of notification after
a determination of liability, leaving courts free to decide this
issue based on case law authority.s

Restricting attornev fee awards against the class plaintiff

We propose restricting the attorney fees which can be
awarded against unsuccessful plaintiffs in a class action to
those amounts which are awarded as a sanction. The Council has
previously promulgated rules not only regUlating the procedure
for the award of attorney fees, ~, ORCP 68, but also creating
the right to recover attorney fees under certain circumstances.
~, ORCP 17 C; ORCP 46 B(3). These have never been challenged
in a reported case as beyond the Council's powers.

held, in
"are not
awarding
right."

On the other hand, the Oregon Court of Appeals has
the conflicts of laws context, that when attorney fees
merely costs incidental to jUdicial administration,
them is a matter of substantive, rather than procedural,
Seattle-First National Bank v. Schriber, 51 Or App 441,

4 The existence of this exception is of great practical
significance when the parties have agreed to defer the sending of
post-certification notice until the case has been decided on
summary jUdgment, a choice which sometimes is as much in the
defendant's tactical interest as it is in the plaintiff's.

S To assist the subcommittee, I enclose the briefs of the
parties and the opinion of the court in Guinasso v. pacific First
Federal Savings & Loan Association, Multnomah County Circuit
Court No. 416-583, where this issue was raised. (For the Eugene
subcommittee members, the enclosures are being sent with the
mailed copy only). The legislative history discussed at pages 4
7 of plaintiff's reply memorandum in Guinasso demonstrates that
the proposed amendment accords fUlly with the intent of the 1981
legislature.
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448, 625 P2d 1370 (1981). Under this analysis, the legislative
choice of making fees part of or in addition to costs determines
whether a procedural or substantive right is created.

The Attorney General's opinion casts considerable doubt
on the utility of applying the conflict of laws distinction
between substance and procedure to determine the scope of the
Council's powers, since a procedural rule "hav[ing] policy
implications or some collateral effect on substantive law" is
likely to be characterized as substantive under conflicts of law
doctrine. 41 Op Atty Gen at 531.

For the following reasons, the Committee's proposal
satisfies Professor Ely's definition of a procedural rule (see 41
Op Atty Gen at 532) as one "designed to make the process of
litigation a fair and efficient mechanism for the resolution of
disputes." If a plaintiff chooses to exercise his or. her
procedural right to bring a class action rather than an
individual claim, the attorney fees at stake in the case are
vastly increased. This is due in part to litigation over the
procedural issue of class certification and in part to the
increased monetary importance of the litigation as a class
action.

One purpose of the class action rule is to create a
procedure by Which claims too small to be economical to litigate
on an individual basis can be aggregated. However, if the class
representative is responsible for all the defendant's attorney
fees in the event the case is lost, as ORCP 32 N(l)(b) presently
contemplates, this procedure cannot work. No rational person
with a few dollars or even a few thousand dollars at stake would
volunteer to serve as class representative in a case knowing
that, if the action fails, he or she will be liable for hundreds
of thousands of dollars of attorney fees. Eliminating such
potential liability, as the proposed amendment to ORCP 32 N(l) (b)
would do, would further the purposes of the class action rule and
thUS, in Professor Ely's words, is "designed to make the process
of litigation a fair and efficient mechanism for the resolution
of disputes."

If the subcommittee has rema~n~ng doubts on this issue,
I should point out that the 1980 Council had similar concerns in
proposing what became ORCP 32 O. As Professor Holland states in
his May 26 report, "[i]n promulgating this amendment, the Council
conceded that it might exceed its rUle-making authority as
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impinging upon substantive rights, and therefore invited the 1981
Legislature to enact the amendment as a statute." If doubts
remain, a similar course could be taken with regard to the
proposed amendment to ORCP 32 N(1)(b).

Sincerely,

'6f:.t7 ---W2t-ec--
Phil Goldsmith

PG:rr
Enclosures

cc: Henry Kantor
Committee Members
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Legal
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Corporation

Weatherly Building Suite 1000 516 S.E. Morrison Portland, OR97214 (503) 234-1534 FAX,(503) 239-3837

July 21, 1992

KANTOR AND SACKS
Henry Kantor
Council on Court Procedures
1100 S. W. Sixth, Suite 1100
Portland, OR 97204

Dear Mr. Kantor:

I write on behalf of Oregon Legal Services Corporation to state our general support for
the proposed revision of ORCP 32 now before the council. Oregon Legal Services provides
civil representation to low-income individuals and groups.

We have represented plaintiffs in numerous state and federal class actions on behalf of
farmworkers, tenants, Social Security recipients and others seeking relief against large
institutions. The proposed revisions streamline the criteria for certifying a class and grant the
court flexibility related to the notice and when determining damages.

We especially support the proposed provision eliminating attorney fee liability for named
class representatives in unsuccessful class actions, except as damages. We talk to many low
income clients who are not willing to take that risk even with meritorious claims important to
the group.

Very truly yours,

OREGON LEGAL SERVICES

~~~
David Thornburgh
Attorney at Law

DT:sew
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Chair
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KANTOR AND SACKS

Re: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Henry:

I have had experience with both defendants and plaintiffs in
class action suits and I am interested in class action legislation.
I have received a copy of Phil Goldsmith's letter to you dated
February 7, 1992 regarding proposed revisions to ORCP 32. He has
outlined two principal areas for proposed revisions. Since I
understand the amendments generally as presently proposed
unanimously passed the Senate last year, my comments are brief, and
supportive of all of the proposed amendments.

As to damage calculations, there is one more situation besides
these presently mentioned in which it is appropriate that the
burden, in effect, be placed upon the court rather than the
plaintiff to calculate damages. In an earlier letter addressed to
Professor Frederick Merrill, Executive Director, counsel on court
procedures at the University of Oregon school of law, its authors
hypothesized:

"What happens if the aggregate injury to the class can
readily be calculated from the defendants records, but
the defendant has no records from which each individual's
share can be determined with precision?"

That exact situation was presented in Alsea Veneer, et al, V. State
of oregon, a case now pending before the Court of Appeals (and
which addresses several other class action issues). The
traditional "burden of proof" requirements were followed, even
though the plaintiffs, because of defendants' wrongdoing or
incompetency, were assigned a less stringent burden of proof.
However, so long as the burden is upon the plaintiffs at all, under
Alsea circumstances they cannot prevail. The reason is that
defendant's own records offer no basis for reconstructing
individual recoveries. On the other hand, if the court is given
the responsibility, once liability is determined, of seeing that
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damages are ascertained, an otherwise liable defendant will not
escape the consequences of its conduct by virtue of the inadequacy
of its own records.

The present statute does not permit redress in such
situations, and the proposed revisions, under which a court of law
would require the defendant to come up with a fair alternative,
would do so.

tru~yyo s
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Henry Kantor, Chairperson, Council on Court Procedures,
1100 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1100
Portland, Oregon 97204

~I
Portland Gray Panthers

1819 NW Everett • Portland, Oregon 97209 • (503) 224·5190

!Rl1Ell:/EOWlEfm
JUL 29 1992 lW

/(ANTOR AND SACKS

July 27, 1992

Dear Henry Kantor:

At our July Executive Committee meeting, the Portland Gray Panthers voted to
support efforts at class action reform. We are writing to urge the Council
on Court Proceedings to adopt the proposal to reform ORCP 32. We support

this ORCP 32 as we feel it is necessary for victims to have "their day in
court," and for the guilty parties to not keep money gained through illegal
means.

&::~c£
Gerri Peck, Executive Committee Member,
Portland Gray Panthers



Oregon Consumer League
3314 NE 65th Avenue. Portland, OR 97213 • (503) 227-3887

July 30, 1992

Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
Council on Court Procedures
lloo S.W. Sixth, Suite llOO
Portland, Oregon 97204

Re: Proposed Amendments to ORC? 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

fR{ IE «: IE aWIE f(J1
JUL 3 1 lS92 lW

KANTOR AND SACKS

The Oregon Consumer League is Oregon's oldest non-profit consumer organization. The
League has a long history of advocating legislation to provide consumers remedies for unfair
practices causing them injury. Representative examples include ORS 86.205 to 86.275,
which regulate tax and insurance reserve requirements in home loans.

Class actions are an important consumer protection tool because they may be the only
practical way for persons suffering small injuries in common with many others to obtain
relief. Probably the most important example in Oregon are the cases against Benj. Franklin
and other financial institutions concerning the earnings the lender made on home owners' tax
and insurance reserves, which recovered a few hundred dollars for each litigant and several
million dollars for Oregonians.

The Oregon Consumer League believes the current class action rule contains unnecessary
barriers to consumers seeking redress and unnecessary incentives for true wrongdoers to
delay and prolong litigation. We agree with the proposals made by the Committee to Reform
Oregon's Class Acticn Rule and urge tile Council on Court Procedure to adopt them. I
would like to address briefly three specific issues.

1. The current rule requires post-certification notice to be given to all members of the class
in most damage cases. The plaintiff must pay for this notice. This can be a huge expense
when many thousand people have suffered the same injury; as a result, few such cases have
been brought. Additionally, the notice serves no useful function when everyone's injury is
small, because as a practical matter everyone's rights will be determined in the class action.
The proposal before the Council would remove this unnecessary barrier to obtaining redress.

2. The current rule makes the class plaintiff liable for attorney fees if the case is lost and the
defendant would be entitled to attorney fees in a non-class action. What this means is that,
by putting an attorney fee provision in its contracts, a business can basically insure no class
action will be brought against it. Nobody with a personal stake of a few hundred dollars
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would risk liability for ten of thousands of dollars in attorney fees. The proposal before the
Council would remove this unnecessary barrier to obtaining redress.

3. Under the current rule, it pays a defendant who expects to lose a class action to delay the
case as long as possible. Its liability is limited to those people who sign claim forms; the
longer the case takes, the harder it will be to find the victims and the more money the
defendant will keep. This is very .bad· public policy. The proposal before the Council would
correct this problem. It is not good enough to leave everything to the discretion of the trial
judge, because the defendant can still follow a strategy of delay in the hopes that the judge
will exercise his or her discretion by requiring claim forms.

For these reasons, the proposal before the Council would improve the ability of class actions
in Oregon's state courts to serve their intended function of facilitating the litigation of small
consumer claims. The Oregon Consumer League urges the Council to enact this proposal.

Thank you for the consideration of our views.

Sincerely,

~~
Tom Novick
President
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Henry Kantor, Esq.
Chair, Council on Court Procedures
Kantor & Sacks
1100 Standard plaza
1100 S.W. 6th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

Re: Report of Recommended ORCP 32 Amendments
for Consideration by Council at its
August 1. 1992 Meeting

Dear Chair and Members, Council on Court Procedures:

This letter is to strongly support your adoption of ORCP 32
amendments as recommended to you in the JUly 19, 1992 report by
your sub-committee. I had hoped to be able to appear before you
to make my presentation, however, an unexpected family obligation
has required me to put my remarks in writing.

1. Background. I have had experience in class action
litigation in both state and federal court on an on-going basis
since 1970. The class actions which I have handled have been in
the fields of securities, consumer cases, banking practices and
civil rights. While I have done class action defense work, most
of my experience has been on the plaintiff's side. I have also
been active in professional groups and am familiar with the views
of other lawyers representing plaintiffs in class actions.

Generally, the Oregon rules on class actions are quite
restrictive and make it needlessly difficult and expensive to
pursue such cases. Very few class actions are litigated in the
state courts of Oregon because of unnecessary burdens placed upon
them. The recommendations of your sub-committee in my opinion
will reduce some of the problems which are keeping class actions
from being properly utilized.

2. Proposal will Simplify Current Complex Rules. One
major problem with class actions is that they are far too complex
and the Oregon rules contain too many mandatory requirements.
The concept of making the notice requirement and claim forms
discretionary with the court will help ease the undue complexity.
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3. Saving of Money and Time. Another current problem with
class actions in Oregon is that they can be extremely expensive.
In one case which I have worked on, the lawyers needed to advance
approximately $35,000 just for notice costs alone when it was
highly questionable whether the notice was needed. very few law
firms in Oregon are willing to make such cost advances just for
notice in even the most worthy case. Obviously, in many cases,
notice is appropriate. However, by giving the court discretion,
a decision as to the necessity of notice can be made to avoid
unnecessary expense and the lengthy time process which notice
always requires.

4. Easing the Burden on Judges. In my experience, judges
have not been happy with the mandatory nature of the requirements
presently set forth in ORCP 32. Mandatory notice and claim form
procedures create more opportunities for disputes between the
parties over the form, content and other decisions relating to
claim forms and notice. The sub-committee proposals simplify the
task for trial judges where claim forms and notice requirements
are not appropriate.

The sub-committee's proposal will improve class action
practice in Oregon while not creating any undue problems. I urge
you to adopt the proposal before you.

Very truly yours,

LaBARRE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

JLB/mm



PETITION

The undersigned organizations understand that the Committee
to Reform Oregon's Class Action Rule has made a proposal to the
Council on Court Procedures which, among other things:

1. Eliminates the requirement that a plaintiff in a damage
class action must always send notice to all class
members before the case can be decided.

2. Eliminates most attorneY fee liability for the named
olaintiff in an unsuccessful class action.

3. Reauires damaaes to be calculated for each class member.
so theY don't have to oroduce records showina how
theY have been iniured.

4. Paves the way for leaislation reauirina losina
defendants to Day to Oreaon's common school fund all
monies not claimed bv class members.

We aaree with these orooosals and urae the Council on court
Procedures to adoot them.
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Professor Maury Holland
School of Law
University of Oregon
1101 Kincaid street, Room 275A
Eu~ene, Ore90n 97403

Re: Council on Court Procedures

Dear Professor Holland:

I would like to comment upon JUdge Lee Johnson's letter
to you, dated August 20, 1992, concerning a proposed amendment to
ORCP 60. The amendment would allow a directed verdict "at any time
during the trial after the opponent [of the motion for a directed
verdict] has been fully heard. 1I Jud<;Je Johnson believes thai: t:he
change is needed to give lithe trial jUdge a tool to sort out what
are the valid contentions and present the case in some coherent
form to t:he finder of fact. II What Judge Johnson is really
contending for, however, is the unwarranted extension of the trial
jUdge's power into questions properly considered only on summary
jUdgment or after plaintiff has presented all the evidence (and not
just counsel's summary of the evidence).

Spelled out, the objections are several:

First, there already i.s an orderly procedure, provided in
ORCP 47, to decide summarily issues that ought not to be submitted
to the jury. In addition, ORCP 60 (as is) provides an orderly
procedure at trial to winnow unsupported claims.

Second, the amendment runs contrary to the reality that
the evidence itself may be more evocative (and, hence, more
convincing) than a terse summary uttered in chambers. For
instance, although it may be tedious to have to listen to a
witness, there may be something in the way the witness testifies
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that draws a judge to reach a different conclusion than if he or
she simply listened to counsel. Obviously, the only way to find
that out is to let the witness testify. That testimony would be
jeopardized, however, by the amendment.

The proposed amendments are an unneccessary expansion of
jUdicial power. Judge Johnson's proposal would add an unneccessary
layer to the Oregon Rules of civil Procedure. Rule 47 provides the
same r,dier as the proposed amendment. RUle 47 allows all the
parties to avoid the expense of time and money of preparing for a
trial because a motion for summary judgment must be filed 45 days
before trial.

X have been unable to find any case where relief could
have been entered under JUdge Johnson's proposed amendments to Rule
60 that could not have been granted under a timely and competGntly
filed motion for summary jUdgment.

The proposal also appears to be an attempt to allow a
judge to decide disputed factual and credibility disputes.
Resolution of these issues is the function of the finder of fact.
Oreson constitution, Article VII, section 3 (Amended). The council
on Court procedures shOUld reject this unneccessary proposal.

:KI</sb
cc: Henry Kantor



Oregon Trial Lawyers Association
Suite 750 • 1020 SWTaylor Street. Portland, Oregon 97205 • (503)223-5587 • FAX (503)223-4101

september 24, 1992

Council on Court Procedures
Mr. Henry Kantor, Chair
1400 Standard Plaza
1100 S. W. Sixth
Portland, Oregon 97204-1087

Dear Council Members:

We very much oppose the suggestion of Lee Johnson s.e.t f!>lrth in
his letter of August 20, 1992, to allow judges to grant summary
jUdgments on their own motions at any time during the course of a
trial. Our reasons are these:

1. If an opposing party in a case does not believe he
or she is entitled to summary jUdgment and does not move for it
appropriately in accordance with existing rules, we fail to see why
a jUdge who has had only a few minutes of familiarity with the case
should take it upon himself or herself to throw a litigant out of
court summarily after they have waited for about a year to get
there.

2. The procedure, especially in certain judges' hands,
will simply pose an additional mine field for litigants trying to
have a fair hearing and a day in court. Their attorneys will be
placed upon notice by a judge at the beginning of a trial to orally
state all the evidence they intend to produce and face the peril of
leaving out some small item which might be crucial to the case.
The present summary judgment procedure where one party pinpoints
the reasons they are entitled to summary judgment and the other
party is then given the opportunity with careful thought and
consideration to counter that motion with appropriate affidavits,
While still a mine field is at least marginally fair.

Some jUdges apparently like to make up their minds
based on the opening statement and then do everything they can to
effectuate and reinforce their own snap decisions. On one occasion
one Multnomah County jUdge attempted to utilize the procedure
suggested by JUdge Johnson after opening statements and dismissed
plaintiff's case "for lack of evidence." The plaintiff's attorney
argued so vigorously against it that the jUdge reluctantly allowed
the plaintiff to go ahead and present his case but stated that if



the jury returned a verdict of any amount for the plaintiff, the
court would grant a motion for JNOV. By the time both parties had
fully presented their cases, the jUdge allowed the case to go to
the jury which returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $120,000;
and the jUdge then decided that the motion for JNOV should be
denied (to the surprise of defense counsel). This example simply
shows the danger of the court's attempting to decide cases based
only upon the pleadings and opening statements of the parties.

3. We do not believe that Judge Johnson's description
with respect to the use of the procedures he urges in federal court
is complete. We attach a copy of FDIC v. cover, 714 F.Supp. 455
(D.Kan. 1988). In that case the FDIC made a motion in limine to
prevent introduction of oral evidence of an accord and
satisfaction. The court allowed that motion, thus finding against
the defendant on its only defense. Defendants had only oral
evidence of the accord and satisfaction. The court noted as
follows:

The effect of that ruling was
essentially to preclude defendants
from their anticipated defense of _ ,.
oral accord and satisfaction,
leaving no issues for trial. The
jury was released, the parties were
directed to continue settlement
negotiations, and the FDIC was
allowed until December 10, 1987, to
file a dispositive motion based upon
[12 U.S.C.] § 1823(e). The court
additionally invited defendants to
brief the issues of sanctions
against the FDIC for its having
brought a dispositive motion on the
eve of trial.

Thus, contrary to the procedures followed by Judge
Johnson in Harbert, this court simply delayed the trial while
appropriate dispositive motions could be filed. The court did not
sua sponte issue summary jUdgment or allow an oral motion for
summary jUdgment or a directed verdict by the defense. There would
have been nothing to prevent Judge Johnson from following such a
procedure in the Harbert case should he have wished to do so, i.e.,
continuing the trial and requesting defendant to file a proper
motion for summary jUdgment. In such a situation the party moved
against would at least have a reasonable opportunity to know the
grounds of the opposing motion, have evidence presented in the form
of affidavits supporting the motion, and have the opportunity to
address it with affidavits and research over a reasonable period of
time.

4. The procedure as urged by JUdge Johnson is unfair
tactically in that it requires one party to completely reveal their
entire case or defense to the other before any evidence is offered,



thus giving the other party an advantage they would not have
received if evidence were simply introduced in the normal course.

In sum, if a party to the litigation intimately familiar with
it fails to move for summary jUdgment, it is inherently unfair for
the court to have the authority to require the opposing party to
immediately respond to such a motion without the benefit of a
written statement, affidavits, and the ability to take the time
allowed by ORCP 47 to respond. We urge the Council to reject Judge
Johnson's proposal.

CRW/rw
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I • Ke.n . 1. 9 8 8 •
lor purpose of determining voJhether notes we r e "es.ee t e " acquired by Federal
Jeposit Insurance Corporation from insolvent bank, and thus whether statute
.nvalidating certain unwritten agreements diminishing or defeating right,
. o· 1e r or Ln t e r-e e t of Corpor'ation in any asset acquired by it from insolvent

~ was applicable, evidence showed that notes were in bank's active .tiles on
tate that ba~k closed and on date that bank1s assets were purcha~ed by
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F.Supp. 455
te as: 714 F.Supp. 455)
rporation in its corporate capacity. Federal Deposit Insurance Act, s ~L13J

),12 U.S:C.A. s 1823(e).
'al Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Cover

4: F.Supp. 455
ee publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions and
finitions.
J
k505
NKS l\ND B..~~NKING

Powers, functions and dealings in genera]..
Kan. 1988.
atute invalidating certain unwritten agreements whlcn tend to aiminis~ or
feat right, title, or interest of Federal Oeposi~ l!lSUrance CorporatJ'Orl ill
sets acquired by it from insolvent bank is inapplicable when determi~ing ~¥

set- is invalid for breach of bilateral obligations contained in asset or for
aud. Federal Deposit Insurance Act, S 2(13)(e), 12 U.S.C.A. s 1823(e}.
deral Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Cover
4 F.Supp. 455
J
k505
NKS AND BANKING

Powers, functions and dealings in general.
Kan. 1988.
atute invalidating certain unwritten agreements which tend td:-di·m~.inish or
'feat right, title, or interest of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in
.y asset acquired by it from insolvent bank does not protect Corporation
~ainst consequences of its own conduct with respect to asset after acquiring

Federal Deposit Insurance Act, s 2[13](e), 12 ·U.S.C.A. s 1823(e).
ral Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Cover

4 F.Supp. 455
iJ
:k505
,NKS AND BANKING

Powers, functions and dealings in general.
Kan. 1988.
:atute invalidating certain unwritten agreements which tend to diminish or
~feat right, title, or interest of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in
)sets acquired by it from insolvent banks bars defense of oral accord and
ttisfaction. Federal Deposit Insurance Act, s 2[13](e), 12 U.S.C.A. s
123(e). I

~deral Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Cover
.4 F.Supp.
11..
!k505
INKS AND BANKING

Powers, functions and dealings in general.
Kan. 1988.
~btorsf defense of oral accord and satisfaction Was barred by federal statute
~Jalidating certain unwritten agreements which tend to diminish or 'defeat
19ht, title, or interest of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in assets
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PAGE 4

n ruling on a motion fo~ slllnlnary jUdgment, the trial court conducts a
.r-shold inquiry ot the need tor a trial aI1Q g~a~ts sumluary ~udgme~t ~l~ere no

ine issue' of ma t e r i a I tact exists and the mov i riq p ar t y is e n t a t Le d to
dgment as a mat~er of ~aw. Arlderson v. Liberty LObby, Lnc' l 177 U.S. 242,
0-51, 105 S.Ct. 2505 1 2611-12,91 L.Zd.2d 202 1 213 (198b). T:~e c c u r t is to

concerned \.'li tr~ the But fie iency o r t ne e v i d e n c e I not itt:; t,'If;: .~.g~;,"t. Casper v.
l.R., 805 F.2d 902, 901 tlOth Cir.198~,} Essentially, rhe inqu1ry 18
'hether the evidence presents a sutticient disagree~ellt to require submission

a jury or whether it is so one-sided that o~e party must prevail as a matter
l .... nc e r e on , /177 U.S. at J.06 S.Ct. at 2512. 9: ...... Ec.2d at

4. The~e is no genuine issue for trial uDless there is sutticient evidence-
gnificantly probative or more than merely C010!able--tavoring the nonmoving
rty for a jury to return a verdict for that party. 477 U.S. at 248-50, 106
Ct... at 2510-11, 91 L.Ed.2d at 212. \fIhere there is but one reasonable
nelusion as to the verdict and reasonable minds would not differ as to the
,port of the evidence, summary judgment ,is appropriate .. 477 U.S. at 250-51,
6 S.Ct. at 2511-12, 91 L,Ed.2d at 213.
he movant IS btirden under Fed.R.Civ.P. 56 is to make an initial showing of the
sence of evidence to support the nonmoving *457 party's case. Windon
ird Oil and Gas v. Federal Deposit Ins., 805 F.2d 342, 345. (10th Cir.1986),
rt. denied, 480 U.S. 947, 107 S.Ct. 1605,94 L.Ed.2d 791 (1987). To show

absence of material fact, the movant must specify those portions of lIthe
eadings, deposition, answers to interrogatories and admission~'orr"file,

gether with affidavits if any. II Fed.R.Civ.P. 56{c). U[C]onclusory
sertions to aver the absence of evidence remain insufficient to meet this
rden. 11 tAJindon, 805 EI.2d at 345 n , 7. The opposing party may not rest upon
re allegations or denials in the pleadings but must set forth specific facts

~rted by the kinds of evidentiary materials listed in 56(c), which
:......:nstrate a genuine issue remain;ing for trial. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248-

106 S.Ct. at 2510-11, 91 L.Ed.2d at 213. The evidence of the nonmoving
rty is deemed true and all reasonable inferences are drawn in his favor.
ndon, 805 F.2d at 346. "Summary judgment procedure is properly regarded
t as a disfavored procedural shortcut, but rather as an integral part of the
deral Rules as a whole, which are designed Ito secure the just, speedy and
expensive determination of every action. I Fed.R.Civ.P. 1. 11 (citation
itted.) Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 327, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 2555,
L.Ed.2d 265, 276 (1986).

he sale issue presented in the FDIC I S motion ·is whether the defense of
a1 accord and satisfaction between the debtors and the failed bank is barred

12 U.S.C. s 1823(e). The defendants contend that the Talmage State Bank
ally agreed that it would not seek any' deficiency judgment against them if
fendants would sell their farm machinery and equipment and apply the proceeds
their indebtedness owed the bank. Defendants subsequently liquidated their

eration and applied the proceeds to their debt owed Talmage State Bank. The
nk later failed and FDIC was appointed as receiver. A purchase and
sumption transaction followed, and the FDIC in its corporate capacity
rchased assets that were unacceptable to the assuming bank! pursuant to 12
S.C. s 1823(d). The FDIC, in its corporation and receiver capacities, urges
e court to affirm its ruling that the defense of oral accord and satisfaction

COPR. (C) ~A]EST 1992 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOV'l'. t"']ORKS



~ F.Supp. 455
lte as: 714 F.Supp. 455, *457)
:.: b2.::,red:
~ection 1823(e} provides:
N';, agreement t-olhich tends to diminish or ae!eat t.118 rig~1t! r i t i e or a n r e r e s r

he Corporation in ariy asset a c q u i r e d :JY :':. t under t~.i.s ~"";es:":"o~:., '::::2.. C:ler 2,S

3~Qrity for a loan or by purchase, sha11 be valld agaln~t the Co~poratio11

.11esB such agreement (1) shall be .i n ',.·n:'.lt':l·~g, (2) Sll.al.~ have ')ee:l. '5.>::eCt:"'.:e.;-;. tJv
:1e bank and the person or persons c lcd.:r.ing an a dvs re e ::: ce:::"2~,~' ~~ t.:e::'e·:"l:':der,
:1cluding the obligor, co~temparaneouslywith the acqu.:si::on ~): t.!!8 as~et. by
18 bank, (3) shall have been approved by' tne board oX Olrectors or t~e ~a~~ or
ts Loan committee, r{..'~~ic:: ap~Jrov2,J. £"3Ylall be :"etJ..ec:::~(,~ :'!..~.) ~:~';e :::.:~'~~',r:e~:; C:'~ t.:;;:~.c

Jard or cOlnmittee, and (4) shall have bes~,

~ecu~~o~, an official record at the oan~.

"'I"~"'t'" ,,~, ,,~.'~c.' '"......... ~~ ... _--~.'~'~~.~! I

(Empha~lS aCc2U. I
:t is uncontested that the agreement upo~ whlcn dere~Qa:~~s =ely is ~ot l~

riting, and that defendants have tailed to comply with ~~le writi!19, approval,
nd filing requirements of S 1823(e). However, defendants assert that s
823("e} is not applicable because no llasset l 1 t"~as acquired by the corporation
hen it purchased th~ failed bank's interest in September of 1987.
[3] The term flassetl! as used in s 1823(e} is not defined by statute. Although
he meaning of the term may perhaps be clarified, if,not expressly defined, in
he Purchase and Assumption Agreement between the Fore, as receiver, and the
bilene First National Bank, as assuming bank, or in the Contract of Sale
ntered into between the FDIC, as receiver, and the FDIC in its corporate
apacity, neither of those documents is included in the record before this
ourt.
The FDIC contends that the term lI a s s e t s 11 as used in subsect iots- '( e r means
assets disclosed on the .books and records of a bank which satisfy the
equirements of s 1823{e). Stated otherwise, an asset reflected in the records
f a bank does not cease being an asset for purposes of s 1823{e} until payment

'eceived or an agreement complying with the requirements *458 of s
3(e) is concluded." (Dk . 30, p. 5.) Defendants do not challenge this

roposed definition, except to state that II n o evidence has been presented by
he FDIC to prove that the notes in question' wer e 'listed as assets on the books
nd records of the failed bank at the time the transfer to the FDIC in its
orporate capaci ty ~J'as made. [I (Dk. 35 I p. 4.) That factual omission by the
DIe has been remedied in its reply brief, by the attached affidavit of Ricky
. Olson, a bank liquidation specialist of the FDIC. That affidavit
stablishes that each of the three notes that are the subjects of this action
'as acquired by the FDIC in its corporate capacity from the receiver, and that
uch notes were reflected as assets in the loan files of the closed bank at the
ime of closure. (Dk. 42, Supplemental affidavit.)
The court finds that the notes in question were in the bank1s active
'iles on the date the bank closed and on the date the bankls assets were
lurchased by the FDIC in its corporate capacity. See FDIC v, Venture
'orrt r ac t o r e , Inc., 825 F.2d 143 ('Zth Cir.1987) (upholding trial cour t ' e finding
:hat a guaranty was in an active file and thus a valid asset); FDIC v.
IO~·lersf 576 F.Supp. 1167, 1169 (N.D-.Ill.1983) (rejecting as frivolous
lefendants I 'argument that none of their facially 'sufficient written guarantees
rae an llasset ll under s 1823(e)).
Defendants additionally contend that even if their notes were reflected as
lssets on the bankls books, those notes ceased to be assets by virtue of the

COPR. (C) WEST 1992 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS



.4 F.Supp. 455
:ite as: 714 F.Supp. 455, *458)
i c c o r-d and satisfaction prior to the closure o i: the '.I'a.ima.ge State Bank.
lefendants' position finds support in FDIC v. Nemecek/ t41 F~SuPP. 740
D.Kan.1985). In Nemecek, J. Kelly held that:

" s 1823(e) has no application to this case. The Bank and the defendants
reactled an accord and satisfaction! a settlement a: c~alms, prior to the

;ank's closing. Therefore, when the F.D.I.C. purchas~d the 3ank 1s assets, It
:ould not have purchased defendants! note, as it had been pr'eviously
!xtinguished. Section 1823(e) applies only to assets which tne E'DIC has
.cqulrec. .
641 F.Supp; at 743 (emphasis in original).
The court declines to follow the Nemecek holding. That r~tiorlale requlres
he court to, in a preliminary step, look to evidence not permitted by s
823(e) to determine the FD!Cis rights with respect to eacll item ret~ectea ,~ a
ailed bank's books as an asset and purchased by the corporation. Such a
heory would destroy tr~e effect and protection of s 1823te) and n arnpe r t n e
DIC,ls ability to follow the purchase and assumption alternative oy inject in;
ncertainty into th~ valuation 6£ assets.
[4}[5] The court recognizes tha~ s1823(e} does not apply ~o eve~y inquiry
oncerning a~ asset. FDIC v. Merchants Nat. Bank ot Mobi:e, 725 F.2d 631:
39 (11th Cir.1984), c e r t . denied, 469 U.S. 829, 105 S.Ct. 114,83 L.Ed.2d
7. It does not apply when the court determines if a~ asset is i:lvalid tor
reach of bilateral obligations contained in the asset,. see Howell v.
ontinental Credit Corp., 655 E'.2d 743, 746-48 (7th Cir.1981) or for fraud,
ee Langley v. FDIC, 484 U.S. 86, , 108 S.Ct. 396, 402, 98_~.~~.. 2d 340,
48 (1987). Nor does the statute protect the FDIC against ttle-conseque~ces ot
ts own conduct with respect to the asset afte~ acquiring it. See FDIC v.
l"Q PncLr Qhopp;n~ C'0.,.'+-01""' -r c:c: t:" '),"; 'ILl ,1 7'>':1 f ~r.i l"-i y'. 1 c c e, \. FDIC F •.............. .. ~,-" ..... ........ .... .. ::.1 .............. -- ... , ........... ............... ""'" ............ \ .......... '-"- ......... ..., .......... /' •

arrison, 735 F.2d 408, 412 (11th Cir.1984). I~ such cases a defendant may
resent evidence outside of the documents to establish a defense. In the

~ent case, however defendants have failed to offer any facts which would
t~~itle them to avoid the application of s 1823(e).
[6][7J The court chooses to follow those cou~ts which hold that s 1823{e) bars
~e defense of oral accord and satisfaction. See Public Loan Co. v. FDIC,
J3 F.2d 82, 84 (3d Cir.1986) {defense of oral accord and satisfaction barred
{ s 1823(e) despite assertion that the full amount of the letter -of credit had
~en previously paid); FDIC v. General Investments, Inc., 522 F.Supp. 1061,
J67 {E.D.Wis.1981} (holding that parties never finalized a settlement
;reement, *459 but stating that if such an oral agreement has been mads,
1e court would find it invalid for failure to comply with s 1823{e)
=quirements}; FDIC v. Hoover-Morris Enterprises, 642 F.2d 785 (5th
lr.1981} (defense of oral accord and satisfaction could not be asserted
;ainst FDIC which brought action to recover deficiency judgment because c! s
~23(e), the DIOench doctrine, and failure to satisfy state law requirements
~ accord and satisfaction); FDIC v. Fulcher, 635 E'.Supp. 27
~.D.Tex.1985) (bankls oral agreement to let defendant oft a guaranty upon
=ceipt of proceeds from sale of collateral was barred by s 1823(8) and
Oench doctrine even tnough ba~~ had allegealy received proceeds trom sale

~ collateral); FDIC v. WE Ve~ture, No. 84-5673, s~ip op., 1986 WL 5919
l.n.Pa., May 22, 1986)
)unterclaim based upon

(stating ll[c]learly defendants ' affirmative defense and
accord and satisfaction and llovation, to the extent

COPR. (C} WEST 1992 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. u.s. GOVT. WORKS
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~he United States Supreme Court,
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of s 1823(e) are b a r r-e d . !"}.
in Langley, reviewed two of the
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] One purpose of s 1823(e) is to allow federal and state bank examiners to
e~! on a bank1s records in evaluating the wo~th of the bank1s assets. Such
valuations are necessary when a bank is examined for fiscal soundness by state
l."federal au t nori t Le e , see 12 USC ss 1817(a) {2}, 1820(b) [12 USCS ss
817(a}(2), 1820(b) Jf and when the FDIC is deciding whether to liquidate a
ailed baBk, see s 1821(d), or to provide financing for purchase of its assets
2.1:0 assumption or its liabilities} by another bank, see s 1823(c} (2), (4) (.l~,,).

:~e :~Rf~':': L::"~td of e v e Luat Lon , in particular, must be made "w i t h great speed,
Sl:2jly o~ernight, i~ order to preserve the going concern value of the failed
arik and avo id an .i n t e r-r-up t t on in baking s er-v i ce s . II Gunter v . Hutcheson, 6~14

2d at 865. Neither the FDIC nor state banking authorities would be able to
ake reliable evaluations if bank records contained seemingly unqualified notes
~at are in fact subject to undisclosed conditions.

A second purpose of s· 1823(e) is implicit in its requirement th~t the
agreement !I not merely be on file in the bank I s records at the time of an
~amination, but also have been executed and become a bank record
c on tempo r arie oue j y " with the making of the note and have been approved by
fficially recorded action of the bank's board or loan committee. These latter
equirements ensure mature consideration of unusual loan transactions by senior
ank officials, s:i.d prevent fraudulent insertion of new terms, with the
c Ll u s I on of .bank employees, ~'Jhen a bank appears headed for fatJ'-:lr:'.,E;..,
98 L.Ed.2d at 347. Neither of these purposes would be fulfilled if a debtor
ere allowed to show, by an oral agreement not meeting the statute's
equire~ents, that a facially unqualified note was subject to a condition such
s release upon partial payment.

's holding is COTlsistent with others in the district. See, e.go t FDIC v.
:ring, 620 F.Supp. 1271/ 1274 (D.Kan.1985) (holding that 11,., any

ffirmative defense tllat flows from an oral agreement is barred by
s 1823(e) J"}; FDIC v . Soden/ 603 F.Supp. 629/ 634-35 (D.Kan.1984) (holding
r a l side c.greement between bank and Law firm invalid under s 1823(e)}. The
~urt fi~ds that the defense of oral accord and satisfaction is barred by s
823(e) as to the claim brought by the FDIC in its corporate capacity.
Defendants have previously voluntarily withdrawn their counterclaims and all
ffirmat~ve defenses except accord and satisfaction. (Dk. 36, p. 2.) Both
~rties have stipulated that if the defendants were determined to be liable,
he correct amount of that liability would be $189,444.37/ together with
nterest from a~d after November 9, 1987 at the contract rate, currently
alculated at $49.41 per diem. (Dk. 29, p. 1; Dk. 36, p. 3.)
[8J T~e parties have briefed the issue of equitable sanctions against the FDIC
n its corporate capacity. The court expressed to the parties at the in
hambers conference on November 9, 1987 its concern *460 with the FDIC's
aV'ing filed, in the form of a "mo t i on in l,imine,1I a dispositive motion on the
ve of trial. The FDIC, in both its corporate and receivership capacities/
absequently tenderea a check to the clerk of this court in the amount of
751.02 as payment tor the costs of impaneling a jury on November 9, 1987.
Dk. 31.) That unconditional after was tound to be appropriate and the clerk
as ordered to accept the FDIC's check and to apply the proceeds as payment for

COPR. (C) WEST 1992 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
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! costs of impane,li~g a J~ry in tnis case. (01:. 33). Atter reviewing the
:ts a~d a=guments set forth in t~le parties: b~ie£s o~~ th~s issue , the court
,., that no additional paylnent from the FDIC in the torm ot equitable

"ions is warranted.
~ IS THEREFORE ORDERED tor summary judgm"ent is
tnted, and the FDIC in its corporate capacity lS awarded $189,444.31, plus
:erest from and after Novelnber 9, 1987 at the rate of $49.41 per day.. It is
~ther ordered that detendants l motlon tor esuitable sanctions agairlst the
:C is denied.

COPR. (C} WEST 1992 ~O CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
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October 7, 1992

\,
Mr'" Henry Kantor
Chair, council on Court Procedures
Kantor and Sacks
110QS.W. sixth, suite 1100
portla~d, OR 97204

RE: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

KPtNTOR AND SACKS
(503) 373-7124

I write to urge the Council to adopt the amendment to
ORCP 32 F(l) recommended by the majority to your class action
subcommittee and to reject the formulation proposed by the
minority report. Based on my experience as the trial judge in
Best v. united states National Bank and Tolbert v. First National
Bank, I believe that expanding the flexibility afforded trial
courts concerning the giving of notice will both create
efficiencies for trial courts and reduce costs for litigants.
Conversely, retaining existing ORCP 32 F(l) and extending it to
B(l) and B(2) class actions would be a step backward.

As the Council may know, Best and Tolbert were lawsuits
which alleged that Oregon's two largest banks had assessed
allegedly unlawful high charges on customers who wrote checks on
insufficient funds. The plaintiff sought restitution of the
alleged excessive charges. The class in each case numbered in
the hundreds of thousands. The potential recovery of the average
class member was probably under $100.

I concluded that existing ORCP 32 F(l) required
extensive notice be given to members of any class certified under
ORCP 32 B(3). Accordingly, in Best and Tolbert, I ordered that
notice to current checking customers be included with a monthly
statement and that notice to former checking account customers be
pUblished at least three times in 12 different newspapers
throughout the state. I understand that giving this notice cost
plaintiffs approximately $25,000. In addition, the defendant in
Tolbert estimated that it had to pay $6,000 in increased postage
because of the inclusion of a notice in its statements.
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The court received hundreds of responses to the notice.
This was due not only to the size of the classes but also to the
fact that I believed, as long as we were communicating with the
class, we should ask for certain information that might be of
assistance in the future management of these cases. As a
consequence, even those who desired to remain in the class were
encouraged to respond to the notice by providing such information
as the date they opened their checking account, whether they
retained records from the class periOd and the approximate number
of NSF charges they had paid during the class period. The
processing of these responses took two people several full days.
A substantial amount of court storage space was required to
retain these records.

Not one member of either class exercised the option
afforded by ORCP 32 F(l) (b) (vi) to appear in the litigation. To
my knOWledge, no one opted out of the cases in order to maintain
an individual action.

I only ordered this kind of notice because I believed
it to be required by existing ORCP 32 F(l). Nothing in my
experience in Best and Tolbert has caused me to change my opinion
that, in a case where every class member has a small individual
stake, the kind of notice required by ORCP 32 F(l) is
unnecessary, wasteful to the litigants' resources and a burden on
the court. Had the amendment to ORCP 32 F(l) recommended by the
majority of your class action subcommittee been in effect at the
time I ordered the giving of notice in Best and Tolbert, it would
have allowed me to exercise my discretion more sensibly to
structure notice in a more meaningful and less costly fashion. I
therefore urge the Council to adopt the amendment to ORCP 32 F(l)
recommended by the majority of your class action subcommittee and
to reject the proposal in the minority report.

Thank you for the consideration of my views.

RWR:lac

Riggs
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October 9, 1992

Phil Goldsmith
suite 1212
1100 S.W. sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

OREGON
ADVOCACY
CENTER

Re: Proposed Changes to oregon's Class Action Rule, ORCP 32

Dear Phil:

As you know, Oregon Advocacy Center (OAC) is a private non
profit organization that provides legal representation to persons
with mental disabilities. A great many of OAC's clients are low
income; Social Security disability or SSI benefits is the sole
source of income for many.

OAC recently became aware of the Coalition's proposed reforms
of ORCP 32. I understand that the Council on Court Procedure's
class action subcommittee is currently considering the proposed
changes, and considering an alternative proposal. As I understand
it, the alternative proposal would require that notice be given to
class members in all class actions, inclUding those actions seeking
only injunctive or other equitable relief. This latter proposal
is of great concern to Oregon Advocacy Center, because such a rule
could effectively preclUde the maintenance of class action suits
for injunctive relief on behalf of groups of low-income clients
such as we represent.

Being a small, pub Li.cLy funded organization with a broad
mandate to provide protection and advocacy and legal
representation to persons with developmental disabilities and
mental illness - OAC attempts to get the most "bang for our buck"
in the cases we pursue in court. This means that we frequently
represent groups of clients challenging policies or practices that
affect many individuals similarly, and often bring our cases as
class actions seeking injunctive relief. (Typically we refer out
damages cases to the private bar.) Our clients do not have the
financial resources that would enable them to comply with a
mandatory notice requirement in all injunctive relief cases.

On behalf of Oregon Advocacy Center and our clients I would
like to urge the Council's class action subcommittee to reject any
proposed reforms of ORCP 32 that would dictate the giving of notice
in injunction actions, and urge that the current discretionary
notice provisions for these types of cases be retained. I would

TELEPHONE (503) 243-2081
TOLL FREE 1-800-452-1694
FAX (503) 243-1738
625 80ARD OF TRADE 8LDG.
310 SW FOURTH AVENUE
PORTLAND. OREGON 97204-2309

'.',
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very much appreciate it if you would communicate these concerns to
the appropriate members of the council. Thank you.

sincerely,

;/a/t L-~2rZLz.lic
Darcy No ille
DirectoJ{ f Litigation
Oregon Advocacy Center
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Oregon
Legal
Services
Corporation

W.atherly Building Suite 1000 516 &E. MOl'l'lson Portland, OR97214 (503) 234-1534 FAX, (503) 239-3837

OCtober 16, 1992

Henry Kantor
Attorney at Law
1100 Standard Plaza Building
1100 S. W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Pmposed Chanees to ORCP 32

Dear Mr. Kantor:

I am writing to you about the proposal regarding classwide notice which has been
submitted in a, Minority Report from the Class Action Subcommittee to the Council on Court
Procedures. I believe that this proposal could be devastating to our ability to adequately
represent low income people.

As you may know, Oregon Legal Services (OLS) is a private non-profit organization
which represents low income people throughout rural Oregon. Over the years, we have
successfully litigated quite a large number of class actions, for the most part involving
governmental benefits such as Aid toFamilies with Dependent Children, Medicaid, food stamps,
and subsidized housing. It is not unusual for the classes in such cases to consist of thousands
of people, and, in a few notable situations, tens of thousands.

AsI understand the proposal, individual notice would have to be given to class members
in all class actions, even if only injunctive or other equitable reliefwas sought. Given the size
of classes which are typical in public benefit litigation, such a requirement could easily prohibit
OLS and other legal services organizations in Oregon from litigating these cases. All legal
services organizations are under tremendous financial pressure, notwithstanding the success of
such recent efforts as the Campaign for Equal Justice. We simply do not have the financial
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resources to provide individual notices in largecases. I fear that importantand significant issues
for low income Oregonians may not be litigated if such a requirement is imposed.

We therefore urge the Council to reject these proposed amendments.

Very truly yours,

de-X-%~~~
Kent B. Thurber
Attorney at Law

KBT:sew
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Maurice J. Holland
Acting Executive Director
council on court Procedures
University of Oregon School of Law
Eugene, OR 97403

Dear Mr. Holland:

Re: proposed Change to ORCP 36C(2)

In the September 14, 1992 Advance Sheets, there were proposed
amendments to the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure which we under
stand the council is considering. We have been informed that the
Council will also consider at its October 17th meeting a proposed
ohange to ORCP 36C(2). We would like to express our opposition to
that proposed amendment. In our view, the proposed amendment is a
bad idea for Oregon for several reasons.

The argument for this proposal proceeds from several faulty
assumptions. One of these is that protective orders are being
abused because they are obtained without any real need being
demonstrated. That mayor may not have once been the situation,
but it definitely is not the case now. With the national campaign
being waged by the American Trial Lawyers Association and the
various state organizations, it has become increasingly more
difficult to obtain a protective order in any case. In the past,
plaintiffs' attorneys were primarily interested in the welfare of
their own client. They made decisions based upon how they could
best proseoute that client's case, inclUding how they could most
easily, efficiently and least expensively obtain the discovery
necessary to prove that client's case. Plaintiffs' attorneys now
Beem inclined to view themselves as prosecutors for the pUblic at
large and therefore less willing to make decisions based upon a
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single client's best interest. As a result, more and more
protective orders are only obtained after a court is convinced of
the need for and the proper breadth of the proposed order.

The Council should also consider that this proposal is certain to
increase the litigation and trial court involvement surrounding the
original protective order. Whatever may be the situation across
the country, in oregon plaintiff and defense lawyers typically know
each other well and defense lawyers know that their counterparts
can be trusted to be honest and exercise good faith. Oregon
defense counsel can, with comfort, advise their corporate clients
of the character of plaintiff's counsel and urge a client to take
a less cautious approaoh to the disoovery situation and proteotive
order. This expedites discovery and cuts down trips to the trial
court concerning discovery disputes. However, if this proposed
amendment were enacted, while Oregon counsel for plaintiffs can be
assumed to deal in good faith with the materials obtained under a
protective order, defense counsel would not be able to give any
such assurances with regard to whoever may obtain subsequent
disclosure. Thus, protective order issues which once could have
been worked out amicably between Oregon counsel with leeway given
for the attitUde of Oregon plaintiffs' counsel, will now be
litigated to the trial court to the last degree if these protective
orders are going to be transformed into a "national protective
order. " Plaintiff's counsel will think he or she needs to protect
the unidentified national client and thus will also not be in a
compromising mood. ThUS, it can be safely assumed that both on the
front end, obtaining the protective order, and, as will be
discussed later, on the back end, when some party seeks to have the
protective order opened, greater judicial involvement of Oregon
jUdges will be reqUired.

Another faulty premise for this proposed modification is that
materials SUbject to the protective order cannot be obtained
directly from the defendant. This premise has two separate aspeots
which need to be examined. As the Council is well aware, the scope
of discovery in ORCP 36B is understandably broad. If a party is
unable to obtain discovery of documents produced in another case
and SUbject to a discovery order, because those documents in the
current case are not within the scope of disoovery, that party
should not be able to go back to some other case, where the issues
must have been different in order to make the documents there
discoverable, and obtain indirectly what that party is not entitled
to obtain direotly. Shouldn't the deoision as to whether something
is discoverable or not discoverable be entrusted to the jUdge
monitoring the current litigation, rather than the judge who dealt
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with the prior litigation and approved the original protective
order? It seems obvious which judge is in the better position to
make sound decisions concerning the scope of discovery about the
present litigation.

The second aspect of the faulty premise that discovery cannot be
obtained directly is the implied or expressed view that the party
to whom the discovery request is directed will not be faithful in
complying with their obligations under the rUles of discovery_ In
simple language, some plaintiffs' attorneys are paranoid that
defendants will hide things that they've turned over in some other
litigation. The simple language response is that there is
absolutely and utterly no demonstration that such is occurring in
Oregon or has occurred. If it has occurred in other jurisdictions,
then it is the responsibility of the courts in those jurisdictions
to deal with it, not a responsibility which should be imposed upon
oregon trial jUdges for some out-of-state plaintiff in some out-of
state case. Our judges have enough things to do to keep them bUSy
with oregon matters.

While there are no doubt, several other valid reasons why the
proposed amendment should not be adopted, the last one wo would
raise is the issue of enforcement. This is, of course, tied into
the previously discussed issue of the behavior of Oregon counsel.
Both defense counsel and the court can comfortably rely upon the
good faith of Oregon counsel who receive documents under a
protective order. Moreover, enforcement of violations against
Oregon counsel can be dealt with easily. In contrast, how is an
Oregon Circuit Court jUdge going to enforce a protective order over
a New York, Chicago or Miami attorney? How is anyone going to
monitor whether some enforcement action is necessary? Again, the
Oregon bench has better things to do with its time than attempting
to determine Whether John Q. Esquire, New York, New York, has or
hasn't abided by the terms of a protective order and how to deal
with the issue if he has not.

Discovery can and should be dealt with by the parties and judiciary
which are handling a currently pending action. It should not be
ruled upon by a jUdge who is not involved in and probably has no
real interest in the current case, nor should it be a burden upon
a party who has long since put the issues in a prior case to bed.
There is no demonstrated need for the proposed amendment in Oregon.
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Thank you for your consideration of our input.

ruly yours,

~i~~--...
tz;olJ'15

RKS:lme

cc: Henry Kantor

t1325 P04/04,,,· _
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Georgia-R:Icffic Corporation
Law Department
William E. Craig
WelStern- Regional Counsel

VIA FACSIMILE

Maurice J. Holland
Acting Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
University of OrAgon School at Law
Eugene, OR 97403

900 S. W. Fif.!. Au",,""
PorlkurJ.(),."g"" 97204
Telephone 1$031 248-7284

October 16, 1992

Re: ~ents on proposed Amendment to Rule 36C(Z)

Dear Mr. Holland:

Geor9ia-~acificCorporation is concerned about the proposed
amennment to Rule 36C(2) tor 2 important reasons. ~irst, the
pu~~lbiliLy of later disclosure of information provided
pursuant to a protective order will adversely impact settlement
negotiations. Georq1a-paclfic is often willing Lo disclose
commercially sensitive information under the terms of an
appropriate protective orner in order to settle cases which
otherwise might re~ult In protracted litigation. If the
amendment to the rule as proposed is adopted, Georgia-Pacific
would be considerably less wi1l1ng to make SUch disclusures.

Secondly, the proposed rule amendment would furt.her complieate
diseovery proceedings. The inability to rely U/1 it negotiated
protective order will result in many more trips to tho
presiding judge for rulings nn specific Objections which
heretofore have been ea~ily resolved with an appropriate __'
protective order.

ThanK you very much ~or the opportunity to provide these
comments.

n72LT2~ ,
William K. Craig ~
Western Regional Counsel

WEC:qls

"'''' TOTAC'PAGE.002 "''''
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Phil Gold,mlth
Attorney at Law

1100 S.W. 6th Avenue
Suite 1212

Portland. Oregon 97204

(503) 224·2301
FAX: (503) 222-7288

November 10, 1992

Janice Stewart, Chair
Class Action SUbcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
1100 SW Sixth, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97204. VIA HAND DELIVERY

13461564 P.02

Professor Maury Holland
Class Action Subcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon School of Law, Room 275A
1101 Kincaid street
Eugene, Oregon 97403-3720 VIA FAX COMMUNICATION

Michael V. Phillips
Class Action Subcommittee
Council on Court Procedures
975 Oak street, suite 1050
Eugene, Oregon 97401-3176 VIA FAX COMMUNICATION·

Re: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Subcommittee Members:

In an effort to simplify the issues before the full
Council on Court Procedures this coming Saturday, the Committee
to Reform Oregon's Class Action (lithe Committee ll ) has authorized
me to do two things.

First, to cease pursuing the proposals concerning
damage computations Which your subcommittee has previously
rejected, namely the versions of ORCP 32 F(2) proposed in the
Committee's letter of December 14, 1991 to Professor Merrill and
in my letter of September 16, 1992 to you. Thus, the only
damages issue before the Council will be your subcommittee's
recommendation to eliminate existing ORCP 32 F(2) and F(3).

Secondly, the Committee has authorized me to seek a
compromise version of ORCP 32 F(l) which all members of the
SUbcommittee could accept. Enclosed with this letter is a copy
of my letter to Janice Stewart of November 5, 1992 which makes
such a proposal. This proposal retains all the discretion in the
version which the majority of your subcommittee previoUsly
approved, except that it would eliminate the option of giving no
notice.
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As I indicate in my letter to Jan, I have circulated
this proposal to people who handle injunctive relief class
actions to make sure they felt comfortable with the change. Jan
told me this morning that it is acceptable to her. If Mike and
Maury are also prepared to recommend this language, then the
Committee will withdraw the version of ORCP 32 F{l) which it
originally proposed in favor of this new version.

Assuming this occurs, there are three principal
questions which the full Council will need to decide:

1. Should ORCP 32 B be revised to replace the current
tripartite class action with a unitary class, as
you have recommended?

2. Should ORCP 32 F{l) be revised to expand the
discretion of trial courts concerning when ahd how
post-certification notice will be given, but
requiring such notice to be given to some or all
members of the class?

3. Should claim forms be eliminated by deleting
eXisting ORCP 32 F(2) and F(3), as you have
recommended?

There may a~so be some minor language issues which the
Council will need to address. According to my notes of the
September meeting, the language of ORCP 32 F(3) in the version
which Maury circulated at the August meeting was to be modified
in a couple of respects. Additionally, the Council may want to
address Maury's style proposauin the text he circulated in
August.

I would appreciate being informed when the subcommittee
has decided whether or not to recommend the new version of ORCP
32 F{l).

Sincerely,

~~.q;-
Phil Goldsmith

PG:le
Encl.

cc: Henry Kantor (via hand delivery)
Committee Members
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Attorney at Law

1100 S.W. 6th Avenue
Suite 1212
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(503) 224-2301
FAX: (503) 222·7288

November 5, 1992
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Janice stewart, Chair
Class Action Subcommittee
council on court Procedures
1100 SW Sixth, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97204 (Via Hand Delivery)

Re: Proposed Revisions to ORCP 32

Dear Janice:

I appreciate having had the opportunity to talk with
you after the October Council on court Procedures meeting about
the class action notice issue. As I think I told you; this
discussion gave me insight. into a way of redrafting our
committee's proposal to accomodate your concerns.

Since that time, I have circulated the redrafted
language to the members of our committee as well as to Bernie
Thurber, Darcy Norville and Dick Baldwin. I received no negative
feedback.

Accordingly', I enclose an alternative to the version of
ORCP 32 F(l) which our committee proposed and the majority of
your subcommittee recommended. The highlighted and lined-through
language represents the ways in which this alternative differs
from our earlier proposal.

If you can accept this language (or you and I can agree
to further revisions), the next step would be to circulate it to
the other members of the subcommittee to see if they also are
willing to modify their position in the interest of simplifying
the issues which the ~ull Council will need to decide at the
November 14 meeting.

::.
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After you have had an opportunity to consider this
proposed compromise, let me know what you think.

sincerely,

4;(.A?'4.:..er:
Phil Goldsmith

PG:rr

P.S. I will be able to attend our Stanford reunion this weekend.

.. :..-: ,:

.. ' '.

;".,: .:
.. .., '-: ...-.: ;.:...:... ... . '.',,' '. '.
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F(l) When ordering that an action be maintained as a class

action under this rule, the court i~)~~~eltfl.dt>:lt""B1~·.y~M...~~~J~'A~;;w; ..,",l:WHM"M.;;>"""~ N~M'~~~S

should be given U~GQF SubSQG~ig~ E{~) gf tais rule and~

~~f~~ whether, when, how, and under what conditions putative

members may elect to be excluded from the class. The matters

pertinent to these determinations ordinarily include: (a) the

nature of the controversy and the relief sought; (b) the extent

and nature of any member's injury or liability; (c) the interest

of the party opposing the class in securing a final resolution of

the matters in controversy; (d) the inefficiency or

impracticality of separately maintained actions to resolve the

controversy; (8) the cost of notifying the members of the class;

and (f) the possible prejUdice to members to whom notice is not

directed. When appropriate, exclusion may be conditioned on a

prohibition against institution or maintenance of a separate

action on some or all of the matters in controversy in the class

action or a prohibition against use in a separately maintained

action of any jUdgment rendered in favor of the class from which

exclusion is sought.
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Maurice J. Holland
University of Oregon
School of Law, Room 331
1101 Kinkaid Street
Eugene, OR 97403

Dear Mr. Holland:

BIOJECT INC.
7620 S.w. 8RJDGEPQRT ROAD
PORTLAND, OREGON97224
TELEPHONE: (S03) 639·7221
fAX: (503) 624·9002

CANAOAoence
BIOJECT MEDICAL SYsTEMS LTD.
WORLD TRADE CENTRE
650·999 CANADAPLACE
VANCOUVER, 6.C.V6C3El
TElEPHONE, (604)669.8234
fAX, (604) 681·2634

Re: Amendment to ORCP
36C(2)

Bioject, a public company traded on NASDAQ, located in Portland, Oregon is opposed to
the proposed amendment to Rule 36C(2) of the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure. This
amendment proposes procedures overturning protective orders.

As Founder, General Counsel, President and CEO of Bioject, a company of 36 employees
that was founded in 1985, this proposed rule change could have significant ramifications
for our business. Protective orders are important to small, high-tech growth companies in
Oregon, especially those that are publicly traded, in that they assist in preventing the
unwarranted dissemination of confidential information. This rule change will have a
detrimental effect on our operations by increasing the cost of an already expensive process.
For example, this rule change could discourage clinical investigators from recruiting
patients into clinical trials of health care products in Oregon medical institutions. It also
introduces new economic uncertainty into the litigation process.

Our primary concerns about the proposed amendment to ORCP 36C(2) are as follows:

1. Protective orders are normally sought by a defendant business or company in the
course of settling one of the inevitable plaintiff suits, many times for an amount less
than the defense costs, as a means of achieving final settlement of a case.

2. Although meritorious cases do occur occasionally, unfortunately, a public company
is also a perfect target for frivolous and meritless litigation. Such companies are
highlymotivated to conclude litigation quicklysince their auditors must always treat
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the amounts prayed for as a liability to be discussed in the footnotes of their
audited financial statements. Also, quarterly and annual SEC filings must discuss
all litigation and the associated liability exposure as well. Therefore, a
public company is under great pressure to settle all litigation, even that which is
frivolous and meritless.

3. Such settlements are usually accomplished as a result of extensive negotiations and
may be accompanied by discovery.

4. An important component of such settlements is the ability to maintain secrecy of
the settlement terms and discovery, both to confound competitors and to lessen the
likelihood of inviting other, similar suits.

5. This amendment allows the protective order to be relitigated, forever, creating a
great burden on the protected parties.

6. The proposed amendment will increase court congestion and drive up overall
litigation costs.

7. This introduction of uncertainty into the litigation process will create a negative
business environment which could discourage the formation of research alliances
with major manufacturers of medical products. Bioject has already announced such
agreements with Eli Lilly and Company and Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

8. This amendment could diminish the ability of Bioject and other businesses in
Oregon to compete with other companies in states that do not have this rule change
or legislation in effect.

In addition to the above concerns, this proposed amendment is not good policy or law for
the following reasons:

1. The burden for overriding a previously-granted protective order is placed on the
protected party rather than upon an applicant. This forces a protected party to
essentially "re-apply" for protective orders on an ongoing basis ... forever.

2. "A party" is allowed to make disclosure of protected discovery after making
application and noticing a hearing to the protected party. Such a hearing would be
onerous in that, for an unlimited period of time, any party to a settlement could be
approached by other potential plaintiffs, and agree to force the protected party to
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"reopen" that portion of the settled case, by producing witnesses and evidence,
proving, once again, that the protective order should stand.

Bioject is committed to remaining in Oregon as a fast-growing, high-technology, medical
device company. We hope that you will be similarly committed to protecting the rights of
individuals and the opportunity for business to add to the prosperity of our state.

I strongly urge you to oppose this amendment to Rule 36C(2). Please feel free to contact
me regarding this letter. Thank you for your consideration.

»: .
. ~~~

( Carl E. Wilcox
-ffesidentiCEO

CEW/fkm

wp511corporatlorcp.ltr
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Maurice J. Holland
Member of Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon
School of Law, Rm. 331
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, OR 97403

RE: Proposed Amendment to ORCP 36(c)

Dear Mr. Holland:

At your December 12 meeting of the Council on Court Procedures, you will have
before you a proposed amendment to Rule 36(c). After review of the proposed
amendment, I have come to the conclusion that the amendment should be rejected.

Our firm represents plaintiffs and defendants. We represent out-of-state
corporations that are sued in this state and Oregon corporations that are sued in various
states. The present Rule 36(c) is for all practical purposes identical to the Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 26(c). That rule is well understood across the country and has been
the subject of a number of court decisions that provide guidance to trial courts faced with
interpreting the rule. The Federal Rules have recently been reviewed and proposed
changes are being experimented with in various Districts. The rule change under
consideration here is not a part of the proposed Federal Rule changes.

The proposed amendment to my knowledge has not been adopted in any state.
There is no body of existing law as to the effect of the proposed amendment. If the
proposed change were to be adopted, the result almost certainly would be an increase in
Oregon's litigation to determine the confidentiality of key business information. If the
amendment were to be passed, I would expect cases filed in Oregon in an attempt to
obtain information to be used in litigation in other states without the same rule. I would
further expect cases to be filed in the state court rather than in federal court. While the
numbers of such additional cases may not be large, they are certainly going to be
particularly time-consuming cases and burden our already overburdened judicial system.
In my judgment, Oregon should defer considering this amendment until other states have
had decisions interpreting the effect of changes and we know what we are getting
ourselves into.
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Oregon has longstanding practice of not adopting discovery rules which are
considered experimental, burdensome or expensive. For example, Oregon delayed
adopting many of the federal rules and still has not adopted rules permitting
interrogatories. It would certainly be out of character for Oregon to be an experimenter
with a new rule.

Trial lawyers presently exchange information without reservation based on
protective orders. If this proposed amendment were to be adopted, I would expect
defendants to be much more reluctant to release information to plaintiffs in Oregon
resulting in delays and expense to Oregon plaintiffs in obtaining information that
otherwise would have been available to them. I would expect state trial court judges
would have to hear many more motions on the form of protective orders. The focus of
these orders are presently worked out between counsel. The only potential benefit of the
rule change would be to facilitate transfer of information obtained in one case to
somebody who has a similar case. If Oregon was one of only a very few states having
a rule permitting that sort of exchange, I would expect increased numbers of suits to be
filed in Oregon for the purpose of obtaining information that would then be distributed
about the country. I do not know that we want Oregon courts to be known as facilitating
persons in dealing in confidential business information.

The proposed rule as drafted is highly indefinite as to what standards should be
applied. It is further uncertain as to what the standard of review would be. This is the
sort of uncertainty that will slow down progress of cases and add to litigation costs. The
only potential benefits would be to litigants in other states who might receive information
from Oregon cases. In my judgment, the proposed rule is not in the best interests of the
state and should be rejected.

Verj truly78,
//
(~(~

Thomas H. Tongue

THT:jjb

[THT\COV6-1.001)
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Business Center Building
P.O. Box 1518
Bellevue, Washington 98009
Telephone (206) 455-7400

December 7, 1992

Mr. Maury Holland
University of Oregon School of Law
1101 Kincaid
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Dear Mr. Holland:

We urge you, the Council for Court Procedures, to vote No on the
proposed Protective Order regulation.

PACCAR Inc is a manufacturer of Kenworth and Peterbilt trucks with
plants and facilities located throughout the united states. We
believe the proposed regulation would restrict the authority of
courts to issue Protective Orders to keep highly sensitive or
commercially valuable information produced in a litigation
confidential. This proposal would also create a decidedly hostile
environment for business and the courts of Oregon by making it
impossible for courts to adequately protect trade secrets and other
proprietary business information. Further, this proposal would
destroy court procedures that promote efficiency and economy, and
deny protection of the fundamental rights of litigants.

The net effect of restricting the use of Protective Orders will be
lawsuits which are more costly, more complex, and less likely to
settle. As the proposed regulation will destroy a system that now
works. in the best interest of all parties involved with litigation,
we strongly urge you to vote Il·NO" on this measure:

\inc=-~jt
N~n E. Proctor
Manager of State
Government Relations

NEP:lph
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U.S. BANCORP TOWER, SUITE 2500 • 111 SOUTHWEST FIFTH AVENUE· PORTLAND, OREGON 97204

TELEPHONE: (503) 295-4400

December 9, 1992

Maurice J; Holland
University of Oregon
School of Law, Room 331
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Re: proposed Amend.m.ent to .' ORC-P,' 3S.C(2)

Dear Mr. Holland:

I am writing on behalf of the Oregon Association of
Defense Counsel ("OADC") to reiterate our objections to the
proposed changes regarding protective orders. As stated in
our letter of June 12 on this subject, the OADC believes that
the proposed changes do not advance the jurisprudence of the
State of oregon. The proposed changes will, in our view,
increase the expense of civil litigation, impede settlements,
and unfairly shift the burden of maintaining confidentiality
to a party disgorging confidential information -- usually the
defendant.

We also believe there is an additional major impact not
addressed in our earlier letter. The proposed changes will
likely have the effect of discouraging voluntary disclosure of
confidential information pursuant to an agreed protective
order. Substituted would be a procedure by which litigants
can be expected to object in the first instance to production
of sensitive materials because they will perceive that there
is no benefit -- only detriment -- to voluntarLl.y disclosing
sensitive materials. 1'.dditionally, litigan~S\iill;likely
perceive their tactical interests better served by seeking the
protection of the court and making a preliminary record
regarding the sensitivity of various discovery materials
before any documents have been turned over in discovery.

The spectre of increased court involvement in discovery
disputes is real and potentially devastating to the civil
justice system in light of ever greater pressures on the
courts from such initiatives as Measure 5.

In summary, we believe the detriments from the proposed
changes far outweigh the benefits, if any. We urge the

[09901-QOOI/PA923430.095j

TELEX: 32~0319 PERKINS SEA" FACSIMILE: (503) 295-6793

ANCHORAGE" BELLEVUE" Los ANGELES" SEATTLE" SPOKANE· WASHINGTON, D,C.
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Council to reject the proposed changes at the meeting on
December 12.

very truly yours,

-:»
/

PTF:jlp

[09901-000 l1PA923430.0951 12/9/92
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By Messenger

Janice M. stewart, Esq.
McEwen, Gisvold, Rankin & Stewart
1100 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Proposed Amendments to ORCP 32

Dear Janice:

It has come to my attention that Phil Goldsmith and
others have proposed certain amendments to ORCP 32 which may be
considered by the Council on court Procedures at its
December 12, 1992 meeting in Eugene.

I understand that among the proposed amendments are
those Which in substance would do the following:

1. Delete notiCe provisions inclUded in former ORS
13.260 as originallY enacted; and

2. Eliminate or greatly reduce the use of claim forms as
originally included in former ORS 13.260.

Having been directly involved in the negotiated
legislative settlement of the differences between the
plaintiffs' and defendants' bars in 1973, I want to set forth a
bit of history and say why I think it would be unwise to change
these two provisions.

The Oregon legislature considered and adopted class
action legislation at the 1973 session. Henry carey led the
plaintiffs' bar, and among those who represented the
defendants' bar were Hugh Big9s and I for our law firm. The

PDX1"30li60.1
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Attorney General's office was also actively involved in the
discussions leading to adoption of the class action rule.

The primary conflict was between ease of recovery on
the one hand and due process protection of the rights of the
litigants on the other. The plaintiffs' bar wanted an opt out
rUle, limited notice and fluid recovery. The defendants' bar
wanted an opt in provision, expanded notice and a requirement
that individual class plaintiffs had ultimately to express an
interest in recovery.

As a result of the discussions before the legislature
and with the participation by the Attorney General, the
legislature balanced the equities. The legislature provided an
opt out rule which automatically gives plaintiffs the
collective force of a large group once a class is certified.
However, the legislature adopted as a counter balance a
requirement that before entry of a final jUdgment, individual
members of the class would have to actually express an
intention to make a claim against the defendant. As to notice,
the legislature simply enacted the notice provisions of Federal
Rule 23 and requested the best possible notice under the
circumstances.

In both the 1975 and the 1977 legislatures, Mr. Carey
and other proponents of a more liberalized use of class actions
returned to Salem and, having obtained the advantages of opt
out, tried to convince the legislature that it should mOdify
the law to ease the notice provisions and to permit fluid
recovery. In both ,1975 and 1977 the attempts were
unsuccessful, primarily, in my opinion, because there was no
demonstration that the balance originally created had
disadvantaged class plaintiffs.

It seems to me that nothing has happened in the 15
years since 1977 to demonstrate that class plaintiffs have been
prejudiced by the notice requirements. Certainly there can be
no showing that individual members of the public have SUffered
because they actually had to fill out and submit a claim form
before they could be paid. Since the class action rule was
enacted in 1973, class representatives have won litigation,
class representatives have lost litigation, and many class
actions have been settled. A body of law has been created
Which has served the public well, jUdging by the few decided
cases evidencing problems with the procedures.

PDXl-30460 .1
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It seems to me that what is presently being
propounded is simply a revisitation of a controversy which was
resolved by compromise in 1973 and not changed by the
legislature in 1975 or 1977. There is no demonstrated public
need for the change, and I believe that the suggested changes
represent an attempt to have the Council enact not procedural
but social changes, an impulse which I hope the council will
resist.

I would appreciate your distributing this letter to
all members of the council.

Very truly yours,

'YVJL.Jrr hnl~
William M. McAllister

WMM:ml

PDXl-30460,l
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ReI Proposed Amendments to ORep 32

Dear Janice:

I am writing to voice my ~trong Dpposi~ion to ~ne

proposed amendments to OEep 32 that are to be considered by the
Council on Court Procedures thin Saturday.

I have handled numerous class actions during my 19
years of practice. Baaed on that 9~p.rience, I can sep. no need
for thp. proposed cnanqas, rurznerncre, I believe tllaL. tIle
deletion of notice provisions cnd the elimination or reduction
in the use of claim form~ would pose significant due process
~Iestions that would unnecessarily compli~~t~ class action
IlLigation. In addition, the elimination of the distinction
between types of class actions would tend to contuse 11t1qants
and would inject uncertainty into a 5Y5tem that has been
functioning smoothly for a number of years.

I would appreciate your distributing this letter to
members of the Council for their consideration.

Sincerely yourc,+ {J.~,,«.cI..-<~
Lois O. Rosenbaum
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Prof. Maury Holland, Executive Director
Council on court Procedures
University of Qregon
School of Law, Room 275A
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, OR 97403-3720

Re: froposed Amendment to ORC? 36C

Dear Prof. Holland:

DUl:'ing the last two sessions of the Procedure and Practice
Committee, we discussed the proposed amendment to ORCP 36C.
The committee was not able to reach a consensus regarding the
amendment. As a result, we would like to share some of the
concerns we discussed in this regard.

It is our understanding that the following is the proposed
amendment:

C. (2). A party may disclose materials or other
information covered by a protective order issued
under subsection (1) above to a lawyer representing
a client in a similar or related matter if the party
first obtains a court order, after notice and an
opportunity to be heard is afforded to the parties
or persons for whose benefit the protective order
has been issued. Disclosure shall be allowed by the
court except for good cause shown by the parties or
persons for whose benefit the protective order has
been issued. No order shall be issued allowing
disclosure unless the attorney receiving the
material or information agrees in writing to be
bound by the terms of the protective order.
(Renumber existing Rule 36C and 36C(l).)

1. The Procedure and Practice Committee discussed the
general purpose behind the proposed amendment and concluded
that there are really two distinct objectives for the
amendment. The committee recognized the pUblic policy against
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secrecy although, at the same time, it recognized the necessity
of protecting trade secret information which an entity has
worked to develop and which forms the basis of its existence.
In addition, there is a separate purpose to allow attorneys
access to previously produced documents for convenience of
counsel. Although the pUblic policy disfavoring secrecy is
somewhat intertwined in the result of the amendment, the
amendment itself seems to be directed toward third party
intervention into the production of documents. There was
concern that the amendment merely allows for an additional
procedure for disclosure of documents Which a party would be
entitled to and, in fact, obligated to request, pursuant to the
nornal discovery procodures set forth in the ORCP.

2. The amendment is not clear regarding its application
to closed cases. The amendment 1l\ay require the court to
entertain continuous jurisdiction over all civil actions in
which a protective order has been issued•. In contrast, if the
civil file is still active, and if the infor1l\ation sought is
available in an active civil case, the same infor1l\ation should
be, and arguably would be, available to the second litigant
under the normal discovery rules and thus there would be no
need for invading the first protective order.

3. There is no specific provision for attorneys who do
not practice in the state of Oregon to request and institute
the ORCP 36C procedure., Furthermore, even if such attorney
were able to litigate a prior protective order in an Oregon
case, the committee had great concern over the Oregon court's
ability to enforce the protective order even if the second
attorney agreed to be bound by such. Routinely, failure to
comply with protective orders is enforceable by a conte1l\pt
citation. The Oregon courts do not have the practical ability
to enforce such a contempt citation and in fact, would have no
basis for any such sanctions against an out-ot-state litigant.
In addition, the Oregon court would have very li1l\ited, if any,
ability to enforce a monetary sanction against an out-of-state
attorney under the circumstances presented by the a1l\endment.

4. with respect to the disclosure itself, the proposed
amendment requires' only that the two attorneys represent a
client "in a similar or related 1l\atter." Such language may
allow disclosure of trade secret information which has been
produced pursuant to a protective order in a case involving two
separate and distinct entities. As an example, General Motors
may be involved in seatbelt litigation which is "similar" to a
Honda Motors seatbelt case. However, the two entities have
completely different trade secrets and interests in protecting
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such data. Moreover, the language - "similar or related" 
provides only· a minimum relevancy requirement which would
presumably have to be litigated on a case-by-case basis.

5. With respect to the burden of proof, the amendment to
ORCP 36C as written presumes that disclosure is appropriate
unless ge>0d cause is proven by the protected party. This
places the burden of showing good cause upon the parties or
person for whose benefit the protective order has been issued.
There are pros and cons regarding placement of the burden of
proof on either party, to wit:

A.
the party for
issued include

Re:asons for placing the burden of good cause on
whose benefit the protective order has been
the following:

(1) There is no potential harm because persons to
whom disclosure is. made must agree to be bound to
the terms of the order. Responsibility for showing
any harm from further disclosure, subject to the
protective order, should rest upon the party who
might suffer h~rm.

(2) The court should continue to presume that
secrecy is against the public policy of oregon.
Therefore, the burden of obtaining secrecy should be
on the party who wants secrecy.

(3) The attorney seeking the material in all
likelihood does not know the true contents of the
material at issue. Counsel is at a disadvantage in
connecting the importance, or potential usefulness,
of the disclosed material to the existing
representation. Counsel who seeks to prevent
disclosure is in a better position to urge lack of
relevance.

B.
showing good
follows:

Reasons in favor of placing the burden of
cause on the party who seeks disclosure are as

(1) A status quo exists because a trial court has
already decided that a protective order is
necessary. It is more jUdicially efficient to place
the burden on the party seeking to disturb the
status quo, after a prior commitment of jUdicial
resource, tillie, and examination of issues.
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(2) A moving party bears the burden of proof on
most motions, even discovery motions, and there are
less compelling reasons to carve out an exception
for third persons intervening in the private dispute
of others.

(3) A person seeking disclosure is in
position to demonstrate the necessity
information.

a better
for the

(4) Requiring the benefitted party to bear the
burden of proof may require that party to litigate
their protective order hundreds of times after the
initial litigation has been closed and dismissed.

(5) The moving party is able to obtain the same
information, via the normal discovery procedure, in
the moving party's case.

In conclusion, the Procedure and Practice Committee was unable
to reach a consensus for or against adoption of the proposed
amendment. It is our committee's hope that our input will be
useful to the Council in its work on the proposal at tomorrow's
meeting.

Respectfully Submitted,

Richard s. Yugler

Kathyrn S. Chase

J. HUbel

n C. Thom;:~0
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Oregon ~ule of ,civil Procedure 36, Relating to
Protect~ve Orders '

RE:

I support Associa~ed Oregon Industries position in opposing the
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December 10, 1992

By Messenger

Janice M. stewart, Esq.
McEwen, Gisvold, Rankin & stewart
1100 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Proposed Amendments to ORCP 32

Dear Janice:

r~ :: C; S I \.f ~:-,: ;.)
1"1t; t.",I{::t, Gi:~:::-:~',:~. R;;:~;:·.i"

It has come to my attention that Phil Goldsmith and
others have proposed certain amendments to ORCP 32 which may be
considered by the Council on court Procedures at its
December 12, 1992 meeting in Eugene.

I understand that among the proposed amendments are
those which in substance would do the following:

1. Delete notice provisions included in former ORS
13.260 as originally enacted; and

2. Eliminate or greatly reduce the use of claim forms as
originally included in former ORB 13.260.

Having been directly involved in the negotiated
legislative settlement of the differences between the
plaintiffs' and defendants' bars in 1973, I want to set forth a
bit of history and say why I think it would be unwise to change
these two provisions.

The Oregon legislature considered and adopted class
action legislation at the 1973 session. Henry carey led the
plaintiffs' bar, and among those who represented the
defendants' bar were Hugh Biggs and I for our law firm. The

POX1"30460.1
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Attorney General's office was also actively involved in the
discussions leading to adoption of the class action rule.

The primary conflict was between ease of recovery on
the one hand and due process protection of the rights of the
litigants on the other. The plaintiffs' bar wanted an opt out
rule, limited notice and fluid recovery. The defendants' bar
wanted an opt in provision, expanded notice and a requirement
that individual class plaintiffs had ultimately to express an
interest in reoovery.

As a result of the discussions before the legislature
and with the partioipation by the Attorney General, the
legislature balanced the equities. The legislature provided an
opt out rule Which automatically gives plaintiffs the
collective foroe of a large group once a class is certified.
However, the legislature adopted as a counter balance a
requirement that before entry of a final jUdgment, individual
members of the class would have to actually express an
intention to make a olaim against the defendant. As to notice,
the legislature simply enaoted the notice provisions of Federal
RUle 23 and requested the best possible notioe under the
circumstances.

In both the 1975 and the 1977 legislatures, Mr. carey
and other proponents of a more liberalized use of class actions
returned to Salem and, having obtained the advantages of opt
out, tried to convinoe the legislature that it should modify
the law to ease the notice provisions and to permit fluid
recovery. In both .1975 and 1977 the attempts were
unsuccessful, primarily, in my opinion, beoause there was no
demonstration that the balance originally created had
disadvantaged class plaintiffs.

It seems to me that nothing has happened in the 15
years since 1977 to demonstrate that class plaintiffs have been
prejudiced by the notice requirements. Certainly there can be
no showing that individual members of the public have SUffered
beoause they actually had to fill out and submit a claim form
before they could be paid. Since the class action rule was
enacted in 1973, class representatives have won litigation,
class representatives have lost litigation, and many class
actions have been settled. A body of law has been created
which has served the public well, jUdging by the few decided
cases evidencing problems with the procedures.

PDXl-30460.1
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It seems to me that what is presently being
propounded is simply a revisitation of a controversy which was
resolved by compromise in 1973 and not changed by the
legislature in 1975 or 1977. There is no demonstrated public
need for the change, and I believe that the suggested changes
represent an attempt to have the Council enact not procedural
but social changes, an impulse which I hope the council will
resist.

I would appreciate your distributing this letter to
all members of the council.

Very truly yours,

William M. McAllister

WMM:ml

POXl-30460.1
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Janice M. stewart, Esq.
McEwen, Gisvold, Rankin & ~t.ewArt

1100 SW 6th Avenue, suite 1600
Portlund, OR 97204

ReI Proposed Am§naments to ORCP 32

Dear Janice:

I am writing to voice my ~trong opposition to tne
proposed amendments to ORC? 32 that are to be considered by the
Council on Court Procedures thio Saturday.

I have handled numerous class actions during my 19
years of practice. Baaed on that experience, I can sep. no need
for the proposed changes. ~'urthermore, I believe that. the
deletlOll or notice provisions I:Ind the elimination or reduction
in the use of claim form~ would pose si9nificant due process
~Iestions that would unnecessarily complicate class action
llLigation. In addition, the elimination of the distinction
between types of class actions would tend to contuse litigants
and would inject uncertainty into a system that has been
functioning smoothly for Q numbcr of years.

I would appreciate your distributing this letter to
members of the council for thoir consideration.

Sincerely yourn,+ {)·tff,,<!~/,.-<~
T,ois O. Rosenbaum
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Prof. Maury Holland, Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
University of Qregon
School of Law, Room 275A
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, OR 97403-3720

Re: eroposed Am~ndment to ORCr 36C

Dear Prof. Holland:

Durinq the last two sessions of the Procedure and practice
Committee, we discussed the proposed amendment to ORCP 36C.
The committee was not able to reach a consensus regarding the
amendment. As a result, we would like to share some of the
concerns we discussed in this regard.

It is our understanding that the following is the proposed
amendment:

c. (2). A party may disclose materials or other
infot1l\ation covered by a protective order issued
under subsection (1) above to a lawyer representing
a client in a similar or related matter if the party
first obtains a court order, after notice and an
opportunity to be heard is afforded to the parties
or persons for whose benefit the protective order
has been issued. Disclosure shall be allowed by the
court except for good cause shown by the parties or
persons for whose benefit the protective order has
been issued. No order shall be issued allowing
disclosure unless the attorney receiving the
material or infot1l\ation agrees in writing to be
bound by the tet1l\s of the protective order.
(Renumber existing Rule 36C and 36C(1).)

1. The Procedure and Practice Committee discussed the
general purpose behind the proposed amendment and concluded
that there are really two distinct objectives for the
amendment. The committee recognized the pUblic policy against
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secrecy although, at the same time, it recognized the necessity
of protecting trade secret information which an entity has
worked to develop and which forms the basis of its existence.
In addition, there is a separate purpose to allow attorneys
access to previously produced documents for convenience of
counsel. Although the public policy disfavoring secrecy is
somewhat intertwined in the result of the amendment, the
amendment itself seems to be directed toward third party
intervention into the production of documents. There was
concern that the amendment merely allows for an additional
procedure for disclosure of documents which a party would be
entitled to and, in fact, obligated to request, pursuant to the
normal discovery procodures set forth in the ORCP.

2. The amendment is not clear regarding its application
to closed cases. The amendment; may require the court to
~ntertain continuous jurisdiction over all civil actions in
which a protective order has been issued•. In contrast, if the
civil file is still active, and if the information sought is
available in an active civil case, the same information should
be, and arguably would be, available to the second litigant
under the normal discovery rules and thus there would be no
need for invading the first protective order.

3. There is no specific provision for attorneys who do
not practice in the state of oregon to request and institute
the ORCP 36C procedure., Furthermore, even if such attorney
were able to litigate a prior protective order in an Oregon
case, the committee had great concern over the Oregon court's
ability to enforce the protective order even if the second
attorney agreed to be bound by such. Routinely, failure to
comply with protective orders is enforceable by a contempt
citation. The Oregon courts do not have the practical ability
to enforce such a contempt citation and in fact, would haVe no
basis for any such sanctions against an out-of-state litigant.
In addition, the oregon court would have very limited, if any,
ability to enforce a monetary sanction against an out-of-state
attorney under the circumstances presented by the amendment.

4. With respect to the disclosure itself, the proposed
amendment requires' only that the two attorneys represent a
c1 ient "in a similar or related matter." Such language may
allow disclosure of trade secret information which has been
produced pursuant to a protective order in a case involving two
separate and distinct entities. As an example, General Motors
may be involved in seatbelt litigation which is "similar" to a
Honda Motors seatbelt case. However, the two entities have
completely different trade secrets and interests in protecting
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such data. Moreover, the language - "similar or related" 
provides only· a minimum relevancy requirement which would
presumably have to be litigated on a case-by-case basis.

5. With respect to the burden of proof, the amendment to
ORCP 36C as written presumes that disclosure is appropriate
unless good cause is proven by the protected party. This
places the burden of showing good cause upon the parties or
person for whose benefit the protective order has been issued.
There are pros and conS regarding placement of the burden of
proof on either party, to wit:

A.
the party for
issued include

Reasons for placing the burden of good cause on
whose benefit the protective order has been
the following:

(1) There is no potential harm because persons to
whom disclosure is. made must agree to be bound to
the terms of the order. Responsibility for shoWing
any harm from further disclosure, subject to the
protective order, should rest upon the party who
might suffer h~rm.

(2) The court should continue to presume that
secrecy is against the public policy of Oregon.
Therefore, the burden of obtaining secrecy should be
on the party who wants secrecy.

(3) The attorney seeking the material in all
likelihood does not know the true contents of the
material at issue. Counsel is at a disadvantage in
connecting the importance, or potential usefulness,
of the disclosed material to the existing
representation. Counsel who seeks to prevent
disclosure is in a better position to urge lack of
relevance.

B.
showing good
follows:

Reasons in favor of placing the burden of
cause on the party who seeks disclosure are as

(1) A status quo exists because a trial court has
already decided that a protective order is
necessary. It is more jUdicially efficient to place
the burden on the party seeking to disturb the
status quo, after a prior cOl1U1lit1llent of jUdicial
resource, time, and examination of issues.
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(2) A moving party bears the burden of proof on
most motions, even discovery motions, and there are
less compelling reasons to carve out an exception
for third persons intervening in the private dispute
of others.

(3) A person seeking disclosure is in
position to demonstrate the necessity
information.

a better
for the

(4) Requiring the benefitted party to bear the
burden of proof may require that party to litigate
their protective order hundt"eds of times after the
initial litigation has been closed and dismissed.

(5) The moving party is able to obtain the same
information, via the normal discovery procedure, in
the moving party's case.

In conclusion, the Procedure and Practice Committee was unable
to reach a consensus for or against adoption of the proposed
amendment. It is our committee's hope that our input will be
useful to the Council in its work on the proposal at tomorrow's
meeting.

Respectfully SUbmitted,

Richard s. Yugler

Kathyrn S. Chase

J. Hubel

n C. Thom;:~0
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